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Why Norlake, Inc.?
• Experience:
Norlake, Inc. has been in business since 1947 continuously manufacturing quality
commercial refrigeration equipment.
• Facilities:
280,000 square feet of manufacturing and warehouse space to meet your needs with stateof-the-art manufacturing equipment.
• Quality:
Only quality materials are used in construction and manufacture of all Nor- Lake equipment,
resulting in products that provide long product life and value to the customer.
• Norlake Quality Policy:
Our objective is to pursue, earn and maintain a reputation of quality in leadership and ethical
integrity among the customers we serve.
• Service:
Committed to meeting the customer’s needs in design, sales, support, and service with an
experienced staff of engineers, service and parts personnel, customer service and support
representatives and sales agents.
• Environmental Concern:
Leader in the industry on the CFC/Ozone issue and developing environmentally safe
products using HFC-245fa polyurethane foam insulation. CFC-free and HCFC-free. Zero
ozone depletion.
• Design:
State-of-the art computer assisted design capabilities with experienced design individuals at
the controls.
• Orders:
Computerized order systems insure fast/accurate confirmation of orders and shipment dates
with many standard products available for shipment immediately. Orders are linked
automatically with invoicing, inventory, and materials.
•
Location:
Centrally located

which

optimizes

efficiency

and

minimizes

shipping

costs.
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A Note To Our Customers
Norlake is pleased to provide you with our complete Specification Manual. We
manufacture quality walk-in coolers and freezers for the Foodservice industry, as well
as walk-in refrigerators, freezers, and environmental rooms for Laboratory, Pharmacy
and Commercial applications.
For your ease of use and convenience, we have prepared this guide in standard
specification format. This will assist you in finding the data you need to provide your
clients with accurate information and properly designed cold rooms.
This Guide is a dynamic manual in that there will be ongoing updates to keep the
material current. Please send any suggestions on making this guide easier to use or
additional information you would like to see included. We look forward to your feedback
and to continuing the growth of our business relationship.
If you have any questions regarding Norlake products or services, please contact us at
800-955-5253 for Foodservice or 800-477-5253 for Scientific applications. We look
forward to serving you.
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How to Use This Manual
• Specification:
The first and bolded item in each area is the specification itself written in a manner that it
can be copied directly into the desired specification.
• Support Data:
Bullet pointed after each specification is additional information/data to support/clarify
the specification plus highlight any unique features.
• Division:
General information/specification will be followed by information which would apply to
Foodservice applications only. These applications will be indicated by *. Information
which would apply to more tightly controlled environment (referred to as Non-Foodservice
in this manual) applications will come next indicated by §.
• Choices:
In some areas, choices may be a portion of the specification. When this occurs, we have
written the specification such that it can be completed by the appropriate choice or
choices.
• Figures/Drawings/Charts:
These are supplied when there is a unique feature to be considered or when words
cannot adequately define the information provided.
Note: Because Norlake is consistently trying to remain the industry leader in product
innovation, the specifications are subject to change without notice.
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NOTE:
Alternative to Custom Design

If space has not already been allocated for the walk-in rooms, and the
refrigeration/freezer specifications are standard + 38°F (4°C), + 35°F, 10°F (-20°C), -20°F (-30°C) or (0°C to +55°C); economical alternatives are
the Nor- Lake Kold Locker™, (Foodservice applications) Norlake NonFoodservice Mini- Room walk-in (Laboratory, Pharmacy and Commercial
applications) and Fast-Trak® walk-in (Foodservice & Laboratory, Pharmacy
and Commercial applications). These walk-in rooms offer the following
benefits:
• Quick Shipment Kold Locker™ Walk-ins/Mini Rooms:
Same day shipment for standard models
5 - 10 working days with options
Fast-Trak® walk-ins and refrigeration systems:
5 - 10 day shipment dependent on the options
• Value Priced
• Standard Sizes from Kold Locker™ Walk-ins/Mini Rooms:
3’6” x 6’ to 10’ X 14' for single rooms
Fast-Trak® walk-ins and refrigeration systems:
Widths of 6’, 7’, 8’, 9’, 10’, 11’ and 12’
Unlimited length in 1’ increments
• Easy to Install
Please review these rooms in the Quick Ship Standard Room Section of this
specification manual.
If more sophisticated custom rooms are needed or space allocations are
already set, please continue in this section to specify made to specification
rooms.
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*/§ Denotes Architect information, not to be incorporated into the design Specifications.
SECTION-13038
PREFABRICATED COLD STORAGE ROOMS
“*” Information Specific for Foodservice Applications
PREFABRICATED ENVIRONMENTAL ROOMS
“§” Information Specific for Non-Foodservice
Applications

PART 1 - GENERAL
1.01 SUMMARY
A. Section Includes: Furnishing all labor, materials, equipment and services
necessary to complete the Prefabricated Room(s). Room(s) shall include
modular metal clad construction with all the essential controls, and equipment
required to meet the specified conditions of the contract documents.
1. Factory assembled and test major components prior to delivery.
2. Complete refrigeration systems.
3. Humidification and/or Dehumidification systems as required.
§

Include Section 1.01A.3. in the Specifications as required, for NonFoodservice applications only.

4. Controls and Instrumentation.
5. Light fixtures.
6. Delivery of equipment to the final location.
7.

Assemble room(s) including refrigeration piping, electrical power
connections, inter-wiring and perform all other work to provide a
complete operational room.

8. Start-up and field testing of room(s).
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B. Related Sections:
1. Section (

) Joint Sealers.

2. Section (

) Laboratory Casework.

§

Include Section 1.01B.2. in the Specifications as required, for NonFoodservice applications only.

3. Division 15- Mechanical.
*/§ Related Mechanical Section considerations include; water cooled
condensing unit supply and return lines, floor drains and ductwork
connections.
4. Division 16- Electrical.
*/§ Related Electrical Section considerations include; disconnect switches,
power sources (refrigeration system, dehumidification system, controls),
remote alarm stations.
1.02 SUBMITTALS
A. Shop drawings/Product data:
1. Prior to fabrication submit shop drawings and product data to the
Architect for approval under the provisions of Section (
) and under the
requirements of this section.
2. Indicate on shop drawings, layout, finishes, power requirements, room
dimensions, and component locations.
3. Provide a sample of proposed wall panel assembly with the joint method
including cam lock and seal.
B. Certifications:
1. By Contractor; Certify that the field tests specified have been performed
and products meet or exceed specified requirements.
C. Operation and Maintenance Manuals:
1. Include instructions for sequential operation, start-up and shut-down, with
pertinent control data and schematics, room arrangement, and component
parts list.
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1.03

QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Qualifications:
1. Manufacturer: A company specializing in the manufacture of complete
packaged Prefabricated Rooms. Only single source suppliers will be
acceptable supplying all components as specified, with satisfactory
installations of similar equipment, in operation for at least 5 years. To
indicate familiarity with equipment and components, a minimum of 200
rooms shall have been installed within the past 5 years.
2. Installer: Company specializing in the work of this section with a minimum
five years experience.
B. Regulatory Requirements:
1. APA - American Plywood Association PS – 1-09 - Plywood
2. ASHRAE - American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Engineers. Standards - Refrigeration Components, Safety and Use of
Refrigerants.
3. ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials #AB209 –Aluminum
Alloy, Sheet and Plate.
4. ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials #A240 - Stainless
Chromium-Nickel-Steel Plate, Sheet and Strip.
5. ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials #A653 - Steel Sheet,
Zinc-Coated (Galvanized by the Hot Dip Process).
6. UL - Underwriters Laboratories Inc., #723 - Panel Flame Spread Index
Classification.
7. NEC - National Electrical Code Article 310 and 440 - Electric Motors.
8. NSF – NSF International Certification of Prefabricated Custom Built Walk-in
Refrigerators and Freezers.
9. ANSI – Certified Tempered Vu-Port Glass per ANSI Z97.1-2004.
10. Miami-Dade County Product Control Approval #18-1120.07, exp. 05/10/2023
(Consult factory for Miami- Dade County requirements)
11. State of Florida Product Approval File No. FL28473
(Consult factory for State of Florida requirements)
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1.04

DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. General:
1. Wrap and crate finished components and assemblies at factory to prevent
damage or marring of surfaces during shipping and handling.
2. Protect products and exposed finishes against physical damage during
room erection.
3. Do not deliver materials or assemblies to site until installation spaces are
ready to receive room(s).
1.05

SITE CONDITIONS

A. Field Measurements: The installation contractor shall examine and verify
project conditions at the site to ensure acceptable access, dimensions and
general conditions.
1.06 SEQUENCING AND SCHEDULING
A. General Requirements: Install and complete room(s) in close coordination
with the Construction Manager and with the work of other trades as specified
in the Contract Documents.
1.07

WARRANTY

A. Manufacturer shall provide a written warranty to the Owner stating the product
is free from defects in material or workmanship under normal use and service.
Warranty shall become effective following the acceptance date and cover the
following items for the noted duration:
1. Fifteen year insulated panel warranty
2. Five year compressor warranty
3. 18 months parts warranty
4. 18 months labor warranty
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PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.01

ACCEPTABLE MANUFACTURERS

A. Norlake, Inc., Hudson, Wisconsin is specified as the design standard.
B. Other manufacturers in strict accordance with the drawings and specifications
will be considered subject to Architect and Owner approval.
Substitute
products must be submitted in accordance with Section (
) and provide
test results from a room equal to that specified, which has been operating to
specification for a minimum of five years.
2.02

MATERIALS

A. Modular Panel Construction: Wall, ceiling and floor panels shall be
prefabricated modular construction consisting of 100% foamed-in-place
polyurethane insulation 4" thick, bonded by an adhesive to the interior and the
exterior metal pan skins and heat cured for lifelong stability. Each wall panel
skin is to be formed using a double 90° bend on each edge to add strength and
rigidity. Panels are to be in widths of 6 inch increments, with a minimum width
of 6 inches and a maximum width of 48 inches. All panels are to bear the UL
label. The panels shall incorporate cam lock type fasteners as joining devices
for the adjacent tongue and groove panels. Each device is to consist of a cam
action locking arm and a steel rod in the adjoining panel so that by rotating the
locking arm the hook engages over the rod and the cam action draws the
panels together. The resulting panel joints shall be sealed by a foamed-inplace, continuous one piece gasket.
*/§ All standard panel dimensions are full size in lieu of nominal widths to provide a
final room size as required by the plans and specifications. See figure 2.02A-1.

FULL DIMENSION WALK-IN
9'-6"

NOMINAL DIMENSION WALK-IN

9'-6"

9'-1,1/2"
12'-0"

11'-4"

9'-1,1/2"
11'-7"

10'-11"

19'-3"

20'-0"

figure 2.02A-1
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Standard wall panel width dimensions (horizontal measurement) begin at 6 inches and
increase by 6 inch increments to 48 inches. Standard wall panel sizes offer quick
delivery and pricing advantages. See figure 2.02A-2.

STANDARD WALL PANEL WIDTHS

6"

18"

12"

24"
4"
42"

36"

30"

48"

STANDARD CORNER & “T" PANELS
12"

6"

4"
12"

12"
10"

8"

12"

12"

24"

24"

figure 2.02A-2

Special size panels are also available in width increments of 0.5", to provide flexibility
for unique room designs.
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1. Panel joints are to be precisely formed male and female tongue and groove
shapes fabricated to force the male edge to contact the female edge,
providing additional seal. The panel edge shall have a gasket which
provides a positive seal that meets NSF standards. Gasket shall be
“locked” to the skins and run in a continuous piece, completely around the
panel with only one break to provide the optimal seal. Gasket is locked to
the skins by means of being foamed-in-place as an integral part of the
finished panel. The gasket is to fit completely around the double 90° bend
on the edge of the panel skin.
*/§ See figure 2.02A.1-1 for detail of specified panel joint.

PANEL JOINT SEALS
b
GASKET
SEALS

FOAM TO FOAM
SEALS

figure 2.02A.1-1
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2.
Mechanical panel fasteners shall have wings which provide the necessary
strength to support the cam action of the locking mechanism when the panels are
drawn together. Access holes to the locking mechanism shall be cleared of foam
and concealed with NSF listed synthetic plug buttons to provide a sanitary seal.
*/§ See figure 2.02A.2-1 for detail of specified wing type cam fastener.

figure 2.02A.2-1

3. Insulation shall be a full 4 inches thick, Class A (Class 1) rigid foamed-inplace polyurethane with a 2.0 pounds per cubic foot density ± 10%. Foam
polyurethane shall be injected into the panels by means of a high output,
high pressure impingement mixing head. The “R” value of the walls, ceilings
and doors shall be a minimum of 25 for coolers and 32 for freezers. The “R”
value of freezer floors shall be a minimum of 28. The K-factor used to
determine the “R” value shall be based on ASTM C518-04. The K-factor shall
be tested at a mean foam temperature of 55°F for coolers and at 20°F for
freezers.
Insulation shall be 95% closed cell structure. Flame spread index according
to ASTM E-84/ UL 723 shall be 25 or less. Polyurethane foam shall be
expanded with HFC-245fa. The use of an ozone depleting CFC or HCFC as a
blowing agent is specifically prohibited.
*/§ The use of CFC or HCFC in foam insulation is not recommended due to the
potential damage it can cause to the earth’s ozone layer. HFC-245fa is the
suggested alternative providing exceptional “R” Value at low Mean Core
Temperatures.
13038-8

Building codes specify that unless otherwise specifically approved by
diversified tests, foam plastic insulation (core material) used on interior walls
and ceiling must have a flame spread rating, determined by ASTM E-84 or
UL 723 of 75 or less, smoke generation of 450 or less, and be separated
from the interior of a building by an approved thermal barrier of one-half inch
gypsum wallboard or an equivalent material that is tested in accordance with
the current code. The thermal barrier is not required if the core material has
a flame spread index of 25 or less, smoke developed index of 450 or less,
be covered with approved metal facings, have a flash ignition and selfignition temperatures of not less than 600°F and 800°F respectively and
protected by automatic sprinklers. Prefabricated Room panels fall into the
latter category and in most areas of the country, the sprinkling requirement
is outside the refrigerated area of the Prefabricated Room. In any case,
Specifiers and Designers are advised to use only those panels bearing such
ratings and labeled as such.
4. Wall Panel Reinforcement: Shall be included where wall hung shelving and
wall mounted casework is to be provided. Support shall be 1/2 inch APA
rated plywood backing, permanently foamed within Prefabricated Room
panel. See Architectural plans for locations.
Optional: add Paragraph 2.02A.4-1 for situations which require additional wall
support, I.E. shelving or casework is to be mounted to room walls.
For 2.02B, choose one of the four Specification paragraph options below for the
appropriate flooring design:
Option #1-With insulated floor panels:
B. Floor panels: Shall be a full 4 inches thick with one piece foamed-inplace edge caps. Floor panels shall be designed to withstand uniformly
distributed loads of 800 pounds per square foot. The joint between the floor
and wall shall form a 45° angle to allow for easy cleaning.
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Paragraph items 1 and 2 below are optional, and should be added if anticipated loads
may exceed the floor panel compression strength (800 pounds per square foot) and
additional strength is required. Prefabricated rooms with floors can be recessed below
building floor (if desired, the recess can be deep enough to accommodate floor tile over
the floor sections) see figure 2.02B-1 for a detail of this type of application. See the
Architectural Detail / Plans section for additional detailed drawings of “with floor”
applications.

RECESSED FLOOR DETAIL

WALL
PANEL

COVE MOLDING
BY INSTALLING
CONTRACTOR
1/4" RADIUS MIN.

PANEL GASKET
BUILDING FLOOR

INTERIOR FLOOR

4"

FLOOR PANEL

GROUT OR SEALANT
VAPOR BARRIER (50# FELT
OR 6 MIL POLYETHYLENE
BY INSTALLING CONTRACTOR

figure 2.02B-1

1. Provide aluminum diamond tread plate covering the complete interior
floor.
2. Additional support shall be provided by the use of (Select One: 1/2 inch,
3/4 inch) APA rated plywood backing, permanently foamed within
prefabricated floor panel.
*/§ Prefabricated Rooms are designed without floors to provide the user a level
transition from the exterior to the interior for rolling traffic such as carts, lift
trucks and dollies. There are three situations where the less floor option
should be considered:
1. When any type of rolling conveyance is to be used to move product into
and out of the refrigerated space.
2. When it is not advantageous for the user to consider using ramps in the
floor panels.
3.

When loads exceed the compressive strength of the floor panels.

Floorless rooms requiring temperatures of less than 0° Centigrade (32° Fahrenheit)
should only be considered if the building floor is to be otherwise insulated.
13038-10

Floorless rooms without insulation in the building floor should never be considered where
the room is to be installed above ground level and there is occupied space below the
refrigerated area. In these cases, the ceiling of the room beneath the Prefabricated
Room easily reaches dew point and considerable condensation develops.
See figure 2.02B-2 for the various room height combinations available by using the
different flooring designs.

HEIGHTS WITH PANEL FLOOR
CEILING

f

FLOOR

HEIGHTS WITH STANDARD FLOOR SEALER

H

If

6’-7”
7’-7”
8’-7”
9’-7”
10’-7”

5’-11”
6’-11”
7’-11”
8’-11”
9’-11”

12’-7”
13’-7”
14’-7”
15’-7”
16’-7”
17’-7”
18’-7”
19’-7”
20’-7”
21’-7”
22’-7”
23’-7”
24’-7”

11’-11”
12’-11”
13’-11”
14’-11”
15’-11”
16’-11”
17’-11”
18’-11”
19’-11”
20’-11”
21’-11”
22’-11”
23’-11”

CEILING

Is

p p) -- (4")
(4”)
Ip Ip ==H((H

WALL

Hp

WALL

H

SEALER

HEIGHTS WITH VINYL SEALER
CEILING

= (H) - (4')

H

Is

6’-7”
7’-7”
8’-7”
9’-7”
10’-7”
11’-7”
12’-7”
13’-7”
14’-7”
15’-7”
16’-7”
17’-7”
18’-7”
19’-7”
20’-7”
21’-7”
22’-7”
23’-7”
24’-7”

6’-3”
7’-3”
8’-3”
9’-3”
10’-3”
11’-3”
12’-3”
13’-3”
14’-3”
15’-3”
16’-3”
17’-3”
18’-3”
19’-3”
20’-3”
21’-3”
22’-3”
23’-3”
24’-3”

FEMALE BOTTOM RAIL WALL PANELS

Hp

Ip

6’-3.63”
7’-3.63”
8’-3.63”
9’-3.63”
10’-3.63”
11’-3.63”
12’-3.63”
13’-3.63”
14’-3.63”
15’-3.63”
16’-3.63”
17’-3.63”
18’-3.63”
19’-3.63”
20’-3.63”
21’-3.63”
22’-3.63”
23’-3.63”
24’-3.63”

5’-11.63”
6’-11.63”
7’-11.63”
8’-11.63”
9’-11.63”
10’-11.63”
11’-11.63”
12’-11.63”
13’-11.63”
14’-11.63”
15’-11.63”
16’-11.63”
17’-11.63”
18’-11.63”
19’-11.63”
20’-11.63”
21’-11.63”
22’-11.63”
23’-11.63”

H

CEILING

I fb = (H fb )- ( 4" )

fb

WALL

H fb

6’-2.63”
7’-2.63”
8’-2.63”
9’-2.63”
10’-2.63”
11’-2.63”
12’-2.63”
13’-2.63”
14’-2.63”
15’-2.63”
16’-2.63”
17’-2.63”
18’-2.63”
19’-2.63”
20’-2.63”
21’-2.63”
22’-2.63”
23’-2.63”
24’-2.63”

I

fb

5’-10.63”
6’-10.63”
7’-10.63”
8’-10.63”
9’-10.63”
10’-10.63”
11’-10.63”
12’-10.63”
13’-10.63”
14’-10.63”
15’-10.63”
16’-10.63”
17’-10.63”
18’-10.63”
19’-10.63”
20’-10.63”
21’-10.63”
22’-10.63”
23’-10.63”

figure 2.02B-2

*/§ Prefabricated rooms installed outdoors with walls taller than 12’ will
require additional support for wind loads. Consult factory for proper support
options.
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Option #2-Less floor using PVC extruded floor sealers:
B. Less floor room shall be supplied with PVC extruded floor sealers with semiflexible edges, which seal to floor without the use of exposed fasteners. Sealer
shall meet NSF requirements for floor cove molding.
This option provides an economical method of meeting NSF requirements with a
less floor room. See figure 2.02B-3 for a detail of the specified vinyl floor sealer. See
the Architectural Detail / Plans section for additional detailed drawings of vinyl sealer
applications.
Note: If tile and grout is to be installed after the Walk-In is erected, one should not
specify vinyl sealers. Female bottom rail or foam sealers should be specified in
these cases to allow for proper installation of tile base.

1” VINYL SEALER

figure 2.02B-3

Option #3-Less floor using foam floor screed:
B. Less floor room shall be supplied with foam screed sealer. Screed shall be of
similar construction to wall panels with matching finish.
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If NSF Standards are required, a suitable cove molding should be applied around the
interior of the room see accessories for cove molding specification and detail. Floor
sealers are available in heights of 4-3/8", 6", 8", 10", 12" and 15" and can be
specified for use as a breaker in various depths of insulated pit designs. See figures
2.02B-4 and 2.02B-5 for a detail of the foam floor sealer application and description.
See the Architectural Detail / Plans section for additional detailed drawings of Foam
Sealer applications.

figure 2.02B-4

STANDARD FOAM FLOOR
SEALER PANELS
figure 2.02B-5
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Option #4 - Less Floor Using a Female Bottom Rail:
B. Less floor room shall be constructed by providing wall panels formed with a
female grooved base. Panel base shall fit firmly over a sealer guide attached
to floor.
The “Female Bottom Rail” option is accomplished by utilizing wall sections with a
female bottom edge configuration. With the female b ot t om ra il configuration, the
wall can rest directly on the building floor thus eliminating the need for a foam or
vinyl sealer. If NSF Standards are required, a suitable cove molding should be
applied around the interior of the room. See figure 2.02B-6 for a detail of the
Female Bottom Rail. See the Architectural Detail / Plans section for additional
detailed drawings of Female Bottom Rail applications.
Note: Female Bottom Rail wall panels can be specified with the door(s) held up, in
tile and grout applications. Female Bottom Rails can be used in With Floor / Less
Floor applications.

COVE MOLDING

figure 2.02B-6
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C. Ceiling panels: Shall be a full 4 inches thick with one piece foamed-in-place
edge caps. Metal face skins are to incorporate seams using a double 90°
bend. The joint between the ceiling and wall shall form a 45° angle to allow
for easy cleaning.
If the ceiling span is to exceed 16 feet, additional support must be provided. Choose
one of the three ceiling support options below for paragraph 2.02 C.1. Other
manufacturers may require additional support for outdoor ceilings exceeding 12 feet.
Norlake provides special inner panel support (Ultra-Span™) for outdoor ceiling
applications extending from 12 feet 6 inches up to 16 feet.
Option #1 - Interior post and beam:
1. Supply posts, beams and necessary accessories are required to support
the ceiling span. Retaining strips shall fasten the beam directly to ceiling
panels.
See figure 2.02C.1-1 for a detail of the post and beam support system.

figure 2.02C.1-1
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Option #2 - Suspended ceiling panel system:
1. Provide galvanized hanger brackets which securely lock between ceiling
panels. Brackets to be designed to support the ceiling span. Division
(
) is responsible providing and installing hanger straps to building
structure.
This system provides an economical method of support provided the building
structure is capable of handling the additional weight. See figure 2.02C.1-2 for
a detail of the suspended support system.

SUSPENDED CEILING DETAIL
figure 2.02C.1-2

Option #3 - Self-supporting ceiling system:
1. Self-supporting ceiling shall use galvanized hanger brackets which
securely lock between ceiling panels and securely fasten to load bearing
supports. System must be designed to support the ceiling span.
This system transfers the ceiling loads to the walls and is useful on applications
which the post and beam inside the room are unacceptable and the suspended
system is not practical. See figure 2.02C.1-3 for a detail of the specified selfsupporting system.
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figure 2.02C.1-3

D. Finishes:
1. Ceiling Topside; 26 gauge corrosion resistant smooth steel.
2. Floor Underside; 26 gauge corrosion resistant smooth steel.
3. Interior Floor; 0.100 smooth aluminum.
*/§ Interior floor is also available in 16 gauge smooth stainless steel, aluminum
RTP tread plate and 14 gauge smooth galvanized steel. The use of exposed
14 gauge smooth galvanized for interior flooring is not NSF approved.
4. Interior Walls and Ceiling; 26 gauge corrosion resistant stucco embossed
steel.
5. Exposed Exterior Walls; 26 gauge corrosion resistant stucco embossed
steel.
*/§ WalStone Exterior Wall Finish (Exterior Floorless Building Option Only):
Exterior wall panels (excluding door and frame) to include factory installed
WalStone finish. WalStone panels to be cut to fit each panel and are
factory adhered to each panel prior to shipping. The door and frame are
painted in a match the color of the specified WalStone. The ceiling roof trim
will extend over the exterior wall tops in the same matching color. Ceiling
roof trim extends down 4 1/2” and includes a weather drip edge. Top of
building ceiling shall be equipped with a membrane roof systems specified
in a separate section of its specification. Installer will seal each panel joint
with matching colored caulking after the entire building is erected.
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6. Unexposed Exterior Walls; 26 gauge corrosion resistant stucco embossed
steel.
*/§ Paragraphs 2.02.D.4, 5 and 6 are also available in the following finishes: 20 or
22 gauge stainless steel, 26 gauge white polyester painted embossed
galvanized steel, 22 gauge white polyester painted smooth galvanized steel,
0.032 stucco embossed aluminum, 0.032 white polyester painted stucco
embossed aluminum, 0.032 white polyester painted smooth aluminum, 22
gauge minimum spangled galvanized steel and 0.032 or 0.040 smooth
aluminum. For outdoor applications, the use of 0.032 stucco embossed
aluminum or 20 or 22 gauge stainless steel is recommended for the exterior wall
finish.
E. Door Construction: Entrance door shall be in fitting, flush design with a
minimum opening of 36 inches width by 78 inches height, mounted in a 48 inch
wide panel. The door section shall provide a full 4 inches of polyurethane,
HFC-245fa insulation, construction and finish shall be the same as the
adjoining wall panels. The door shall be constructed to incorporate heavy
duty, molded ABS breaker strip, which is permanently foamed-in-place.
Bottom of door shall seal with an adjustable double sweep gasket, uniquely
designed to provide complete seal between door, threshold, and door jamb.
Door jamb to be a fully coved, extruded, welded, structural anodized
aluminum and rigid frame design for easy cleaning and maintenance.
Threshold plate provided shall be constructed of fiberglass reinforced plastic
(FRP) or extruded aluminum for bearing strength. All doors shall have an antisweat heater wire around the entire perimeter of the door opening and under
threshold. The heater wire shall provide enough heat to prevent
condensation. Heater wire shall be provided in an electrically safe housing
and be easily replaceable without the need for clips or special tools. Conduit
for the inner-wiring of the door panel shall be concealed in the polyurethane
foam panel. Door section to be field wired to surface mounted light fixture
base on the interior door panel. The complete door section shall be UL listed
and so labeled. The door location and swing to be as indicated in
Specifications Drawings.
See Option 2.06 C.1 for concealed through panel electrical accessory.
Door is also available in the following widths and heights:
a. Standard door widths – 24”, 26”, 30”, 42”, and 48”.
b. Standard heights – 66”, 72”, 78”, 84”, and 96”.
c.

Door opening location should be at least 12” from the room outside corner and
18” from a partition centerline. Consult factory for special sizes, locations or
additional features.

d. See Accessories Section 2.06 A and 2.06 B for a specification of the other types
of doors and door accessories available.
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1. Door Hardware: Shall be high pressure die-cast zinc with a polished
chrome finish. Hardware shall include a spring actuated door closer, spring
loaded cam lift hinges, door handle assembly with bumpers and inside safety
release. Door to include NL2400 field adjustable hinge with locking set
screw. Door handle assembly shall include a deadbolt lock capable of being
locked with a key and padlock. For added security the deadbolt mechanism
of the assembly shall be mounted to the door frame section securing the door
if the handle is removed. All hardware shall be attached to extra-large 1/2
inch thick, non-conducting synthetic tapping plates.
Paragraph 2.02E.1 is a standard feature for outward swinging doors. If the specified
door is to be in-swinging, a separate deadbolt lock would need to be added to
provide locking provisions. Add Paragraph 2.06B.2 for these applications.
For maximum security, add the Secure Guard™ lock, Paragraph 2.06B.1 to all
Prefabricated Room doors. For prison applications, the use of the Secure Guard™
lock and special non-lift off hinges mounted with non-reversible screws (paragraph
2.06B.8) is highly recommended.
2. Door Observation Window: Shall be 14 inches by 1 4 o r 24 inches threepane tempered safety glass certified per ANSI Z97.1-2004. Rooms operating
at or above 4 degrees Centigrade (35 degrees Fahrenheit) are to have heated
frames around the glass and be Argon gas filled. Rooms operating below 0
degrees Centigrade (32 degrees Fahrenheit) shall have heated frames, heated
glass and have heat reflective coated glass.
Paragraph 2.02E.2 is an optional feature.
See figure 2.02E.2-1 for a detail of the Door Observation Window Option.
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2.02 Materials

Figure 2.02E-1

figure 2.02E.2-1

figure 2.02E.5-1

3. A light tight removable window cover: Shall cover entire observation
window and provide for easy installation or removal.
§

Paragraph 2.02E.3 is an optional feature and should only be included if
paragraph 2.02E.2 is added to the specifications.

4. Digital thermometer: Calibrated to indicate interior room temperatures in
both Centigrade and Fahrenheit shall be provided with each entrance door.
*/§ Paragraph 2.02E.4 should be deleted if the room is to include a light
management system, control panel or temperature recorder.
5. Kickplate: Made of (Select O ne : 16 ga uge s ta i nle s s s te e l , aluminum
diamond tread). Shall be factory installed to the interior and exterior of door
(Optional: and frame) surface. Kickplate is to extend up 36 inches from floor.
The door shall also include a third hinge for additional support.
*/§ Paragraph 2.02E.5 is an optional feature and should be considered if the
door is going to be subject to heavy use or cart traffic. Kickplates are available
in 16 gauge stainless steel or aluminum diamond tread and may also be applied
to cover the door frame. Kickplate can be specified for interior and/or exterior.
Note that the standard height is 36 inches although when used in conjunction
with 66 inch doors, the height should be reduced to 30 inches to keep the
Kickplate below the door handle. See figure 2.02E.5-1 for a detail of the
Kickplate Option.
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2.03

EQUIPMENT
For Section 2.03A, choose one of the two specification options below for the
appropriate lighting method:

A.

Lighting: Provide a UL-listed LED fixture which meets the 40 lumens/watt
requirement. Mount above the door section a light switch with pilot light
adjacent to door with all inner wiring in concealed conduit inside the
polyurethane foam of the door section and terminated at a surface mounted 4”
x 4” junction box on the interior door frame. All light fixtures shall operate on
115 VAC.
*/§ The 2007 Energy Independence and Security Act requires lighting with 40 lumens
per watt. LED lighting meets this requirement.
Lighting: Rooms operating above or below freezing shall utilize 2- or 4-foot
LED lights. Lights are ideal for operating temperature of -40°F (-40°C) to
+122°F (+50°C). All light fixtures are to be surface mounted on the ceiling and
are to be provided in sufficient quantity to maintain a light intensity of 10 foot
candles average when measured 30 inches above floor. Locate light switch
with pilot light adjacent to door with all inner wiring in concealed conduit
inside the polyurethane foam of the door section and terminated at a surface
mounted 4” x 4” junction box on the interior door frame. All light fixtures shall
operate on 115 VAC.
*/§ This lighting option should be used with “70 foot candles” if people are going to
be performing tasks within the room. Specify “30 foot candles” if the room is
being used for storage. Rooms requiring more than one entrance door should
specify a three way light switch for paragraph 2.03A.

B. Instruments and Control Systems:
§ The instruments and control systems options are for Non-Foodservice
applications only.
1. General: A control panel incorporating a key locked door with a clear
acrylic cover shall be required for viewing and protecting the controls from
damage or unauthorized adjustments. The control panel is to be mounted
onto the wall panel adjacent to the door or as noted in the Specification
Drawings and shall comply to the Americans with Disabilities Act. The
conduit is to be stubbed to the ceiling topside and covered with matching
trim closure. All line voltage components including circuit breakers for
lights, outlets, and unit coolers are to be located in a NEMA 1 UL listed
line voltage enclosure directly above the controls.
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CONTROL PANEL
WITH RECORDER

CONTROL PANEL

figure 2.03B.1-1

2. Temperature Controller: To be a fully programmable microprocessor
providing user interface through a liquid crystal alphanumeric display with
4X20 characters. Dials, toggle switches, calibration via set pot and nonalphanumeric controls are not acceptable. All set points are to be
adjustable by the multi-function interface key pad. To ensure uninterrupted
operation the interface shall be completely separate from the control board
allowing all systems to continue to operate with the interface
disconnected. Control features are to include sensors with a repeatability
of better than +/-0.07°C. Product and air temperature display selectable for
Fahrenheit or Centigrade scale. System mode indicator heating/cooling.
Controller must have high/low audible and visual alarms for both the
product and air temperature, limits adjustable by the user with alarm
silence feature. Provide dry contacts for product alarm. Power failure
alarm. Controller shall have user adjustable service prompts to provide
working hour display for the mechanical devices indicating service times
and maintenance information. Sensor failure alarms with user selectable
system shutdown feature. User password entry system. System shall
include expansion slots on control board for the ability to add at a later
date the option of a real time clock, and serial and/or Ethernet
communication interface with capabilities for operation or monitoring of
the entire system via a host computer. System shall have a minimum of 8
digital inputs, 6 analog inputs, 13 digital outputs and 2 analog outputs to
allow for additional user selected operating devices. The control panel is
to operate on low voltage 24V VAC for user safety with 50-60 Hz
capabilities.
§

The control panel option paragraphs 2.03B.1 and 2.03B.2 should be added to
the specifications with the following applications:
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a. Temperature uniformity requirements of ± 2 degrees Centigrade or less
b. Humidity control or humidity display.
c.

Rooms capable of providing various temperatures ranges, i.e., 4 degrees to
20 degrees Centigrade.

d. Rooms requiring heaters to maintain desired temperature. e.
User requires air and/or product alarms.
f.

The control panel may also be remotely mounted to a building wall. For
compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act the control panel enclosure
should not be mounted higher than 27 inches above the finished floor. See
figure 2.03B.1-1 and 2.03B.1-2 for the dimensions of the specified control
panel/NEMA 1 enclosure.

3. For safety purposes, the controller shall shut off all power to the controlled
Prefabricated Room whenever product alarm preset limits are exceeded.
§

Paragraph 2.03B.3 is for Non-Foodservice applications only and should be
added to the specifications in conjunction with paragraphs 2.03B.1 and 2.03B.2
for the following applications:

a. Temperature uniformity requirements of ±1° Centigrade or less
(±0.5°Centigrade uniformity is available when 2.03B.3. is used in conjunction
with a ceiling plenum, see paragraph 2.03C).
b.

Humidity control or humidity display is required.

c. Room(s) capable of providing various temperatures ranges are required, i.e.,
4 degrees to 20 degrees Centigrade.
d. Rooms require heaters to maintain desired temperature.
e.

User requires room to shut down when product temperature exceeds user
selectable preset limits.

4. Humidity Controller: Shall be incorporated into temperature controller
providing a single control board and interface through the liquid crystal
alphanumeric display. Humidity controller will utilize a capacitance type
sensor for rapid response to humidity changes with +/- 2.0% accuracy.
Controller shall have system mode indicator display. Controller must have
user selectable high/low audible and visual alarms for humidity settings.
Provide humidity controller to achieve and maintain humidity as required by
controlled temperature Prefabricated Room schedule.
§

Paragraph 2.03B.4 is for Non-Foodservice applications only and should be
added to the specifications in conjunction with paragraphs 2.03B.1, .2 and .3,
when humidity control or display are required. Also determine if a Humidifier
(2.04B). and/or Dehumidifier (2.04C) is required to meet the specified humidity
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conditions.
5. Temperature Recorder: Shall be housed in main control panel case and
have a 10 inch circular chart capable of recording seven days of operation
with a -40 degrees Centigrade to +60 degrees Centigrade recording range.
Ambient temperature error shall be no more than .04% of span per degree
Centigrade deviation from 25 degrees Centigrade. Chart making shall be by
means of a disposable felt tip pen. Input to the recorder shall be from a 100
ohm RTD sensor. The sensor shall be immersed in a glycerin solution and
the container secured to the interior wall of the Prefabricated Room. Power
input to the recorder shall be 115VAC / 60 Hertz provided by the NEMA 1 line
voltage panel. Provide as required by controlled temperature Prefabricated
Room schedule.
§

Paragraph 2.03B.5 is for Non-Foodservice applications only and should be
added to the specifications in conjunction with paragraphs 2.03B.1 and 2.03B.2,
when a temperature recording device is required.

6. Humidity Recorder: To be housed in main control panel case and shall
have two pens with a 10 inch circular chart capable of recording seven days
of operation with a 0° Centigrade to 100° Centigrade and 0% to 100% R.H.
recording range. Ambient temperature error shall be no more than 0.04%
of span per degree Centigrade deviation from 25 degrees Centigrade. Chart
making shall be by means of a disposable felt tip pens. Temperature input to
the recorder shall be from a 100 ohm RTD temperature sensor and a
capacitance type humidity sensor. The sensor shall be immersed in a
glycerin solution and the container secured to the interior wall of the
Prefabricated Room. Power input to the recorder shall be 115VAC / 60 Hertz
provided by the NEMA 1 line voltage panel. Provide as required by controlled
temperature room schedule.
§ Paragraph 2.03B.6 is for Non-Foodservice applications only and should be
added to the specifications in conjunction with paragraphs 2.03B.1, 2.03B.2 and
2.03B.3 when a temperature and humidity recording device is required.
C.

Environmental Conditioning Plenum: A diffusion grating of high grade
injection molded acrylic consisting of multiple open cells shall be provided
and installed below the Prefabricated Room ceiling panels in order to provide
a positive pressure air plenum extending across the entire room ceiling. All
room lighting, air handling equipment consisting of evaporator coils, heaters,
and drain pans are to be within this positive pressure plenum to allow light
and conditioned air to be diffused uniformly into the room.
§

Ceiling plenum is for Non-Foodservice applications only and should be
specified with paragraphs 2.03B.1, .2 and .3, when a temperature uniformity of
± 0.5° Centigrade is required. White aluminum construction is available in lieu of
molded acrylic. The ceiling plenum may be specified in rooms without control
panels to provide an aesthetically pleasing ceiling.
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2.04 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
For Section 2.04A, more than one refrigeration system option is available. See the
Refrigeration section of the Specification Manual for selection of a particular
system. If only a general refrigeration specification is desired, use option #1
below with Paragraphs 2.04A.1, .2 and .3. This option should also be specified
if a remote refrigeration system is required.
When specifying a refrigeration system, consideration should be given to the
following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Air cooled vs. water cooled compressor - Heat of rejection, water provisions, etc.
Accessible hermetic vs. welded hermetic compressor - Cost and serviceability.
Condensing unit location - Indoor, outdoor, ambient conditions.
Electrical available - Volts / Hertz / Phase.
Refrigerant type - CFCs and Ozone concerns.
When selecting a prefabricated room or refrigeration system, please review all
Local and City Codes for compliance.

(Option #1)
A. Refrigeration System:
1. General: Refrigeration system shall be specifically designed, engineered
and manufactured by the panel manufacturer to achieve and maintain the
scheduled room temperature requirements and performance. System
shall include high/low pressure controls, receiver, sight glass, liquid line
dryer, suction accumulator, vibration eliminators, expansion valves and
other equipment required to achieve the performance specified.
2. Condensing Unit: Shall use (Select One: an air cooled; a water
cooled), (Select One: a welded hermetic; an accessible hermetic, scroll)
compressor, designed for industrial use. Condensing unit shall be factory
assembled and UL listed. The condensing unit shall be mounted (Select
One: on the prefabricated room; remotely). Compressor is to be mounted
in a rack with hood and any equipment necessary to perform in the
ambient conditions of its specified location. Outdoor units shall have all
weather hoods, crankcase heaters and head pressure controls.
Placement of the condensing unit will be as indicated by Specification
Drawings.
3.

The Evaporator Coil: Is to be of copper tube aluminum fin design.
Evaporators shall be UL listed and be forced air type designed for ceiling
installation. Fan motors, guards, multi-fin and tube-type coil shall be
housed in heavy gauge aluminum housing. Unit shall have drain pan with
suitable drain pipe connection. Evaporators for use at or below 1°
Centigrade (34° Fahrenheit) shall use electric defrost and be time initiated
and temperature terminated with built-in fail-safe. Rooms requiring heaters
to maintain specified temperature shall have strip heaters mounted to unit
cooler housing. Strip heaters shall have chrome steel sheath with large
finned area for increased working temperatures and faster heat transfer.
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Final hookup to evaporator drains shall be provided by Division 15.
*/§ Applications requiring the storage of corrosive materials (example:
marinade or acidic foods) should specify “Herisite coil coating”, to protect the
evaporator coil.
4.

Continuous operation shall be incorporated by the use of hot gas by-pass
to provide close control of room temperature. Compressor and matching
evaporator shall be designed to operate continuously for longer life and
greater efficiency.

§

Paragraph 2.04A.4 is for Non-Foodservice applications only and should be
added to the specifications in conjunction with paragraphs 2.04A.1,.2 and .3 for
applications with temperature uniformity requirements of ± 1° Centigrade or
less (± 0.5°Centigrade uniformity is available when 2.03B.3 is used in
conjunction with a ceiling plenum, see paragraph 2.03C).

5.

Hot gas shall be controlled by a fully modulating three way electronic
proportional valve. Proportional valve shall receive input from a
programmable microprocessor control to vary capacity based on changes
in load conditions. To prevent leaks the valve shall contain no moving
parts other than a floating core. The use of solenoids, mechanical
actuated proportional valves or valves with external valve stems are not
acceptable.

§

Paragraph 2.04A.5 provides the tightest temperature control. It is for NonFoodservice applications only and should be added to the specifications in
conjunction with paragraphs 2.04A.1,.2, .3 and .4 for applications with
temperature variation requirements of ± 1°Centigrade or less and temperature
uniformity requirements of ± 1° Centigrade or less (± 0.5°Centigrade
uniformity is available when 2.03B.3 is used in conjunction with a ceiling
plenum, see paragraph 2.03C).

6. Split Pak™ Pre-Assembled Remote Refrigeration System: Shall be
furnished for the Prefabricated Room. The system shall be completely
factory assembled, UL listed and pre-charged ready for field installation
using quick connect refrigerant line fittings and interconnecting wiring
harness for single point electrical connection. All Split Pak™ systems shall
include an evaporator mounting kit, sight glass, expansion valve, liquid line
filter drier and control.
*/§ The Split Pak™ refrigeration should be considered if the condensing unit is
to be located on the roof of the prefabricated room or within 50 feet of the
evaporator. It provides factory pre-charged refrigeration lines and system to
reduce installation time and cost. For the Split Pak™ system add paragraph
2.04A.6 in conjunction with 2.04A.1, .2, .3 (when applicable add .4 and .5).
Do not use the Split Pak™ option if the condensing unit is going to be
remote beyond 50 feet or if hard copper piping is required.
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(Option #2) */§ Reference the “Refrigeration Charts” section of the Specification Manual
for Capsule Pak™ Refrigeration System capacities. All Capsule-Pak™ condensing
units may be remote by the addition of pre-charged lines. Remote distance is in 5'
increments, up to a maximum of 50'. Remotes require field installed drain line and coil
cowl.
A. Refrigeration System: Shall be a Capsule Pak™ system consisting of a single
assembly pre-charged condensing unit and evaporator coil factory
assembled, wired, tested and fully equipped for insertion into a factory
prepared walk-in ceiling opening. The Capsule Pak™ system has a flush coil
which keeps all components outside the walk-in storage area, allowing more
storage inside. Ceiling mount models are available indoor or outdoor
installations. Models are available for interior compartment design
temperatures of +35˚F and -10˚F. Installation is fast and easy. No plumbing
required on indoor units. The evaporator section is designed to be located
entirely outside the walk-in with no intrusions into the refrigerated space. The
evaporator enclosure is constructed utilizing foamed-in-place polyurethane
insulation and equipped with a removable, gasketed access cover. Capsule
Pak™ models use high efficiency EC evaporator fan motors to circulate air
throughout the walk-in.
All indoor Capsule Pak™ models are equipped with either a discharge gas
condensate vaporizer or an optional electric condensate vaporizer. All
outdoor Capsule Pak™ models are equipped with low ambient controls
consisting of crankcase heater and flooded condenser head pressure control.
All standard ceiling mount Capsule Pak™ refrigeration systems are UL and CUL listed and AWEF compliant. Note: Allow minimum of 4" clearance above
and 25" on each side of the Capsule Pak™ system for installation.
Consideration should be given to accessibility for service and free condenser
air flow. Consult factory with installation questions.
a.

Capsule Pak™ with Remote Condensing Units: All Capsule Pak™ Remote
Refrigeration Systems include a sight glass, expansion valve, liquid line filter
drier, control and are UL listed. The Remote Capsule Pak™ Refrigeration
Systems should be considered if the condensing unit is to be located on the
roof of the prefabricated room or within 50 feet of the evaporator. It provides
factory pre-charged refrigeration lines and system to reduce installation time
and cost.

§

If humidification is required, choose one of the four paragraph options below for
2.04B. Note the utility requirements for each system are slightly different.
Humidification equipment is for Non-Foodservice applications only.

B. Humidifier/Steam Generator: Relative humidity shall be induced by a highly
efficient steam generator designed to provide rapid absorption and achieve
Specified humidity levels. System shall include a stainless steel vaporizing
chamber with welded seams, incoloy alloy sheathed resistance heaters and
use a dripless stainless steel dispersion tube containing calibrated orifices to
provide uniform humidity distribution. A low water safety shut off shall be
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provided to prevent heater burnout in the event of a water supply failure.
Power input to the steam generator shall be 230VAC / 60 Hertz, Single Phase
(Three Phase) provided by the NEMA 1 line voltage panel. The system shall be
complete and ready for hook-up to a source of deionized water with resistivity
of 0.5 to 5.0 Megohms. The source of deionized water and a drain line shall be
provided by Division 15. Humidifier shall be provided as required to meet the
Specifications of the Prefabricated Room schedule.
§

Specify in conjunction with paragraph 2.03B.1, .2, .3, and .4 for NonFoodservice applications when humidity level within the room(s) is to be
increased. They require 10 to 100 PSI of deionized 0.5 to 5.0 Megohms water,
230VAC/60/1 or
230VAC/60/3 electrical supply and drain line provisions. Utilities are to be
provided by others. Generally the steam generating chamber (approximately 24
inches by 16 inches by 24 inches) is mounted on the Prefabricated Room roof
or adjacent to it. Utilities are to be provided by others.

C. Humidifier/Spray System: Relative humidity shall be induced by a highly
efficient atomizing spray system designed to achieve Specified humidity
levels. System will incorporate a solenoid operated air valve operated by the
humidity controller. The system shall be complete with regulators and ready to
hook-up to a source of reverse osmosis water with a resistivity 0.5 to 1.0
Megohms and 30 PSI of water pressure. A second hook-up shall be made to
compressed air with a minimum of 40 PSI. The source of water and air shall be
provided within 10 feet of the rooms by Division 15. Humidifier shall be
provided as required to meet the Specifications of the Prefabricated Room
schedule.
§

Specify in conjunction with paragraph 2.03B.1, .2, .3, and .4 for NonFoodservice applications when humidity levels within the room(s) are to be
increased. The spray system requires a minimum 40 PSI of air pressure and
source of reverse osmosis water with 0.5 to 1.0 Megohms purity at 30 PSI of
water pressure. Utilities are to be provided by others.

§

Norlake recommends that distilled or deionized water with resistivity between
0.05 and 0.5 Mega Ohmn –cm and pH above 6.5 be used with its chambers.

E. Ultrasonic Atomizer:
The humidifier requires a water source with low mineral content; i.e.,
resistance of 0.05 – 1.0 Megohms and a pressure of 10-100 PSI. Reverse
osmosis treated water is recommended.
F. Dehumidifier: Dryer shall use desiccant in conjunction with the application of
heat controlled by the main humidity controller. System shall be designed to
achieve Specified humidity levels. Dehumidifier shall be provided as required
to meet the Specifications of Prefabricated Room schedule.
§

Specify in conjunction with paragraph 2.03B.1, .2, .3, and .4 for NonFoodservice applications when humidity levels within the Prefabricated Rooms
are to be reduced.
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§

Dehumidifier requires a direct electrical power source and hookup. Generally
the dehumidifier is located on the Prefabricated Room roof or adjacent to it.
Consideration should also be given to the heat of rejection created by the
dehumidifier.

2.05 ROOM SERVICES
A. Electrical Requirements:
1. General: All electrical components utilized for each room shall be UL
listed or recognized with interior wiring practices in accordance with
Underwriters Laboratories and the National Electrical Code. Conductors to
conform to Article 310 of N.E.C. and all motors to conform to Article 440 of
the N.E.C. Components to be provided as noted in the Specifications with
accordance to the Prefabricated Room schedule and Division 16.
2. Related Work: Work performed under Division 16 shall make complete final
power service connections to room components, providing power wiring,
and conduit and shall furnish and install fused disconnect switches as
required. Work performed under Division 15 shall provide required water
service and drain line provisions including all final hookups.
B. Plumbing Requirements:
1. General: Plumbing shall comply to Specifications with accordance to the
Prefabricated Room Schedule and Division 15.
2. Related Work: Work performed under Division 15 shall make complete final
service hookups including drain lines, water supply and compressed air as
required in the specifications.
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2.06

ACCESSORIES:

A. Doors/Specialty Type:
1. Bi-Parting Door: Shall be of size and location as shown on Specification
Drawings. Doors shall be in fitting, self-closing flush design. The door
section shall provide a full 4 inches of polyurethane, HFC-245fa
insulation. Construction and finish to be the same as adjoining wall
panels. The doors shall be constructed to incorporate heavy duty, molded
ABS breaker strips, which are permanently foamed-in-place. Doors to
include NL2400 field adjustable hinge with locking set screw. The bottom
of the doors shall seal with adjustable double sweep gaskets, uniquely
designed to provide complete seal between doors, threshold, and door
jamb. Doors are to be designed so the right side door is functional as a
single swing door. One side door shall function as a semi-stationary door
and only be opened when the full opening width is required. Doors are
designed with mating sides so that the semi-stationary door, left side,
must be closed first and the main door, right side, closes second. Door
jamb to be fully coved, extruded, welded, structural anodized aluminum,
rigid frame design for easy cleaning and maintenance. Threshold plate
provided shall be constructed of extruded aluminum. All doors shall have
an anti-sweat heater wire around the entire perimeter of the door opening
and under the threshold. The heater wire shall provide enough heat to
prevent condensation. Heater wire shall be pre-wired, provided in an
electrically safe housing and be easily replaceable without the need for
clips or special tools. Door panels to include a LED light fixture and switch
with exterior pilot indicator light. Conduit for the inner wiring of the door
panel shall be concealed in the polyurethane foam panel. Door section
to be field wired to surface mounted 4’ x 4” junction box on the interior
door panel. Door hardware shall be polished high pressure die cast zinc.
Hardware to be as follows: The main door shall include a spring actuated
door closer, spring loaded cam lift hinges, door handle assembly with
bumpers and inside safety release. Door to include field adjustable hinge
with locking set screw. Door handle assembly shall include a deadbolt
lock capable of being locked with a key and padlock. All hardware shall be
attached to extra-large 1/2 inch thick, non-conducting synthetic tapping
plates. The semi-stationary door shall include magnetic gasket, spring
loaded cam lift hinges and a header door locking latch. The complete door
assembly to be UL listed.
Add the following paragraph to the Bi-Part Door specification if the room does
not have a digital thermometer, control panel or temperature recorder specified.
Provide door with digital thermometer calibrated to indicate interior room
temperatures in both Centigrade and Fahrenheit shall be provided with
each entrance door.
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Bi-Parting Doors are available in the following widths and heights:
a. Standard Bi-Parting door widths - 60”, 72”, 84” and 96”.
b.

Standard Bi-Parting door heights - 66”, 72”, 78”, 84” and 96”.

c. Door opening locations should be at least 12” from the room outside corner
and 18” from a partition center line. Consult factory for special sizes, locations
or additional features.
See figure 2.06A.1-1 for a detail of the Bi-Part Door.

LED LIGHT

figure 2.06A.1-1

2. Fire Door: Entrance door shall be in fitting, flush design with a minimum
opening of 36" width x 78" height. Door is to have stainless steel interior and
stainless steel exterior finishes. The door section shall provide a full 3
inches of polyurethane HFC-245fa insulation. The door hardware shall
include 3 heavy duty forged steel hinges with two point forged brass highly
polished chrome plated handles. All hardware shall be attached to extra-large
1/4 inch thick, tapping plates. Handle shall be complete with inside safety
release. Rooms operating below 4° Centigrade. (39° Fahrenheit) shall have
an anti-sweat heater wire around the entire perimeter of the door opening.
The heater wire shall provide enough heat to prevent condensation. Heater
wire shall be provided in an electrically safe housing and be easily
replaceable without the need for clips or special tools.
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The complete door section shall be UL classified and be fire rated for 20
minutes. The door location and swing to be as indicated in Specifications
Drawings.
Door is also available in the following widths and finishes:
a.

Standard door widths - 30" and 36".

b.

Optional finish - galvanized steel.

See figure 2.06A.2-1 for fire door mounting details.

figure 2.06A.2-1
20 MINUTE FIRE DOOR AND FRAME SET
Door Size Finished Opening
Rough Opening
Door Clearance
“A”
“B”
“C”
“D”
“E”
30’’ x 78’’ 30’’
78’’
38-1/4’’
83-3/4’’ 37-1/4’’
36’’ x 78’’ 36’’
78’’
44-1/4’’
83-3/4’’ 43-1/4’’
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Freezer
115/60/1
Heater Amp Draw
0.61
0.64

3. Glass Display Door: Shall be included in the Prefabricated Room
construction in the size and location as shown on the Specification
drawings. Door shall be supplied with matching interior trim to be field
installed after glass doors are in place.
Standard widths are 23”, 25” and 30”.
4. Reach-In Door/Solid: Shall be of size and location as shown on Specification
Drawings. Door shall be in fitting, self-closing flush design. The door section
shall provide a full 4 inches of polyurethane, HFC-245fa insulation, construction
and finish to be the same as the adjoining wall panels. The door shall be
constructed to incorporate heavy duty, molded ABS breaker strips, which are
permanently foamed-in-place. Door jamb to be fully coved, extruded, welded
structural anodized aluminum, rigid frame design for easy cleaning and
maintenance. All doors shall have an anti-sweat heater wire around the entire
perimeter of the door opening. The heater wire shall provide enough heat to
prevent condensation. Heater wire shall be pre-wired, provided in an electrically
safe housing and be easily replaceable without the need for clips or special
tools. All conduit for the inner wiring of the door panel shall be concealed in the
polyurethane foam panel. Door section to be field wired to junction box on the
interior
door
panel.
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Door Hardware: Shall be high pressure die-cast zinc with a polished chrome
finish. Hardware shall include spring loaded cam lift hinges, door handle
assembly with bumpers and inside safety release. Door handle assembly shall
include a deadbolt lock capable of being locked with a key and padlock. For
added security the deadbolt mechanism of the assembly shall be mounted to
the wall section securing the door if the handle is removed. All hardware shall
be attached to extra-large 1/2 inch thick, non-conducting synthetic tapping
plates. The complete door assembly to be UL listed.
Solid Reach-In Doors are available in the following sizes:
a. 19” wide by 30” high, 30” wide by 30” high, 19” wide by 54” high.
b. Standard opening heights from the bottom of the prefabricated room are as
outlined in figure 2.06 A.4-1 below. Consult factory for other door size
requirements.
See figure 2.06A.4-1 below for a detail of the Solid Reach-In Door.

Opening Height From Bottom Of Refrigerated Room

Reach-In
Door
Size

With

1"

Female

4 3/8"

6"

8"

10"

12"

Vinyl

Bottom

Foam

Foam

Foam

Foam

Foam

WxH

Floor

Sealer

Rail

Sealer

Sealer

Sealer

Sealer

Sealer

19" x 30"

40"

36 5/8"

35 5/8"

40"

41 5/8"

43 5/8"

45 5/8"

47 5/8"

30" x 30"

40"

36 5/8"

35 5/8"

40"

41 5/8"

43 5/8"

45 5/8"

47 5/8"

19" x 54"

22"

18 5/8"

17 5/8"

22"

23 5/8"

25 5/8"

27 5/8"

29 5/8"

figure 2.06A.4-1
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Choose one of the four specification paragraph options below for the appropriate
sliding door type:
5.1.

Single Leaf Horizontal Sliding Manually Operated (cooler or freezer) Door:
shall be of size and location as shown on plan. Door to travel from (right
to left or left to right) to open. Door shall be wood free, clad with (white or
unpainted stucco embossed galvanized). Casing shall be extruded
aluminum. All doors are 4” thick foamed in place, non-CFC polyurethane
insulation. Hardware is corrosion resistant galvanized. Door equipped with
padlock with safety release on front of door. Adjustable gasket at sides and
head of frame and centering meeting edges to be polyester reinforced;
door leaves to have sweep type sill gasket.
Freezer doors are provided with Frostop heater cables in top, sides, lead
edges and bottom of door. Complete heater device to be assembled, ready
for connection to 120 volt, 60 hertz, and single phase AC line.
See figure 2.06A.5-1 for a detail of the Single Leaf Horizontal Sliding Manually
Operated Door.
Consult factory for additional finishes and accessories for sliding doors.
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DOOR SIZE
36"x 72"
36"x 84"
36"x 96"
48"x 72"
48"x 84"
48"x 96"
60"x 72"
60"x 84"
60"x 96"
72"x 72"
72"x 84"
72"x 96"
84"x 84"
84"x 96"
84"x 108"
96"x 96"
96"x 108"
96"x 120"

FINISHED OPENING
"A"
"B"
36"
72"
36"
84"
36"
96"
48"
72"
48"
84"
48"
96"
60"
72"
60"
84"
60"
96"
72"
72"
72"
84"
72"
96"
84"
84"
84"
96"
84"
108"
96"
96"
96"
119"
96"
120"

TRACK CLEARANCE
"C"
"D"
83"
91"
95"
91"
107"
91"
83"
115"
95"
115"
107"
115"
83"
139"
95"
139"
107"
139"
83"
163"
95"
163"
107"
163"
95"
187"
107"
187"
119"
187"
107"
211"
119"
211"
131"
211"

figure 2.06A.5-1
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5.2.

Single leaf horizontal sliding power operated (cooler or freezer) door: shall
be of size and location as shown on plan. Door to travel from (right to left
or left to right) to open. Door shall be wood free clad with (white or
unpainted stucco embossed galvanized). Casing shall be extruded
aluminum. All doors are 4” thick foamed in place, non-CFC polyurethane
insulation. Hardware is corrosion resistant galvanized. Door equipped with
padlock with safety release on front of door and control circuit cut off.
Adjustable gasket at sides and head of frame and centering meeting edges
to be polyester reinforced; door leaves to have sweep type sill gasket.
Door power to be 208, 240 or 480 volt AC, 60 hertz, three phase.
(ARCHITECT TO SPECIFY VOLTAGE).
Freezer doors are provided with Frostop heater cables in top, sides, lead
edges and bottom of door. Complete heater device to be assembled, ready
for connection to 120 volt, 60 hertz, and single phase AC line.
See figure 2.06A.5-2 for a detail of the Single Leaf Horizontal Sliding Power
Operated Door.
Consult factory for additional finishes and accessories for sliding doors.
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DOOR SIZE
36"x 72"
36"x 84"
36"x 96"
48"x 72"
48"x 84"
48"x 96"
60"x 72"
60"x 84"
60"x 96"
72"x 72"
72"x 84"
72"x 96"
84"x 84"
84"x 96"
84"x 108"
96"x 96"
96"x 108"
96"x 120"

FINISHED OPENING
"A"
"B"
36"
72"
36"
84"
36"
96"
48"
72"
48"
84"
48"
96"
60"
72"
60"
84"
60"
96"
72"
72"
72"
84"
72"
96"
84"
84"
84"
96"
84"
108"
96"
96"
96"
119"
96"
120"

TRACK CLEARANCE
"C"
"D"
83"
91"
95"
91"
107"
91"
83"
115"
95"
115"
107"
115"
83"
139"
95"
139"
107"
139"
83"
163"
95"
163"
107"
163"
95"
187"
107"
187"
119"
187"
107"
211"
119"
211"
131"
211"

figure 2.06A.5-2
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MOTOR CLEARANCE
"E"
89 1/2"
101 1/2"
113 1/2"
89 1/2"
101 1/2"
113 1/2"
89 1/2"
101 1/2"
113 1/2"
89 1/2"
101 1/2"
113 1/2"
101 1/2"
113 1/2"
125 1/2"
113 1/2"
125 1/2"
137 1/2"

5.3.

Bi-Parting horizontal sliding manually operated (cooler or freezer) door:
shall be of size and location as shown on plan. Doors shall be wood free
clad with (white or unpainted stucco embossed galvanized). Casing shall
be extruded aluminum. All doors are 4” thick foamed in place, non-CFC
polyurethane insulation. Hardware is corrosion resistant galvanized. Door
equipped with padlock with safety release on front of door. Adjustable
gasket at sides and head of frame and centering meeting edges to be
polyester reinforced; door leaves to have sweep type sill gasket.
Freezer doors are provided with Frostop heater cables in top, sides, lead
edges and bottom of door. Complete heater device to be assembled, ready
for connection to 120 volt, 60 hertz, and single phase AC line.
See figure 2.06A.5-3 for a detail of the Single Leaf Horizontal Sliding Manually
Operated Door.
Consult factory for additional finishes and accessories for sliding doors.
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DOOR SIZE
48"x 72"
48"x 84"
48"x 96"
60"x 72"
60"x 84"
60"x 96"
72"x 72"
72"x 84"
72"x 96"
84"x 84"
84"x 96"
84"x 108"
96"x 96"
96"x 108"
96"x 120"

FINISHED OPENING
"A"
"B"
48"
72"
48"
84"
48"
96"
60"
72"
60"
84"
60"
96"
72"
72"
72"
84"
72"
96"
84"
84"
84"
96"
84"
108"
96"
96"
96"
119"
96"
120"

TRACK CLEARANCE
"C"
"D"
83"
115"
95"
115"
107"
115"
83"
139"
95"
139"
107"
139"
83"
163"
95"
163"
107"
163"
95"
187"
107"
187"
119"
187"
107"
211"
119"
211"
131"
211"

figure 2.06A.5-3
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5.4.

Bi-Parting horizontal sliding power operated (cooler or freezer) door: shall
be of size and location as shown on plan. Doors shall be wood free, clad
with (white or unpainted stucco embossed galvanized). Casing shall be
extruded aluminum. All doors are 4” thick foamed in place, non-CFC
polyurethane insulation. Hardware is corrosion resistant galvanized. Door
equipped with padlock with safety release on front of door and control
circuit cut off. Adjustable gasket at sides and head of frame and centering
meeting edges to be polyester reinforced; door leaves to have sweep type
sill gasket. Door power to be (specify one 208, 240 or 480) volt AC, 60
hertz, three phase.
Freezer doors are provided with Frostop heater cables in top, sides, lead
edges and bottom of door. Complete heater device to be assembled, ready
for connection to 120 volt, 60 hertz, and single phase AC line.
See figure 2.06A.5-4 for a detail of the Single Leaf Horizontal Sliding Power
Operated Door.
Consult factory for additional finishes and accessories for sliding doors.
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DOOR SIZE
48"x 72"
48"x 84"
48"x 96"
60"x 72"
60"x 84"
60"x 96"
72"x 72"
72"x 84"
72"x 96"
84"x 84"
84"x 96"
84"x 108"
96"x 96"
96"x 108"
96"x 120"

FINISHED OPENING
"A"
"B"
48"
72"
48"
84"
48"
96"
60"
72"
60"
84"
60"
96"
72"
72"
72"
84"
72"
96"
84"
84"
84"
96"
84"
108"
96"
96"
96"
119"
96"
120"

TRACK CLEARANCE
"C"
"D"
83"
115"
95"
115"
107"
115"
83"
139"
95"
139"
107"
139"
83"
163"
95"
163"
107"
163"
95"
187"
107"
187"
119"
187"
107"
211"
119"
211"
131"
211"
figure 2.06A.5-4
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MOTOR CLEARANCE
"E"
89 1/2"
101 1/2"
113 1/2"
89 1/2"
101 1/2"
113 1/2"
89 1/2"
101 1/2"
113 1/2"
101 1/2"
113 1/2"
125 1/2"
113 1/2"
125 1/2"
137 1/2"

B. Doors Accessories:
1. Secure Guard™ Lock: Shall be provided with all Prefabricated Room
doors. The lock shall be field selectable to allow for keyless entry or
automatically lock each time. The lock shall incorporate a removable core
with proprietary key design. The interior assembly is to be complete with
bump bar. Exterior shall be free of bolts and have a large aluminum handle
mounted by means of through bolts to a 1/4 inch aluminum face plate.
The standard walk-in door handle has a keyed cylinder lock and provision for a
padlock (padlock supplied by others). If additional security is required, the
Secure Guard™ lock provides maximum security for stored goods.
2. Dead Bolt Lock: Shall be provided with all Prefabricated Room doors. The
dead bolt lock shall be operated by a key from the outside and shall have
an inside safety release. The interior release shall be protected by a 16
gauge stainless steel ramped guard.
The standard door handle has a keyed cylinder lock and provision for a padlock
(padlock supplied by others) on outward swinging doors. If additional locking
provisions are desired or the door is in-swinging, a dead bolt lock can be
added.
3. Door Closer/Spring Action:
Shall be installed on door section to
positively close door. The door closer shall allow door to open more than
120 degrees and shall be equipped with hold open feature. Additional
adjustments for closing speed and back check shall be standard. Provide
as required by Prefabricated Room schedule.
The standard door hinges provide closing force for the door, if additional force is
required or a selectable hold open position the door closer should be specified.
It is a large adjustable arm type closer similar to those used on commercial
buildings, with adjustable closing speed, back check and hold open feature.
See figure 2.06B.3-1 for a detail of the door closer.
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figure 2.06B.3-1

4. Foot Treadle: Shall be provided with each Prefabricated Room entrance
door. Each foot operated treadle shall be mounted on lower handle side of
door section. A step on the treadle shall open the door slightly. The
treadle shall have a bright polished finish and a slip resistant contact
surface.
A foot treadle is specified to break the magnetic door seal with one’s foot so that
the door can be more easily opened when entering a Prefabricated Room with
hands full. A step on the treadle will open the door slightly and overcome the
seal of the magnetic gasket. See figure 2.06B.4-1 for a detail of the Foot Treadle.

figure 2.06B.4-1
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5. Locking Bar: Shall be supplied with each Prefabricated Room door and be
mounted with no exposed fasteners to the exterior of door. Bar
construction shall be of 3/8 inch steel T- bar stock measuring 1-1/2 inch by
2 inches. Locking bar must include provisions for padlock and have an
inside safety release to prevent entrapment.
Locking bar provides extra security by preventing the door from being opened
even if the hinges and handle have been removed. The inside safety release can
easily be removed to allow for a timely exit in the case of an emergency. See
figure 2.06B.5-1 for a top detail of the Locking Bar.

figure 2.06B.5-1

6. Padlock Provision: Shall be provided with each Prefabricated Room door.
Construction is to include a heavy reinforced manganese bronze hasp
with a chrome finish attached to door frame with concealed mounting
screws and must have an inside safety release to prevent entrapment.
Padlock provision provides added security. See figure 2.06B.6-1 for a detail of
the Padlock Provision.

figure 2.06C.6-1
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7. Strip Curtains: Shall be supplied to match the width of accompanying
door. Vinyl strips shall be 6 inches wide with a minimum thickness of 0.070
inch and be of a design to yield a minimum overlap dimension of 2 inches.
Each vinyl strip curtain assembly will be 96 inches in length and be
trimmed in the field to sweep on the finished floor surface. Provide as
required by the Prefabricated Room schedule.
Vinyl strip curtains are effective in reducing the flow of air between temperature
differentials with a result of constant energy savings. The strips help maintaining
temperature variances to within a few degrees. The curtains consist of sturdy
strips of transparent, polyvinylchloride which hang vertically from a rigid PVC
header, overlapping to form a seal against outside air, or to separate one
environment from another. The strips part easily for passage, yet fall back
together immediately to form an effective seal. Vinyl strip curtains are not
recommended for mechanized traffic.
Available in widths of: 24”, 30”, 36”, 42”, 48”, 60” and 72” for openings up to 96”
high.
8. Non-Lift Door Hinges: All walk-in swing doors shall be provided with
hinges that are non-lift off and secured to the doors and frames with nonreversible screws.
The non-lift option with non-reversible screws is recommended for maximum
security applications.
C. Electrical and Instrument Accessories:
1. Concealed through panel electrical: All panels requiring 115/60/1 electrical
will be provided with concealed through panel electrical. Panels are
foamed with conduit concealed within the polyurethane and stubbed to
junction box on the exterior ceiling ready for final connection. Exposed
conduit on the interior or exterior of the refrigerated room shall not be
accepted.
Concealed through panel electrical should be specified where a clean
unobstructed interior is desired. See figure 2.06 B.6-1 below.

figure 2.06C.6-1
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2. Dial Thermometer 4 inch:
Shall be provided for Prefabricated Room
compartment. Thermometer to offer accurate temperature sensing from 40° Fahrenheit (-40° Centigrade) to +105° Fahrenheit (+40 Centigrade).
Thermometer to have a minimum 5 feet long capillary sensing tube and be
easily calibrated with adjustment screw on the back of the thermometer
assembly.
It is not recommended to use a dial thermometer in conjunction with the
standard digital/solar thermometer or any alarm system which includes a
temperature readout.
3. Dial Thermometer 5 inch: Shall be provided for each Prefabricated Room
compartment(s). Thermometer to offer accurate temperature sensing from
-40° Fahrenheit (-40° Centigrade) to +60° Fahrenheit (+16 Centigrade).
Thermometer to have a minimum 5 feet long capillary sensing tube and be
easily calibrated with adjustment screw in the center of the pointer located
on the front of the thermometer assembly.
It is not recommended to use a dial thermometer in conjunction with the
standard digital/solar thermometer or any alarm system which includes a
temperature readout.
4. Digital Thermometer 2-1/2 inch: Shall be provided for each Prefabricated
Room compartment. Thermometer to be battery operated and offer
accurate temperature sensing from -40° Fahrenheit (-40° Centigrade) to
+120° Fahrenheit (+49° Centigrade). Thermometer to have a minimum 42
inch long capillary sensing tube and be factory calibrated.
It is not recommended to use a digital thermometer in conjunction with the
standard digital/solar thermometer or any alarm system which includes a
temperature readout.
5. Digital Thermometer/High Alarm, Surface-mounted NL708:
Shall be
combined into one instrument and be surface mounted onto wall panel
with no exposed wiring. To be a fully calibrated, electronic solid state
thermometer with LED displays for or air temperature in Fahrenheit scale.
Thermometer must have high audible and visual alarms for air
temperature which sounds when limits have been exceeded, limits
adjustable by user. Locate thermometer adjacent to Prefabricated Room
door handle at eye level height. Provide as required by Prefabricated
Room schedule.
Also available in Centigrade scale. The unit can also be specified mounted on a
shelf, in lieu of surface mounting. When adding the digital thermometer to the
specifications, delete the digital/solar thermometer from paragraph 2.02E.4.
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6. Digital Thermometer/High-Low Alarm, NL708: Shall be combined into one
instrument and be recessed into wall panel with no exposed wiring. To be
a fully calibrated, electronic solid state thermometer with LED displays for
product temperatures in Centigrade (Fahrenheit) scale. Thermometer must
have high/low audible and visual alarms for product temperature, limits
adjustable by the user, with a 30 minute alarm silencer and auxiliary
contacts for a remote alarm hook-up. Locate thermometer adjacent to
Prefabricated Room door handle at eye level height. Power requirements
to be 115/60/1. Provide as required by Prefabricated Room schedule.
*/§ Digital Thermometer/High-Low Alarm can be provided in standalone case
with shelf for remote mounting locations. When adding the digital
thermometer to the specifications, delete the digital/solar thermometer from
paragraph 2.02E.4.
7. Digital Thermometer/High-Low Alarm, Surface-mounted NL708: Shall be
combined into one instrument and be surface mounted onto wall panel in
a Lexan case. To be a fully calibrated, electronic solid state thermometer
with LED displays for product air temperature in a selectable Centigrade
or Fahrenheit scale. Thermometer must have high/low audible and visual
alarms for air temperature which sounds when limits have been exceeded
for 15 minutes, limits adjustable by user. Thermometer shall have a
battery backup system and during normal operation, power input shall
be115/60/1. Locate thermometer adjacent to Prefabricated Room door
handle at eye level height. Provide as required by Prefabricated Room
schedule.
*

Alarm can be shipped loose for field installation. When adding the digital
thermometer to the Specifications delete the digital/solar thermometer from
paragraph 2.02E.4.

8. Duplex Receptacles: Each Prefabricated R o o m i s t o h a v e 1 1 5 /60/1
weatherproof duplex receptacles number and location as indicated on the
Specification Drawings. Receptacles are to be fully recessed in the wall
panels with no exposed conduit in Prefabricated Room. The conduit is to
be concealed within the polyurethane and stubbed to the ceiling topside to
a junction box.
9. Personnel Emergency Alarm: Provide each Prefabricated Room with reset
type electronically powered personnel emergency alarm system, power
shall be provided by the room electrical input. The system shall consist of
a heavy duty actuator with a red button marked, “EMERGENCY ALARM.”
The actuator shall be mounted on the interior wall of the room adjacent to
the door jamb and 12 inches above the floor level. The system shall have
audible and visual alarms affixed to the front exterior of the room. The
audible alarm will provide a high decibel level of sound output at a
frequency distinct from room parameter alarms. The visual alarm shall be
prominently labeled “PERSONNEL EMERGENCY.” Alarm shall also include
a set of dry contacts for user hook-up to a remote alarm station.
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D. Flooring:
1. Non-Skid Safety Tread: Shall be installed to the interior floor panels at the
areas as designated on the Specification Drawings. Non-Skid safety tread
strips are to be 6 inches wide by 24 inches long and are adhered to the
floor panel with heavy duty construction adhesive.
Non-Skid safety tread is an adhesive back material for use in high traffic areas
such as aisle ways where the floor may become slippery when wet. Non-skid
safety tread can also be specified as ship loose for field installation. The nonskid safety tread should be installed when the floor panel(s) is at a warm ambient
temperature prior to the start-up of the Prefabricated Room.
2. Resilient Flooring:
DRI-DECK is the specified design standard.
Acceptable substitutions subject to provisions of Section(
). Flooring
shall be made of polyvinylchloride and designed for continuous use in
environments from -30° Fahrenheit to 160° Fahrenheit. Flooring shall be
resistant to mildew, inorganic acids, oils, grease detergents, and brine at
room temperatures. Flooring shall consist of interlocking tiles covering
entire Prefabricated Room floor. Color as selected by Architect.
Dri-Deck is available in black, blue, gray, green, red and yellow.
3. Vinyl Flooring: 100% black vinyl matting is the specified design standard.
Flooring shall be resistant to mildew, inorganic acids, oils, grease
detergents, and brine at room temperatures. Flooring shall consist of
ribbed surface for easy cleaning and surer footing. Flooring shall be
provided in 36 inch widths and in lengths to cover the entire Prefabricated
Room floor.
Vinyl flooring is an economical floor protection that can be removed for cleaning.
E. Hardware:
1. Bumper Rail/Metal: Provide hat shaped bumper rail at locations and
heights required by Specification Drawings. Bumper rails are to be formed
from a minimum of 16 gauge (stainless or galvanized) steel and will be 3
inches wide and extend 1-1/2 inches out from the face of the Prefabricated
Room wall. Bumper rails shall include end caps and be mounted with top
fasteners hidden from view.
Available in stainless steel or galvanized finish note the appropriate type in the
specifications. See figure 2.06E.1-1 for a detail of the Metal Bumper Rail.
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2.06 Accessories

figure 2.06E.1-1

2. Bumper Rail/Vinyl: Provide vinyl bumper rail at the locations and heights
required by the Specification Drawings. Bumper rails are to be formed
from aluminum channel with vinyl insert and will be 1 inch wide and extend
1 inch out from the face of the Prefabricated Room wall. Bumper rails shall
include end caps and be mounted with fasteners hidden from view.
See figure 2.06E.2-1 for a detail of the vinyl Bumper Rail.

figure 2.06E.1-2

Bumper Rails can be specified with any Prefabricated Room to protect the
exterior and/or interior wall panels from the damage incurred when contact is
made with a cart or other moving object. One or more tiers of bumper rails may
be used as needed. Normally bumper rails are not installed on the door section
instead, kick plates are used.
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When bumper rails are specified with trim strips, the trim strips should be
installed first and the bumper rail over the top except in the case of plywood
backed trim strips where the bumper rail should be butted up to the trim strips.
3.

Ceiling Cutout (and floor if required): Shall be included in the
Prefabricated Room construction in the size and location as shown on the
Specification Drawing. Ceiling panels (and floor if required) shall be
configured so a main male/female joint shall be located at the building
column.
Ceiling Cutout (and floor if required) construction is specified whenever a column
or other obstruction exists within the area which the refrigerated room is to be
installed. This type of cutout can only be used on rooms which are above
freezing temperature. For below freezing temperature room, see Column
Enclosure. The cutout has no minimum size and will be cutout at the factory
prior to shipping. When sizing the cutout it is advisable to add an additional 1
inch minimum of clearance from the building obstruction. Trim and sealing to be
the responsibility of the equipment installer. See figure 2.06E.3-1 for a detail of
the ceiling cutout.

figure 2.06E.3-1

4. Column Cutout: Shall be included in the Prefabricated Room construction
in the size and location as shown on the Specification Drawing. Height of
cutout is to equal Prefabricated Room height. Column cutout shall be the
same interior and exterior finish as specified for the Prefabricated Room
and will incorporate the same tongue and groove construction as the
standard insulated panels. All locking shall be from the interior with the
lock wrench access holes being sealed, with plug buttons provided, after
installation.
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Column Cutout construction is specified whenever an obstruction exists where
the refrigerated room is to be installed. The minimum column cutout dimension
is 8 inches wide by 8 inches deep and can be in any full inch increment
thereafter. When sizing the column cutout it is advisable to add an additional 1
inch minimum clearance from the building obstruction. See figure 2.06E.4-1 for
a detail of the Column Cutout.

figure 2.06E.4-1

5. Corner Cutout: Shall be included in the Prefabricated Room construction
in the size and location as shown on the Specification Drawings. Height of
cutout is to equal Prefabricated Room height. Corner cutout shall be the
same interior and exterior finish as specified for the Prefabricated Room
and will incorporate the same tongue and groove construction as the
standard insulated panels. All locking shall be from the interior with the
lock wrench access holes being sealed, with plug buttons provided, after
installation.
Corner Cutout construction is specified whenever an obstruction exists where
the refrigerated room is to be installed. The minimum corner cutout dimension
is 8 inches by 8 inches and can be in any full inch increment thereafter. When
sizing the corner cutout it is advisable to add an additional 1 inch minimum of
clearance from the building obstruction. See figure 2.06E.5-1 for a Detail of a
Corner Cutout.
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figure 2.06E.5-1

6. Column Enclosure: Shall be included in the Prefabricated Room
construction in the size and location as shown on the plan drawing. Ceiling
and floor panels shall be configured so a main male / female joint shall be
located at the building column. Column enclosure shall be the same
interior and exterior finish as specified for the Prefabricated Room and will
incorporate the same tongue and groove construction as the standard
polyurethane insulated panels. The column enclosure height shall be the
same as the Prefabricated Room height specified. All locking shall be from
the interior with the lock wrench access holes being sealed, with plug
buttons provided, after installation.
Column enclosure construction is specified whenever a column or other
obstruction exists within the area which the Prefabricated Room is to be
installed. This type of enclosure is specified for rooms which are operating at
below freezing temperatures. The minimum column enclosure dimension is 8
inches wide by 8 inches deep and can be in any full inch increment thereafter.
When sizing the column enclosure it is advisable to add an additional 1 inch
minimum of clearance from the building obstruction. See figure 2.06E.6-1 for a
detail of a Column Enclosure.

figure 2.06E.6-1
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7. Cove Moulding: Shall be factory provided for complete interior and
exterior of Prefabricated Rooms. Cove moulding to be (Choose one:
black vinyl, .040 embossed aluminum or 22 gauge stainless steel) and is
field installed with water resistant contact adhesive.
Cove moulding can be specified for any wall areas desired. Cove moulding is
used to neatly finish the area where the refrigerated room makes contact with
the customers building floor. Cove moulding, when installed properly, meets NSF
requirements for sanitary floor practices. See figure 2.06E.7-1 for a detail of the
Cove Moulding.

figure 2.06E.7-1

8. Meat Rail: Shall be completely adjustable, wall mounted, one or two tier,
and length as indicated on the Specifications Drawings. On single tier
systems rail is to extend 6 inches out from the interior wall surface. On
two tier units top tier shall extend 12 inches out from interior wall surface
and lower tier is to extend 6 inches out from interior wall surface. Each
rail shall be 3/8 inch thick by 2 inches wide steel with silver baked enamel
finish. System to be supplied complete with pre-mounted wall standards,
shelf brackets, ceiling support brackets, and all necessary clamps and
fasteners. Wall standards to be pre-mounted, no greater than 28 inches
apart on wall panels. Ceiling support bracket is field installed to the
interior ceiling and fastened to each wall standard to achieve maximum
support and stability. Each rail is to include one stainless steel meat hook
per running foot.
Meat rail systems can be specified as 1 or 2 tiers with a minimum length of 2
feet. See figure 2.06E.8-1 for a detail of the Meat Rail System.
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figure 2.06E.8-1

9. Utility Penetrations; Shall be provided in size and location as shown on
Specification Drawings. Utility penetration to include plastic sleeve sealed
on interior and exterior panel surface.
Utility Penetrations can be factory provided as hole only, 1 inch hole with plastic
sleeve, or 2 inch hole with plastic sleeve. These openings can be used for
hanging unit coolers, running refrigeration lines, drain lines, etc. Plastic sleeves
can be specified as shipping loose if desired. Available “ship loose” sizes are 1
inch and 2 inch plastic sleeves.
F. Lighting:
1. Door Controlled Light Switch: Shall be factory installed and pre-wired
through foamed-in place conduit to surface mounted light fixture base on
the interior door frame. Light(s) are field wired to the door controlled
switch so as to turn the light(s) on when the door is opened.
When Door Controlled Light Switch is specified, delete standard light switch from
door section in paragraph 2.03A
2. LED Low Profile Light Fixture: Shall be provided for each door section as
shown on specification drawings.
3. Light Switches / O.S.H.A.: Shall be factory installed and pre-wired through
foamed-in-place conduit within each door section assembly. O.S.H.A.
approved light switching consist of interior and exterior, three-way light
switches, inter-wired with constant burning, interior pilot light.
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O.S.H.A. approved light switching can be specified as a safety feature when
desired or if required per local codes. O.S.H.A. switches allow someone within
the Prefabricated Room to see where the door is if the light is shut off from the
outside. The constant burning pilot light will guide them to the interior switch
where the light can be turned on again. If multiple doors are used in the same
refrigerated room, along with O.S.H.A. switching, Norlake will provide the
proper configuration of three-way and four-way switches to allow proper field
wiring. This will allow the turning on and off of the lights at any of the switches
and still offer the safety protection of the O.S.H.A. switching.
G. Ramps/Entrance:
1. Exterior Ramp: Shall extend 25-1/2 inches, providing an incline no
greater than 10-1/2 degrees. Width shall be 6 inches wider than
accompanying door. Ramp construction shall include support members
at a maximum of 9 inches apart on center line with metal clad 1/2 inch
plywood top incline surface. Ramp finish shall be stainless steel with the
addition of non-skid strips for safety.
Exterior Entrance Ramps are specified in applications where space within the
Prefabricated Room is limited and adequate space is available outside the room.
See figure 2.06G.1-1 for a detail of the Exterior Ramp.

figure 2.06G.1-1
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2.

Interior Ramp: Shall be factory installed to match the width of
accompanying door. Depth of ramp shall be 19-1/2 inches from inside door
threshold with an incline angle of 11-1/2 degrees. Ramp construction shall
include a foamed-in-place, 22 gauge stainless steel with heavy
underlayment to support top wear surface. Ramp surface shall include
non-skid strips for safety. Provide interior ramp as required by
Prefabricated Room schedule.
Interior ramps provide easy access in limited space situations (hallways) or
where cart traffic may be present but recessed floors are not feasible. Exterior
edge of ramp and door can also be raised to meet tiled building floor, if required
make note in the Specifications. See figure 2.06.G.2-1 for a detail of the exterior
ramp.

figure 2.06G.2-1

H. Roof / Weather Proof:
1. Flat Membrane Roof: Shall be supplied for field installation on top of each
Prefabricated Room which is located outdoors. Membrane to be fabricated
from low shrink polyester fabric, coated with a permanent thermoplastic
alloy and have a total thickness of 40 mil. Membrane shall be fire
retardant, resistant to ultra-violet rays and micro-organisms. Membrane to
be white in color to reflect maximum heat load from the sun. Membrane
roof system to include all flashing. Fasteners shall be provided to secure
the membrane to the Prefabricated Room for roofs exceeding 12 feet in
length. In cases where the refrigerated room is installed against a building
the membrane roof material will be flashed up by the equipment
installation contractor.
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figure 2.06H.1-1

Optional: Sloping gable or shed style membrane roof can be specified if desired.
Membrane roof systems are the most common method used for weather-proofing
Prefabricated Room ceilings in outdoor installations. On installations where one (or
both) of the Prefabricated Room dimensions are 12 feet or less, the room can be
installed without the need of additional interior support or glue to adhere the
membrane to the ceiling. On Prefabricated Rooms which are larger than 12 feet in
both dimensions, proper interior ceiling support is required, and glue will be provided
with the roof systems for adhering the membrane to the top of the Prefabricated
Room ceiling. See figure 2.06H.1-1 below for a detail of Membrane Roof.
2. Flat Aluminum Cap Roof: Shall be supplied for field installation on top of each
Prefabricated Room which is located outdoors. Embossed aluminum material
to be a minimum .040 thick. Roof system, when supplied with walk-in using
conventional ceiling mount unit cooler, shall include 3/4 inch thick insulated
board which is installed between the ceiling top side and the aluminum cap
roof. The insulated board will be used as a spacer for the unit cooler hanger
rods; thus eliminating the need for any penetrations through the aluminum cap
roof. In cases where the Prefabricated Room is installed against a building,
the aluminum cap roof material will be flashed up to existing building wall.
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*/§ On installations where one (or both) of the Prefabricated Room dimensions
are 12 feet or less the Prefabricated Room can be installed without the need
of additional interior support. On Prefabricated Rooms which are larger than
12 feet in both dimensions, proper interior ceiling support is required. See
Interior Post and Beam section of this manual for specifications for an
interior post and beam ceiling support system.
IMPORTANT SIZE LIMITATIONS:
a. Prefabricated Room must have one dimension of 18 feet or less for an aluminum
cap roof system to be specified.
b.

If Prefabricated Room is to be installed against a building wall consultant factory
for flashing limitations. See figure 2.06H.2-1 for a detail of the Aluminum Cap
Roof.

figure 2.06H.2-1
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I.

Shelving:
1. Cantilevered Solid Shelving: Shall be completely adjustable, wall
mounted, furnished in length, width, height and number of tiers, as
indicated on Specification Drawings. Each shelf shall be made of single
piece (16 gauge galvanized, .064 smooth aluminum, or 16 gauge stainless
steel) metal. Shelves shall be formed with front and rear edges bent in
double 90° angles for structural rigidity to prevent shelf failure. Shelves
shall be completely sanitary having no folds, hems, or crevices.
Cantilevered Shelf System shall be listed by NSF. System to be supplied
with pre-mounted wall standards, shelf brackets, ceiling support brackets,
and all necessary clamps and fasteners. Wall standards to be premounted, no greater than 28 inches apart, on the wall panels. Ceiling
support bracket is field installed to the interior ceiling and fastened to each
wall standard to achieve maximum support and stability.
Solid Cantilevered Shelving Systems can be specified in 3, 4, 5, and 6 tiers.
Optional slotted shelves are also available to aid in cool air flow around the product.
Shelf widths are available in 10”, 12”, 14”, 16”, 18”, 20”, 22” and 24”.
See figure 2.06I.1-1 below for a detail of the Cantilevered Shelving.

figure 2.06I.1-1
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2.

Free Standing Shelving: Adjustable wire shelving made of high quality
wire and steel. Shelves to have #9 (.148") gauge cross wires spaced 3/4"
on centers with cross braces 1/4" (.25") minimum of 4-3/4" on center.
Shelf frame channel to be 9/16" x 1" x .075" thick. Shelf collars are round
tapered 1-5/16" steel to be welded at each corner. Posts to be .062" thick
1" O.D. round tubing notched every 1" on each corner of the post. Installed
on the bottom of each post is nylon housing for a stud leveler 3/8" - 16 x
1-3/4". Shelves are adjustable on 1" centers. All shelves are NSF listed.
Provide in length, width, height, tier and location as indicated on the
Specification Drawings. Finish to be (choose one):

Green Kote™: Electrostatically applied green baked epoxy over zinc steel and
bright basic wire. Thickness: 4-7 mm
Chrome Kote™: Plated quality wire and steel. Surface nickel chrome plated.
Available in 14”, 18”, 24” and 36” widths with 3, 4, 5 or 6 tiers.
3. Heavy Duty Free Standing Shelving: Adjustable wire shelving made of
high quality wire and steel. Shelves to have #8 (.162") gauge cross wires
spaced 1-1/16" on centers with cross braces 5/16" (.3125") minimum of 6"
on center and running perpendicular to cross wires. Cross-braces welded
at each end inside 5/8" leg of channel 9/16" x 1-1/4" x .090" thick with legs
of channel pointed to center of shelf. A square tapered 1-3/4" high steel
collar is to be welded at each corner. Additionally a suitable number of
5/16" (.3125") rebrace wires are welded to the underside of 18" and 24"
wide shelves in lengths of 54" and longer. All contact points are welded.
Finish to be stainless steel - Type 304 cold drawn annealed bright-finish
stainless steel and wire. Electro-Polished after fabrication.
Available in 12”, 18” and 24” widths with 3, 4, 5, or 6 tiers.
J. Trim Strips and Closures Panels:
1. Trim Strips: Shall be of the same finish as the Prefabricated Room exterior
to be provided and installed to fill the area between the building wall and
the sides of the Prefabricated Room. All dimensions are to be verified by
the Contractor.
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figure 2.06J.1-1

figure 2.06J.1-2

figure 2.06J.1-3

Trim Strips can be specified with any Prefabricated Room to neatly finish the area
between the Prefabricated Room and an adjacent building wall. Three types are
commonly used as described below:
a. Angle Trim Strips: Are used in applications where the Prefabricated Room is
installed next to building wall that is not flush with the exterior edge of the
Prefabricated Room. See figure 2.06J.1-1 for a detail of the Angle Trim Strip.
b.

Flat Trim Strips: Are used in applications where the Prefabricated Room is
installed adjacent and flush to a building wall. See figure 2.06J.1-2 for a detail
of the Flat Trim Strip.

c.

Plywood Backed Trim Strips: Are used in applications where the Prefabricated
Room is installed adjacent and flush to a building wall requiring no exposed
mechanical fasteners. See figure 2.06J.1-3 for a detail of the Plywood Backed
Trim Strip.
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It is common that the area(s) where trim strips are being specified, closure
panels are also used between the top of the Prefabricated Room ceiling and the
customer’s existing ceiling.
2. Closure Panels: Shall be of the same finish as the Prefabricated Room
exterior are to be provided and installed to fill the area between the
building ceiling and the top of the Prefabricated Room. All dimensions are
to be verified by the Contractor.
(Add for removable: Closure panels are to be installed between top and
bottom rails for easy removal.)
(Add if applicable: Closure panels to include louvers as required to provide
maximum air interchange for equipment enclosed above Prefabricated
Room.)
Closure Panels can be specified with any Prefabricated Room to neatly finish the
area from the top of the Prefabricated Room to the existing ceiling. The finish of
the closure panel is generally specified to match the exterior finish of the
Prefabricated Room. Removable Closure Panels are specified in applications
where the top of the Prefabricated Room will require periodic access. In
applications where refrigeration will be installed on top of the ceiling panel it is
advised to add louvers to the closure panels. See figure 2.06J.2-1 for a detail of
the Standard Closure Panel.
Removable Closure Panels include a bottom channel which is fastened to the
Prefabricated Room (below the ceiling joint) and a top channel which fastens to
the existing ceiling. See figure 2.06J.2-2 for a detail of the Removable Closure
Panel.

figure 2.06J.2-1

figure 2.06J.2-2
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K. Ventilation:
1. Exhaust Fan: Shall be provided as required by Prefabricated Room
schedule and is to include a fresh air inlet damper. The inlet damper is to
be located on the return air side of the unit cooler. The exhaust fan is to
be located across the room from the inlet damper. The exact location is
as shown on the Specification Drawings.
If Prefabricated Room is to be occupied, vent air provisions should be made as
required by local Standard or Code. Note on the Prefabricated Room schedule
the CFM of vent air requirements.
2. Unheated Air Vent: Shall be provided for each Prefabricated Room
operating above freezing, locate as shown on Specification Drawings.
Unheated air vent shall function as a pressure equalizer within the
Prefabricated Room compartment.
The most common use for an unheated air vent is when there are multiple doors
on the Prefabricated Room (freezers require a heated vent) and you want to
eliminate the chance for one of the doors to open when another one is closed.
The air vent will release the inside pressure that would cause a secondary door
to open when the door in use is closed.
3. Heated Air Vent: Shall be provided for each Prefabricated Room operating
at or below freezing, locate vent as shown on Specification Drawings.
Heated air vent shall function as a two-way pressure equalizer within the
freezer compartment and operate on 115/60/1 electrical.
Heated air vents aid in equalizing the pressure within the Prefabricated Room
during all phases of the refrigeration cycle, thus relieving positive or negative
internal air pressures. Heated air vent can to be installed in wall or ceiling panel
and is field wired to 115/60/1 electrical.
4. Insulated Ducting / Motorized Damper: The motorized damper shall be
mounted in a 6 inch diameter insulated inlet duct and is to be located on
the return side of the unit cooler. The motorized damper shall be activated
by the Prefabricated Room light switch. The inlet duct shall also include a
constant airflow regulator device to compensate for changes in duct
pressure, providing accurate airflow. Provide an additional 6 inch
insulated return duct mounted across the room from the motorized
damper. Provide two 6 inch diameter user adjustable vent grilles on the
interior of the Prefabricated room for the inlet and outlet ducting. Division
(
) is responsible for connecting duct collars to the building HVAC
system and providing the specified CFM of vent air as indicated by the
Prefabricated Room schedule. The duct locations are as shown on the
Specification Drawings.
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If Prefabricated Room is to be occupied, vent air provisions should be made as
required by local Standard or Code. Paragraph 2.06K.4 provides vent air
provisions using the building HVAC system. The motorized damper is activated
by the light switch so vent air is delivered only when the room is occupied
reducing the refrigeration load and condensation in the room. Preconditioned air
can reduce the potential for condensation problems in the prefabricated room
when vent is required. The insulated ducting is 6 feet long and will also help
reduce the possibility of condensation. The constant airflow regulator device
automatically compensates for changes in duct pressure to provide accurate
airflow. Note on the Prefabricated Room schedule the CFM of vent air
requirements.
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PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.01 EXAMINATION
A. Inspection: Installing Contractor shall examine and verify areas and work of
other trades for correct dimensions, properly located electrical and
mechanical utilities. Report any unsatisfactory conditions to the Construction
Manager and Architect in writing.
3.02 INSTALLATION
A. General: The installer shall conduct the pre-site inspection and install the
Prefabricated Room as indicated on the drawings. This installation shall
include receiving, unloading, inspection, and unpacking of Prefabricated
Room components, the panel erection, light fixture mounting, installation of
the ceiling plenum, the inter-wiring of the electrical components, piping, leak
testing and start-up of the refrigeration system, testing of complete
Prefabricated Room and the piping of the condensate drains.
It is the
responsibility of others to provide all final hookup of utilities to the
Prefabricated Room. All other equipment not provided by the Prefabricated
Room manufacturer such as casework, water fixtures, piping for air, water, gas,
vacuum, final electrical hookups or other utilities are the responsibility of
other Divisions.
1.

Install Prefabricated Rooms in accordance
manufacture’s standards and Specifications.

with

the

accepted

2. Seal or otherwise insure that fastenings to Prefabricated Rooms do not
compromise vapor barriers or insulation. Seal all service penetrations for
piping and sleeves. Seal all electrical conduit to prevent condensation
from accumulating in light fixtures/junction boxes.
3. Insulate refrigeration lines with Armaflex insulation or equal in accordance
with ASHRAE standards.
3.03 PERFORMANCE
A. Operating Temperature: After Prefabricated Room has reached operating
temperature door shall be fully opened to 75° Fahrenheit ambient for a period
of one full minute, room shall recover to operating temperature within 5
minutes after closing door.
B.

Control Set point: The Prefabricated Rooms shall be designed to operate
at temperature and humidity Specified in Prefabricated Room Schedule.
Control sensitivity is defined as the temperature measured at the point where
the Prefabricated Room temperature control sensing element is placed, at a
given point in time. The control sensitivity is to be ± 0.5° Centigrade within
specified set point.
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§ Only add to Non-Foodservice Specifications which have control panel
requirements.
C. Temperature Uniformity: The Prefabricated Rooms are to be designed to
provide a temperature uniformity as specified in the Prefabricated Room
Schedule. This is to be defined as an area on a horizontal plane 48 inches
above the floor and within 24 inches of the walls. The uniformity is the
variation between points across this plane as measured by a twelve point strip
chart recorder with the sensors evenly distributed and measured at a given
point in time.
§

D.

Only add to Non-Foodservice Specifications which have a control panel.
Temperature uniformity capabilities include ± 0.5°, ± 1.0° and ± 2.0° Centigrade,
reference the control panel options for the appropriate control panel also make
certain that for specifications requiring ± 1.0° Centigrade the refrigeration
system includes continuous operation refrigeration. Specifications requiring ±
0.5° Centigrade the refrigeration system should include continuous operation
and proportional refrigeration.

Humidity Performance: The Prefabricated Rooms are to be designed to
provide a humidity variation as specified in the Prefabricated Room Schedule.
This is to be defined as the total variation measured at the control sensing
element with a circular chart recorder. All Prefabricated Rooms shall be
factory set up and test run with a twelve point strip recorder for twenty four
hours to insure Specified performance. Test results shall be forwarded to
Owner.
§

Only add to Non-Foodservice Specifications that have humidity control.
Humidity variation capabilities include ± 5.0% and ± 3.0%.
Reference the
control panel options for the appropriate control panel. Tight humidity control
normally requires the use of a humidifier and a dehumidifier.

3.04 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
A. §

Acceptance Testing: Acceptance of the Prefabricated Room shall come
only after each room has met the parameters as outlined in the performance
section of Specifications. It is the responsibility of the Contractor in the
presence of a factory trained representative, to verify the operation of the
Prefabricated Rooms and obtain owners written approval. A copy of this
document must remain with the owner, with an additional copy sent to the
room manufacturer. The Prefabricated Rooms operation will then become
the Owners responsibility and the warranty period will coincide with
acceptance.
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3.05 CLEANING
A.

General:
Remove protective material from surfaces. Clean interior and
exterior of Prefabricated Room including components. Remove surplus
materials, debris and tools.

3.06 DEMONSTRATION
A. General: Manufacturer’s Representative shall provide a demonstration for
designated Owner’s Representative to inform them of proper Prefabricated
Room operation and maintenance.
3.07 PROTECTION
A. General: Shut off equipment and lock doors to prevent access by
unauthorized persons. Verify in writing that Prefabricated Room condition is
undamaged and acceptable with Construction Manager. Forward all
Prefabricated Room keys to Construction Manager for final acceptance of
Prefabricated Rooms.
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§ Sample Non-Foodservice
Schedule

PREFABRICATED ROOM SCHEDULE
Room
No.

Exterior Dimensions
WxLxH

Temp/
Uniformity

Ambient
Conditions

R. H.
Range

101A
102A

8'-0" x 10'-0" x 8'-7”
10'-0" x 12'-0" x 8'-7''

4°C +-1°C
4°C +-1°C

75°F, 50% RH
---

Norm
60%

Vent
Air
CFM
15
---

Refrigeration
Load BTUH
5335 @ 4°C
5335 @ 4°C

Condensing
Unit
Electrical
230/60/3
230/60/3

Remarks
1, 3
1, 2, 4

REMARK NOTES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Include Non-Foodservice control panel for temperature.
Controller with humidity control.
Include temperature recorder.
Include a temperature/humidity recorder.
Include a personnel, emergency alarm.

* Sample Foodservice Room Schedule

PREFABRICATED ROOM SCHEDULE
Room
No.

Exterior
Dimensions
WxLxH

Temperature

Refrigeration
Load
BTUH

Condensing
Unit
Electrical

Remarks

101A

8'-0" x 10'-0" x 8'-7"

35°F

3469 @ 35°F

230/60/1

2

102A

10'-0" x 10'-0" x 8'-7"

35°F

3918 @ 35°F

230/60/3

1

REMARK NOTES:
1. Strip curtains to be included for entrance door.
2. Include meat rail.

End of Section
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Refrigeration Charts
This section deals with physical and electrical data for Norlake manufactured
refrigeration systems. The systems covered here include the Norlake Capsule Pak™,
Remote Capsule Pak™ and Split Pak™ Remote Refrigeration Systems. For specific
information about the manufacture and design of these systems please refer to Part 2Products, Section 2.04.
These charts are designed to supply you with physical data which may be needed by
the electrical contractor or installing contractor. They are not designed to enable you
to select a particular system for specific application. We recommend that you contact
Norlake with your sizing requirements and we will recommend the proper refrigeration
system to meet those requirements.
For any questions after reviewing the data in this section, or to discuss a specific
application requirement (i.e. export, complete rack systems), please call or FAX Norlake
at the following numbers:
Foodservice applications

800-955-5253
715-386-2323
800-388-5253
715-386-6149

Parts/Service
FAX

Non-Foodservice applications800-477-5253
715-386-2323
800-388-5253
715-386-6149

Parts/Service
FAX

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
UL APPROVED “A” HOOD

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
UL APPROVED “B” HOOD

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
UL APPROVED “C” HOOD

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
UL APPROVED “CC” HOOD

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
CAPSULE PAK™

ELECTRICAL DATA
CAPSULE PAK™

REMOTE
CAPSULE PAK™ DATA

Kold Locker™/Mini-Room/ Fast-Trak®
Coolers, Freezers & Combination Walk-ins

Quick Ship Standard Rooms
Alternative to Custom Design
This section deals with stock rooms that can be quickly shipped to meet a variety of
requirements. If the space designated for refrigerated rooms has not yet been determined or
is flexible, these rooms provide a very economical alternative for standard refrigeration
needs. If more sophisticated applications are required or architectural dimensions are
already determined, please go back to Part 1 General of this manual.
Kold Locker™ walk-ins are specific sizes of Quick Ship rooms for Foodservice
applications.
Mini-Rooms are specific sizes of Quick Ship rooms for Non-Foodservice/Commercial
applications.
Fast-Trak® walk-ins and refrigeration systems are unlimited sizes of Quick Ship
rooms for Foodservice and Non-Foodservice applications.
Following is information on each of these product lines which can help you determine need
and actual specifications. Each of these products comes in single room applications as well
as combination room formats. Most rooms have a choice of door location, door swing, and
refrigeration location. Options are available to meet most standard cooler/freezer
requirements.
For questions after reviewing the data in this section, please call or FAX Norlake at the
following numbers:
Foodservice applications
715-386-2323
715-386-4290

800-955-5253

Non-Foodservice applications 800-477-5253
715-386-2323
715-386-4291

FAX

FAX

KOLD LOCKER™ WALK-INS
SINGLE ROOM COOLERS OR FREEZERS
FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cooler or freezer models
Sizes from 4' x 6' to 10' x 14'
Three heights: 6'7" & 7'7" with floor; 7'4" floorless
Indoor or outdoor models
Two temperatures: +35°F, -10°F
Ceiling mount Capsule Pak refrigeration system (ordered
separately)
Air-cooled condensing unit
Electronic controller system
26 gauge corrosion resistant stucco embossed coated
steel on all surfaces except interior floor
Smooth aluminum interior floor (on models with floor)
Floorless models supplied with NSF listed vinyl sealers
Full 4" thick panels foamed-in-place with EPA-compliant
polyurethane insulation
26" wide, self-closing door
Heavy duty adjustable cam-lift hinges
Spring actuated door closer
Deadbolt locking handle with independent key/padlock
feature and inside safety release
Magnetic gasket
Digital thermometer and light switch
Floor double sweep gasket
Perimeter door heater wire
High output low profile LED light positioned above the
door to prevent interference with shelving or product
UL, C-UL listing on complete Capsule Pak refrigeration
systems*
NSF listed, UL flame spread 25 or less on all foam cores;
UL electrical listing on door sections

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City of Houston listed
California State listed
CN UL flame spread listed
DOE compliant
Oregon State listed
USDA accepted
15 year panel warranty
18 months parts & labor warranty
INDOOR MODELS:
– Hot gas condensate vaporizer
OUTDOOR MODELS:
– White membrane roof and trim
– -20°F ambient controls

OPTIONS
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Heights: 8'7" with floor, 8'4" without floor
U-shaped shelving system
Floor tread plate kit
Exterior ramp
Door hood (outdoor models)
Heater kit for outdoor use with medium temp
applications where ambient conditions may go
below 32°F
Leak detector/alarm (may be a requirement in
some areas)
Electric vaporizer (indoor models only)
Five year compressor warranty

Beer coolers are not sized for the addition of Beer Lines (consult factory).
SHELVING:
Norlake shelving kits contain an exclusive self-spreading Klip™ to maximize usable square footage.
NOTES: See Appendix for Warranty Information.

*

Denotes Architect information, not to be incorporated into the design
Specifications.

SECTION-13038
PREFABRICATED COLD STORAGE ROOMS
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.01 SUMMARY
A. Section Includes: Providing a complete Prefabricated Kold Locker™ model
number KL (
). Room shall consist of modular metal clad construction
with all the essential controls and equipment. Installation to be provided by
others.
1. Factory assembled and test major components prior to delivery.
2. Complete self-contained refrigeration systems.
3. Controls and Instrumentation.
4. Light fixtures.
B. Related Sections:
1. Division 15- Mechanical.
2. Division 16- Electrical.
1.02 SUBMITTALS
A. Shop drawings/Product data:
1. Prior to fabrication submit shop drawings and product data for approval.
2. Indicate on shop drawings, layout, finishes, power requirements, room
dimensions, and component locations.
3. Provide a sample of proposed wall panel assembly with the joint method
including cam lock and seal.
B. Certifications: By (Owner/Contractor) certify that products meet or exceed
specified requirements.
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C. Operation and Maintenance Manuals: Include instructions for sequential
operation, start-up and shut-down, with pertinent control data and schematics,
room arrangement, and component parts list.
1.03 QUALITY ASSURANCE
A. Qualifications: A company specializing in the manufacture of complete
packaged Prefabricated Rooms (only single source suppliers will be
acceptable) supplying all components as specified, with satisfactory
installations of similar equipment, in operation for at least 5 years. To indicate
familiarity with equipment and components, a minimum of 200 rooms shall
have been installed within the past 5 years.
B. Regulatory Requirements:
1. APA - American Plywood Association, PS 1-09 - Plywood
2. ASHRAE - American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Engineers. Standards - Refrigeration Components, Safety And Use Of
Refrigerants.
3. ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials #B209 - Aluminum
Alloy, Sheet and Plate.
4. ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials #A240 - Stainless
Chromium-Nickel-Steel Plate, Sheet and Strip.
5. ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials #A-653 - Steel Sheet,
Zinc-Coated (Galvanized by the Hot Dip Process), Physical Structural
Quality.
6. UL - Underwriters Laboratories Inc., #723 - Panel Flame Spread
Index Classification.
7. NEC - National Electrical Code Article 310 and 440 - Electric Motors.
8. NSF – NSF International Certification of Prefabricated Custom Built Walk-in
Refrigerators and Freezers
9. ANSI – Certified tempered Vu-Port Glass per ANSI Z97.1-2004
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10. UL – listed for ANSI/UL 471 on the door section.
11. Oregon State – Registered Manufacturer of Prefab Components.
12. City of Houston – Registered as an Approved Fabricator
13. Canadian Foods Inspection Agency Accepted Construction
14. State of California – Licensed as a Thermal Insulation Manufacturer
1.04 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING
A. General:
1. Wrap and crate finished components and assemblies at factory to prevent
damage or marring of surfaces during shipping and handling.
2. Protect products and exposed finish against physical damage during room
erection.
3. Do not deliver materials or assemblies to site until installation spaces are
ready to receive room(s).
1.05 SITE CONDITIONS
A. Field Measurements: The room installer shall examine and verify project
conditions at the site to assure acceptable access, dimensions, and general
conditions.
1.06 SEQUENCING AND SCHEDULING
A. General Requirements: Installer shall complete room(s) in close coordination
with the (Owner/Construction Manager) and with the work of other trades.
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1.07 WARRANTY
A. Manufacturer shall provide a written warranty to the Owner stating the product
is free from defects in material or workmanship under normal use and service.
Warranty shall become effective following the acceptance date and cover the
following items for the noted duration:
1. Fifteen year insulated panel warranty (Included as standard).
2. Five year compressor warranty (Optional).
3. 18 month parts warranty (Included as standard).
4. 18 month labor warranty (Included as standard).
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PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.01 ACCEPTABLE MANUFACTURERS
A. Norlake, Inc., Hudson, Wisconsin is specified as the design standard.
B. Other manufacturers in strict accordance with the specifications will be
considered subject to approval. Substitute products must submit: (1) Shop
drawings indicating layout, finishes, power requirements, room dimensions,
and component locations. (2) Product data. (3) Provide a sample of proposed
wall panel assembly with the joint method including cam lock and seal. (4)
Provide test results from a room equal to that specified, which has been
operating to specification for a minimum of 5 years.
2.02 MATERIALS
A. Modular Panel Construction:
All panels shall be prefabricated modular
construction consisting of 100% polyurethane HFC-245fa insulation, bonded
by an adhesive to the interior and the exterior metal pan skins and heat cured
for life long stability. Each wall panel skin is to be formed using a double 90°
bend on each edge to add strength and rigidity. Panels are to be in six inch
increments, with a minimum width of 12 inches. All panels are to bear the UL
and NSF label. The panels shall incorporate cam lock type fasteners as joining
devices for the adjacent tongue and groove panels. Each device is to consist
of a cam action locking arm and a steel rod in the adjoining panel so that by
rotating the locking arm the hook engages over the rod and the cam action
draws the panels together. The resulting panel joints shall be sealed by a
foamed-in-place, continuous one piece gasket.
1. Panel joints are to be precisely formed male and female tongue and groove
shapes fabricated to force the male edge to contact the female edge,
providing additional seal. The panel edge shall have a gasket which
provides a positive seal that meets NSF standards. Gasket shall be
"locked" to the skins and run in a continuous piece, completely around the
panel with only one break to provide the optimal seal. Gasket is locked to
the skins by means of being foamed-in-place as an integral part of the
finished panel. The gasket is to fit completely around the double 90° bend
on the edge of the panel skin.
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2. Mechanical panel fasteners shall have wings which provide the necessary
strength to support the cam action of the locking mechanism when the
panels are drawn together. Access holes to the locking mechanism shall
be cleared of foam and concealed with NSF listed synthetic plug buttons
to provide a sanitary seal.
3. Insulation shall be a full 4 inches thick, Class A (Class 1) rigid foamed-inplace polyurethane with a 2.0 pounds per cubic foot density ± 10%. Foam
polyurethane shall be injected into the panels by means of a high output,
high pressure impingement mixing head. The “R” value of freezer floors
shall be a minimum of 28. The K-factor used to determine the “R” value
shall be based on ASTM C518-04. The K-factor shall be tested at a mean
foam temperature of 55°F for coolers and at 20°F for freezers. Insulation
shall be 95% closed cell structure. Flame spread index according to
ASTM E-84/ UL 723 shall be 25 or less. Polyurethane foam shall be
expanded with HFC-245fa. The use of a ozone depleting CFC or HCFC as a
blowing agent is specifically prohibited.
B. Finishes: The interior of ceiling and the interior and exterior of walls shall be
26 gauge corrosion resistant stucco embossed coated steel. The floor panels
shall have 26 gauge corrosion resistant smooth steel on the floor underside
and 0.100 smooth aluminum on floor interior. The ceiling exteriors (topside)
shall be 26 gauge corrosion resistant smooth steel.
C. Door Construction: Entrance door shall be in fitting, flush design with a
minimum opening of 26 inches wide, mounted in a 48 inches wide panel. The
door section shall provide a full 4 inches of polyurethane HFC-245fa insulation,
construction and finish shall be the same as the adjoining wall panels. The
door shall be constructed to incorporate heavy duty, molded ABS breaker
strip, which is permanently foamed-in-place. Bottom of door shall seal with an
adjustable double sweep gasket, uniquely designed to provide complete seal
between door, threshold, and door jamb. Threshold plate provided shall be
constructed of fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP). Doors shall have an antisweat heater wire around the entire perimeter of the door opening and under
threshold. The heater wire shall provide enough heat to prevent condensation.
Heater wire shall be provided in an electrically safe housing and be easily
replaceable without the need for clips or special tools. Conduit for the inner
wiring of the door panel shall be concealed in the polyurethane foam panel.
Door section to be field wired to a surface mounted junction box on the
interior door panel. The complete door section shall be UL listed.
1. Door Hardware: Shall be high pressure die-cast zinc with a polished
chrome finish. Hardware shall include a spring actuated door closer, two
spring loaded cam lift hinges, door handle assembly with bumpers and
inside safety release. Door to include NL2400 field adjustable hinge with
locking set screw. Door handle assembly shall include a deadbolt lock
capable of being locked with a key and padlock. For added security the
deadbolt mechanism of the assembly shall be mounted to the door frame
section securing the door if the handle is removed. All hardware shall be
attached to extra-large 1/2 inch thick, non-conducting synthetic tapping
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plates.
2. Digital Thermometer: Calibrated to indicate interior room temperatures
in Centigrade or Fahrenheit shall be provided with each entrance door.
D. Flat Membrane Roof: Shall be supplied for field installation on top of each
prefabricated room which is located outdoors. Membrane to be fabricated from
low shrink polyester fabric, coated with a permanent thermoplastic alloy and
have a total thickness of 40 mil. Membrane shall be fire retardant, resistant to
ultra-violet rays and micro-organisms. Membrane to be white in color to
reflect maximum heat load from the sun. Membrane roof system to include
all flashing. In cases where the refrigerated room is installed against a
building, the roof material will be flashed up by the equipment installation
contractor.
*

Flat membrane roofs are required for outdoor applications and can be used in
conjunction with ceiling mount Capsule-Pak™ Refrigeration Systems.

2.03 EQUIPMENT
A.

Lighting: Provide a UL-listed LED fixture which meets the 40 lumens/watt
requirement). Mount at the interior strike side of door section a light switch
with pilot light adjacent to door with all inner wiring in conduit concealed
inside the door section and terminated at a surface mounted 4” x 4” junction
box on the interior door frame. All light fixtures shall operate on 115 VAC.
*/§ The 2007 Energy Independence and Security Act requires lighting with 40
lumens
per
watt.
LED
lighting
meets
this
requirement.
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2.04 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS:
A. Refrigeration System: Shall be a ceiling mounted Capsule-Pak™ System with
unitized assembly, UL and C-UL listed and is factory assembled, wired,
charged, tested and fully equipped for installation into a factory prepared
Prefabricated Room opening. The evaporator section shall consist of an
integral factory assembled component of the complete refrigeration system
and be designed as to be located entirely outside the Prefabricated Room
with no intrusions into the refrigerated space. The evaporator enclosure shall
be constructed utilizing foamed-in-place polyurethane insulation and be
equipped with a removable gasketed access cover. All indoor models shall be
equipped with a condensate vaporizer which requires no plumbing. All
outdoor models shall be equipped with low ambient controls consisting of
crankcase heater, flooded condenser head pressure control and pump down
cycle.
All Capsule-Pak™ condensing units may be remote by the addition of pre-charged
lines. Remote distance is in 5' increments, up to a maximum of 50'. Remotes require
field installed drain line and coil cowl.
When selecting a prefabricated room or refrigeration system, please review all Local
and City Codes for compliance.
2.05 ROOM SERVICES
A. Electrical Requirements: All electrical components utilized for each room
shall be UL listed or recognized with interior wiring practices in accordance
with Underwriters Laboratories and the National Electrical Code. Conductors
to conform to Article 310 of N.E.C. and all motors to conform to Article 440 of
the N.E.C.
2.06 ACCESSORIES:
* Any of the options below can be added to Kold Locker™ Prefabricated Rooms.
A. Exterior Ramp: Shall extend 25-1/2 inches and be 39-1/2 inches wide,
providing an incline no greater than 10-1/2 degrees. Ramp construction shall
include support members at a maximum of 9 inches apart on center line with
metal clad 1/2 inch plywood top incline surface. Ramp finish shall be
stainless steel with the addition of non-skid strips for safety.
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B. Floor Plate: Shall be aluminum diamond tread plate covering the complete
interior floor.
C. Shelving/U-Shaped Free Standing: Adjustable wire shelving made of high
quality wire and steel utilizing special Klip™ to gain the maximum square
footage of storage space. Provide (# ) tiers high, (# ) inches wide around
the interior perimeter of the Prefabricated Room.
Shelves to have #9 (.148") gauge cross wires spaced 3/4" on centers with
cross braces 1/4" (.25") minimum of 4-3/4" on center. Shelf frame channel to
be 9/16" x 1" x .075" thick. Shelf collars are round tapered 1-5/16" steel to be
welded at each corner. Posts to be .062" thick 1" O.D. round tubing notched
every 1" on each corner of the post. Installed on the bottom of each post is a
nylon housing for a stud leveler 3/8" - 16 x 1-3/4". Shelves are adjustable on
1" centers. All shelves are N.S.F. listed. Finish to be (choose one):
Chrome Kote™ - All shelves and posts are Electro-Zinc Plated with a single dip
chromate post treatment after welding. Surfaces are additionally protected
against rust with protoxy, a transparent, colorless, hard-baked, non-toxic
epoxy.
Green Kote™ - All shelves and posts are coated with an electrostatically
applied green baked epoxy over cold rolled steel and bright basic wire.
*Available in 3 and 4 tiers with Zinc-Protoxy finish.
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PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.01 EXAMINATION
A. Inspection: Installer shall examine and verify areas and work of other trades
for correct dimensions, properly located electrical and mechanical utilities.
Report any unsatisfactory conditions to the (Owner/Construction Manager).
3.02 INSTALLATION
A. General: The installer shall conduct the pre-site inspection and install the
Prefabricated Room. This installation shall include the receiving, unloading,
inspection, and the unpacking of the Prefabricated Room components, the
panel erection, light fixture mounting, the inter-wiring and final wiring of the
electrical components, mounting and startup of the refrigeration system, and
the piping of the condensate drains. Installation shall be in compliance with
manufactures standards.
3.03 PERFORMANCE
A. Prefabricated Room shall operate at the Specified temperature for a period of
48 hours.
3.04 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
A. Acceptance Testing: Acceptance of the Prefabricated Room shall come only
after each Prefabricated Room has met the parameters as outlined in the
performance section of Specifications. The Prefabricated Rooms operation
will then become the Owners responsibility and the warranty period will
coincide with acceptance.
3.05 CLEANING
A. General: Installer shall remove protective material from surfaces. Clean
interior and exterior of Prefabricated Room including components. Remove
surplus materials, debris and tools.
3.06 DEMONSTRATION
A. General: Installer shall provide a demonstration for designated Owner's
Representative to inform them of proper Prefabricated Room operation and
maintenance.
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3.07 PROTECTION
A. General: Installer shall shut off equipment and locks doors to prevent access
by unauthorized persons. Verify Prefabricated Room condition is undamaged
and acceptable with (Owner/Construction Manager). Forward all Prefabricated
Room keys to (Owner/Construction Manager) for final acceptance.
End of Section.
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MINI-ROOMS / STABILITY ROOMS

SINGLE ROOMS, WARM ROOMS, COLD ROOMS, OR FREEZERS
STANDARD ON ALL MINI ROOM UNITS:
• 26 ga. corrosion resistant stucco embossed
coated steel on all surfaces (except interior floor)
• Smooth aluminum interior floor (on models with
floor)
• Floorless models supplied with NSF listed vinyl
sealers
• LED interior lighting
• 26" door opening
• Self-closing door with cam-lift hinges
• Spring actuated door closer
• Deadbolt locking door handle with independent
key/padlock feature and inside safety release
• Adjustable door hinges
• Digital thermometer
• Quick inside safety release

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Magnetic door gasket
Perimeter door heater wire
Switch and pilot light
CFC free polyurethane insulation - meets latest
EPA rulings
NSF, UL flame spread 25 on panels; UL
electrical listing on door section
City of New York listed
City of Houston listed
City of LA listed
California State listed
Oregon State listed
USDA accepted
Made in the USA

ORDERING IS EASY!
Simply follow the six (6) easy steps outlined below and your standard warm room, single room or freezer will be
shipped in 10 Working Days!
STEP 1 — Unit Location
"MR" Indoor Mini-Room
STEP 2 — Design Temperature
"C"
+4°C Cold Room
"F"
-20°C Freezer
STEP 3 — Overall Height Required
" "
Blank if 6'-7” (or 6'-0" on Series 45)
"74"
7'-4" floorless (Cold Room only)
"77"
7'-7" with floor

For fast delivery, quick service:

STEP 4 — Size and Shape
Choose from one of the floor plan layouts on
the next page. Proper numbers are shown in
center of the floor plan.
STEP 5 — Door Swing
"R"
Right Hand
"L"
Left Hand

PHONE: 800-477-5253
PARTS: 800-388-5253

or
FAX:

715-386-2323
715-386-4290

MINI-ROOMS
FLOOR PLAN LAYOUTS:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SHELVING PACKAGES
Specially designed three- or four-tier shelving kits are available for all Mini Rooms
Norlake Scientific Chrome Kote™ shelving systems are easy to assemble and feature rigid
construction
Chrome Kote shelving available as standard when included in order
Flexible shelf adjustment in 1" increments
Norlake shelving utilizes a support clip to eliminate center posts
The Norlake Klip™ provides maximum space utilization for storage leaving the door opening clear of
end standards
Special epoxy coated finish Green Kote™ shelving provides extra protection from acidic products
(consult factory for pricing and lead time)

For fast delivery, quick service:

PHONE: 800-477-5253
PARTS: 800-388-5253

or
FAX:

715-386-2323
715-386-4290

*

Denotes Architect information, not to be incorporated into the design Specifications.
SECTION-13038
PREFABRICATED ENVIRONMENTAL ROOMS

PART 1 - GENERAL
1.01 SUMMARY
A. Section Includes:
Providing a complete Prefabricated Mini-Room model
number MR (
). Room shall consist of modular metal clad construction
with all the essential controls and equipment. Installation to be provided by
others.
1. Factory assembled and test major components prior to delivery.
2. Complete self-contained refrigeration systems.
3. Controls and Instrumentation.
4. Light fixtures.
B. Related Sections:
1. Division 15- Mechanical.
2. Division 16- Electrical.
1.02 SUBMITTALS
A. Shop drawings/Product data:
1. Prior to fabrication submit shop drawings and product data for approval.
2. Indicate on shop drawings, layout, finishes, power requirements, room
dimensions, and component locations.
B. Certifications: By (Owner/Contractor) certify that products meet or exceed
specified requirements.
C. Operation and Maintenance Manuals: Include instructions for sequential
operation, start-up and shut-down, with pertinent control data and schematics,
room arrangement, and component parts list.
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1.03 QUALITY ASSURANCE
A. Qualifications: A company specializing in the manufacture of complete
packaged Prefabricated Rooms (only single source suppliers will be
acceptable) supplying all components as specified, with satisfactory
installations of similar equipment, in operation for at least 5 years. To indicate
familiarity with equipment and components, a minimum of 200 rooms shall
have been installed within the past 5 years.
B. Regulatory Requirements:
1. APA - American Plywood Association PS 1-09 - Plywood
2.

ASHRAE - American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning Engineers. Standards - Refrigeration Components, Safety
And Use Of Refrigerants.

3. ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials B209 - Aluminum
Alloy, Sheet and Plate.
4. ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials #A240 - Stainless
Chromium-Nickel-Steel Plate, Sheet and Strip.
5. ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials #A-653 - Steel Sheet,
Zinc-Coated (Galvanized by the Hot Dip Process), Physical Structural
Quality.
6. UL - Underwriters Laboratories Inc., #723 - Panel Flame Spread Index
Classification.
7. NEC - National Electrical Code Article 310 and 440 - Electric Motors.
8. NSF – NSF International Certification of Prefabricated Custom Built Walk-in
Refrigerators and Freezers.
9. ANSI – Certified Tempered Vu-Port Glass per ANSI Z 97.1-2004
10. UL and C-UL Electrical Listing.
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11. Oregon State – Registered manufacturer of prefab components
12. City of Houston – registered as an Approved Fabricator.
13. UL – listed for ANSI/UL471 on the door section
14. Canadian

Food

Inspection

Agency

Accepted

Construction

15. State of California – Licensed as a Thermal Insulation Manufacturer
1.04 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING
A. General:
1. Wrap and crate finished components and assemblies at factory to prevent
damage or marring of surfaces during shipping and handling.
2. Protect products and exposed finish against physical damage during room
erection.
3. Do not deliver materials or assemblies to site until installation spaces are
ready to receive room(s).
1.05 SITE CONDITIONS
A. Field Measurements: The room installer shall examine and verify project
conditions at the site to assure acceptable access, dimensions, and general
conditions.
1.06 SEQUENCING AND SCHEDULING
A. General Requirements: Installer shall complete room(s) in close coordination
with the (Owner/Construction Manager) and with the work of other trades.
1.07 WARRANTY
A. Manufacturer shall provide a written warranty to the Owner stating the product
is free from defects in material or workmanship under normal use and service.
Warranty shall become effective following the acceptance date and cover the
following items for the noted duration:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fifteen year insulated panel warranty.
Five year compressor warranty.
18 months parts warranty.
18 months labor warranty.
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PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.01 ACCEPTABLE MANUFACTURERS
A. Norlake, Inc., Hudson, Wisconsin is specified as the design standard.
B. Other manufacturers in strict accordance with the specifications will be
considered subject to approval. Substitute products must submit: (1) Shop
drawings indicating layout, finishes, power requirements, room dimensions,
and component locations. (2) Product data. (3) Provide a sample of proposed
wall panel assembly with the joint method including cam lock and seal. (4)
Provide test results from a room equal to that specified, which has been
operating to specification for a minimum of 5 years.
2.02

MATERIALS

A. Modular Panel Construction:
All panels shall be prefabricated modular
construction consisting of 100% polyurethane HFC-245fa insulation, bonded
by an adhesive to the interior and the exterior metal pan skins and heat cured
for life long stability. Each wall panel skin is to be formed using a double 90°
bend on each edge to add strength and rigidity. Panels are to be in six inch
increments, with a minimum width of 12 inches. All panels are to bear the UL
and NSF label. The panels shall incorporate cam lock type fasteners as joining
devices for the adjacent tongue and groove panels. Each device is to consist
of a cam action locking arm and a steel rod in the adjoining panel so that by
rotating the locking arm the hook engages over the rod and the cam action
draws the panels together. The resulting panel joints shall be sealed by a
foamed-in-place, continuous one piece gasket.
1. Panel joints are to be precisely formed male and female tongue and groove
shapes fabricated to force the male edge to contact the female edge,
providing additional seal. The panel edge shall have a gasket which
provides a positive seal that meets NSF standards. Gasket shall be
"locked" to the skins and run in a continuous piece, completely around the
panel with only one break to provide the optimal seal. Gasket is locked to
the skins by means of being foamed-in-place as an integral part of the
finished panel. The gasket is to fit completely around the double 90° bend
on the edge of the panel skin.
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2. Mechanical panel fasteners shall have wings which provide the necessary
strength to support the cam action of the locking mechanism when the
panels are drawn together. Access holes to the locking mechanism shall
be cleared of foam and concealed with NSF listed synthetic plug buttons
to provide a sanitary seal.
3. Insulation shall be a full 4 inches thick, Class A (Class 1) rigid foamedin-place polyurethane with a 2.0 pounds per cubic foot density ± 10%.
Foam polyurethane shall be injected into the panels by means of a high
output, high pressure impingement mixing head. The “R” value of the
walls, ceilings and doors shall be a minimum of 25 for coolers and 32 for
freezers. The “R” value of freezer floors shall be a minimum of 28. The Kfactor used to determine the “R” value shall be based on ASTM C518-04.
The K-factor shall be tested at a mean foam temperature of 55°F for
coolers and at 20°F for freezers. Insulation shall be 95% closed cell
structure. Flame spread index according to ASTM E-84/ UL 723 shall be
25 or less. Polyurethane foam shall be expanded with HFC-245fa. The use
of a ozone depleting CFC or HCFC as a blowing agent is specifically
prohibited.
B. Finishes: The interior of the ceiling and the interior and exterior of walls shall
be 26 gauge corrosion resistant stucco embossed coated steel. The floor
panels shall have 26 gauge corrosion resistant smooth coated steel on the
floor underside and 0.100 smooth aluminum on floor interior. The ceiling
exterior (top side) shall be 26 gauge corrosion resistant smooth steel.
C. Door Construction: Entrance door shall be in fitting, flush design with a
minimum opening of 26 inches, mounted in a 48 inches wide panel. The door
section shall provide a full 4 inches of polyurethane HFC-245fa insulation,
construction and finish shall be the same as the adjoining wall panels. The
door shall be constructed to incorporate heavy duty, molded ABS breaker
strip, which is permanently foamed-in-place. Bottom of door shall seal with an
adjustable double sweep gasket, uniquely designed to provide complete seal
between door, threshold, and door jamb. Threshold plate provided shall be
constructed of fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP). Doors shall have an antisweat heater wire around the entire perimeter of the door opening and under
threshold. The heater wire shall provide enough heat to prevent condensation.
Heater wire shall be provided in an electrically safe housing and be easily
replaceable without the need for clips or special tools. Conduit for the door
electrical is to be concealed in the polyurethane foam panel. The complete
door section shall be UL listed.
1. Door Hardware: Shall be high pressure die-cast zinc with a polished
chrome finish. Hardware shall include a spring actuated door closer, two
spring loaded cam lift hinges, door handle assembly with bumpers and
inside safety release. Door to include NL2400 field adjustable hinge with
locking set screw. Door handle assembly shall include a deadbolt lock
capable of being locked with a key and padlock. For added security the
deadbolt mechanism of the assembly shall be mounted to the door frame
section securing the door if the handle is removed. All hardware shall be
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attached to extra-large 1/2 inch thick, non-conducting synthetic tapping
plates.
2. Digital Thermometer: Calibrated to indicate interior room temperatures
in Centigrade or Fahrenheit shall be provided with each entrance door.
*

Paragraph 2.02C.2 should be deleted if the room is to include an optional
thermometer or control panel accessory.
D. Flat Membrane Roof: Shall be supplied for field installation on top of each
prefabricated room which is located outdoors. Membrane to be fabricated from
low shrink polyester fabric, coated with a permanent thermoplastic alloy and
have a total thickness of 40 mil. Membrane shall be fire retardant, resistant to
ultra-violet rays and micro-organisms. Membrane to be white in color to
reflect maximum heat load from the sun. Membrane roof system to include
all flashing. In cases where the refrigerated room is installed against a
building, the roof material will be flashed up by the equipment installation
contractor.
*
2.03
A.

Flat membrane roofs are required for outdoor applications and can be used in
conjunction with ceiling or wall mount Capsule-Pak™ Refrigeration Systems.
EQUIPMENT

Lighting: Provide a UL-listed LED fixture which meets the 40 lumens/watt
requirement.
Mount at the interior strike side of door section a light
switch with pilot light adjacent to door with all inner wiring in conduit
concealed inside the door section and terminated at a surface mounted 4” x
4” junction box on the interior door frame. All light fixtures shall operate on
115 VAC.
*/§ The 2007 Energy Independence and Security Act requires lighting with 40
lumens per watt. LED lighting meets this requirement.

2.04

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS:

A. Refrigeration System: Shall be a ceiling mounted Capsule Pak™ System with
unitized assembly and UL and C-UL listed, which is factory assembled,
wired, charged, tested and fully equipped for installation into a factory
prepared Prefabricated Room opening. The evaporator section shall consist
of an integral factory assembled component of the complete refrigeration
system and be designed as to be located entirely outside the Prefabricated
Room with no intrusions into the refrigerated space. The evaporator
enclosure shall be constructed utilizing foamed-in-place polyurethane
insulation and be equipped with a removable gasketed access cover. All
indoor models shall be equipped with a condensate vaporizer which requires
no plumbing.
All outdoor models shall be equipped with low ambient
controls consisting of crankcase heater, flooded condenser head pressure
control and pump down cycle. All equipped with time clocks for defrost.
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All Capsule-Pak™ condensing units may be remote by the addition of pre-charged
lines. Remote distance is in 5' increments, up to a maximum of 50'. Remotes require
field installed drain line and coil cowl.
When selecting a prefabricated room or refrigeration system, please review all Local
and City Codes for compliance.
2.05 ROOM SERVICES
A. Electrical Requirements: All electrical components utilized for each room
shall be UL listed or recognized with interior wiring practices in accordance
with Underwriters Laboratories and the National Electrical Code. Conductors
to conform to Article 310 of N.E.C. and all motors to conform to Article 440 of
the N.E.C.
2.06 ACCESSORIES:
Any of the options below can be added to Prefabricated Rooms.
A. Control Panel: Incorporating a key locked door with a clear acrylic cover
shall be required for viewing and protecting the controls from damage or
unauthorized adjustments.
All line voltage components including circuit
breakers for lights, outlets, and unit coolers are to be located in a NEMA 1 UL
listed line voltage enclosure directly above the controls. Temperature
Controller: To be a fully programmable microprocessor providing user
interface through a liquid crystal alphanumeric display with 4X20 characters.
Dials, toggle switches, calibration via set pot and non-alphanumeric controls
are not acceptable. All set points are to be adjustable by the multi-function
interface key pad. To ensure uninterrupted operation the interface shall be
completely separate from the control board allowing all systems to continue
to operate with the interface disconnected. Control features are to include
sensors with a repeatability of better than +/-0.07°C.
Product and air
temperature display selectable for Fahrenheit or Centigrade scale. System
mode indicator heating/cooling. Controller must have high/low audible and
visual alarms for both the product and air temperature, limits adjustable by
the user with alarm silence feature. Provide dry contacts for product alarm.
Power failure alarm. Controller shall have user adjustable service prompts to
provide working hour display for the mechanical devices indicating service
times and maintenance information. Sensor failure alarms with user
selectable system shutdown feature. User password entry system. System
shall include expansion slots on control board for the ability to add at a later
date the option of a real time clock, and serial communication interface with
capabilities for operation or monitoring of the entire system via a host
computer. System shall have a minimum of 8 digital inputs, 5 analog inputs,
8 digital outputs and 2 analog outputs to allow for additional user selected
operating devices. The control panel is to operate on low voltage 24V VAC
for user safety with 50-60 Hz capabilities.
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The control panel option is to be used with ceiling mount Capsule Pak™ refrigeration
systems only. Delete the digital/solar thermometer from the Specification when
adding the control panel option.
1. Temperature Recorder: Shall be housed in main control panel case and
have a 10 inch circular chart capable of recording seven days of operation
with a -40 degrees Centigrade to 60 degrees Centigrade recording range.
Ambient temperature error shall be no more than 0.04% of span per degree
Centigrade deviation from 25 degrees Centigrade. Chart making shall be
by means of a disposable felt tip pen. Input to the recorder shall be from
a 100 ohm RTD sensor. The sensor shall be immersed in a glycerin
solution and the container secured to the interior wall of the Prefabricated
Room. Power input to the recorder shall be 115VAC / 60 Hertz provided by
the NEMA 1 line voltage panel.
When required the temperature recorder should be added along with paragraph
2.06A.
B.

Digital Thermometer/High-Low Alarm, NL708: Shall be combined into one
instrument and be recessed into wall panel with no exposed wiring. To be a
fully calibrated, electronic solid state thermometer with LED displays for
product temperatures in Centigrade (Fahrenheit) scale. Thermometer must
have high/low audible and visual alarms for product temperature, limits
adjustable by the user, with a 30 minute alarm silencer and auxiliary contacts
for a remote alarm hook-up. Locate thermometer adjacent to Prefabricated
Room door handle at eye level height. Power requirements to be 115/60/1.
When adding the digital thermometer to the Specifications delete the digital/solar
thermometer.

C.

Door Observation Window: Shall be 14 inches by 14 inches three-pane
tempered ANSI certified safety glass per ANSI Z97.1-2004. Rooms operating
at or below 4 degrees Centigrade to have heated frames around the glass.
Rooms operating at or below 0 degrees Centigrade shall have heated frames
and heated glass.

D. Duplex Receptacles: Each Prefabricated Room is to have (# ), 115/60/1
weatherproof duplex receptacles. Receptacles are to be surface mounted to
interior wall panels of the Prefabricated Room. The conduit is to be stubbed
to the ceiling topside to a junction box.
The 4' x 5' Mini Room can have one duplex receptacle all other Mini-Rooms can have
up to four. The conduit for the duplex receptacles can also be stubbed to an
interior junction box.
E. Exterior Ramp: Shall extend 25-1/2 inches and be 39-1/2 inches wide,
providing an incline no greater than 10-1/2 degrees. Ramp construction shall
include support members at a maximum of 9 inches apart on center line with
metal clad 1/2 inch plywood top incline surface. Ramp finish shall be
stainless steel with the addition of non-skid strips for safety.
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F.

Floor Plate: Shall be aluminum diamond tread plate covering the complete
interior floor.

G. Shelving/Free Standing: Adjustable wire shelving made of high quality wire
and steel utilizing special Klip™ to gain the maximum square footage of
storage space. Shelves to have #9 (.148" gauge cross wires spaced 3/4"
on centers with cross braces 1/4" (.25") minimum of 4-3/4" on center. Shelf
frame channel to be 9/16" x 1" x .075" thick. Shelf collars are round tapered 1
5/16" steel to be welded at each corner. Posts to be .062" thick 1" O.D. round
tubing notched every 1" on each corner of the post. Installed on the bottom of
each post is nylon housing for a stud leveler 3/8" - 16 x 1-3/4". Shelves are
adjustable on 1" centers. All shelves are N.S.F. listed.
Provide (# ) tiers high, (# ) inches wide around the interior perimeter of the
Prefabricated Room. Finish to be (choose one):
Chrome Kote™ - All shelves and posts are Electro-Zinc plated with a single dip
chromate post treatment after welding. Surfaces are additionally protected
against rust with protoxy, a transparent, colorless, hard-baked, non-toxic
epoxy.
Green Kote™ - All shelves and posts are coated with an electrostatically
applied green baked epoxy over cold rolled steel and bright basic wire.
Available in 3 and 4 tiers with Zinc-Protoxy finish.
PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.01 EXAMINATION
A. Inspection: Installer shall examine and verify areas and work of other trades
for correct dimensions, properly located electrical and mechanical utilities.
Report any unsatisfactory conditions to the (Owner/Construction Manager).
3.02 INSTALLATION
A. General: The installer shall conduct the pre-site inspection and install the
Prefabricated Room. This installation shall include the receiving, unloading,
inspection, and the unpacking of the Prefabricated Room components, the
panel erection, light fixture mounting, the inter-wiring and final wiring of the
electrical components, mounting and startup of the refrigeration system, and
the piping of the condensate drains. Installation shall be in compliance with
manufactures standards.
3.03 PERFORMANCE
A. Prefabricated Room shall operate at the Specified temperature for a period of
48 hours.
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3.04 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
A. Acceptance Testing: Acceptance of the Prefabricated Room shall come only
after each Prefabricated Room has met the parameters as outlined in the
performance section of Specifications. The Prefabricated Rooms operation
will then become the Owners responsibility and the warranty period will
coincide with acceptance.
3.05 CLEANING
A. General: Installer shall remove protective material from surfaces. Clean
interior and exterior of Prefabricated Room including components. Remove
surplus materials, debris and tools.
3.06 DEMONSTRATION
A. General: Installer shall provide a demonstration for designated Owner's
Representative to inform them of proper Prefabricated Room operation and
maintenance.
3.07

PROTECTION

A. General: Installer shall shut off equipment and locks doors to prevent access
by unauthorized persons. Verify Prefabricated Room condition is undamaged
and acceptable with (Owner/Construction Manager). Forward all Prefabricated
Room keys to (Owner/Construction Manager) for final acceptance.
End of Section.
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FAST-TRAK® WALK-INS
SINGLE ROOM COOLERS OR FREEZERS
FEATURES:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unlimited lengths in 1' increments
Available in widths of 6', 7', 8', 9', 10', 11' & 12'
Heights: 6'7", 7'7" and 8'7" with floor, 7'4" and 8'4" floorless for single compartment and combinations
Heights: 7'7" and 8'7" combination with floor freezers and less floor coolers with 4-3/8" foam sealers
Indoor or outdoor models
Available with Split-Pak™ remote refrigeration systems or Capsule Pak™ self-contained systems (systems
ordered separately; Capsule Pak systems applicable to single compartment walk-ins under 14' in length)
Temperatures: +35˚F, -10˚F
Full 4" thick panels foamed-in-place with EPA-compliant polyurethane insulation
26 gauge corrosion resistant stucco embossed coated steel on all surfaces except interior floor
Smooth aluminum interior floor (models with floor)
Floorless models supplied with NSF listed vinyl sealers
26", 30" or 36" wide self-closing doors
Deadbolt locking handle with independent key/padlock feature and inside safety release
Two heavy duty cam-lift hinges per door, top hinge field adjustable with locking set screw
Spring loaded hinge
Spring actuated door closer
Magnetic gasket
Combination digital thermometer and light switch
Floor double sweep gasket
Perimeter door heater wire
Heated air vents standard in freezer door sections
High output low profile LED light positioned above door to prevent interference with shelving or product
NSF listed, UL flame spread 25 or less for all foam cores on all panels; UL electrical listing on door sections
UL & C-UL electrical listing on refrigeration systems*
City of Houston listed
CN UL flame spread listed
California State listed
Oregon State listed
USDA accepted
15 year panel warranty
18 months parts and labor warranty

OPTIONS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outdoor membrane roof systems
Door rain hoods
Interior and/or exterior 30" high stainless steel or aluminum diamond tread door kick plates
Exterior ramp for floor models
Interior ramps (30" & 36" wide) for floor models
Leak detector/alarm (may be a requirement in some areas)
Extra LED lights (shipped loose)
Strip curtains (shipped loose)
Non-skid floor strips (shipped loose)
Shelving systems
1-5/8" screed for use with 5/8" tile after walk-in installation
14" x 24" viewport

*

Denotes Architect information, not to be incorporated into the design
Specifications.
SECTION-13038
PREFABRICATED COLD STORAGE ROOMS

PART 1 - GENERAL
1.01 SUMMARY
A. Section Includes: Providing a complete Prefabricated FAST-TRAK® room with
exterior full dimensions of ( ‘) high by ( ‘) long and ( ‘) wide. Room shall
consist of modular metal clad construction with all the essential controls and
equipment. Installation to be provided by others.
*

FAST TRAK® rooms are available in the following dimensions:

a.

Heights of 7’, 7’-7”, 8’ and 8’-7” with insulated floors.
And heights of 7’-4” and 8’-4” less insulated floor.

b.

Widths of 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 feet.

c.

Length is unlimited in 1’ increments.

1. Factory assembled and test major components prior to delivery.
2. Complete self-contained refrigeration systems.
3. Controls and Instrumentation.
4. Light fixtures.
B. Related Sections:
1. Division 15- Mechanical.
2. Division 16- Electrical.
1.02 SUBMITTALS
A. Shop drawings/Product data:
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1. Prior to fabrication, submit shop drawings and product data for approval.
2. Indicate on shop drawings, layout, finishes, power requirements, room
dimensions, and component locations.
3. Provide a sample of proposed wall panel assembly with the joint method
including cam lock and seal.
B. Certifications: By (Owner/Contractor) certify that products meet or exceed
specified requirements.
C. Operation and Maintenance Manuals: Include instructions for sequential
operation, start-up and shut-down, with pertinent control data and schematics,
room arrangement, and component parts list.
1.03 QUALITY ASSURANCE
A. Qualifications: A company specializing in the manufacture of complete
packaged Prefabricated Rooms (only single source suppliers will be
acceptable) supplying all components as specified, with satisfactory
installations of similar equipment, in operation for at least 5 years. To indicate
familiarity with equipment and components, a minimum of 200 rooms shall
have been installed within the past 5 years.
B. Regulatory Requirements:
1. APA - American Plywood Association PS 1-09 - Plywood
2. ASHRAE - American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Engineers. Standards - Refrigeration Components, Safety And Use Of
Refrigerants.
3. ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials B209 - Aluminum
Alloy, Sheet and Plate.
4. ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials #A240 - Stainless
Chromium-Nickel-Steel Plate, Sheet and Strip.
5. ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials #A653 - Steel Sheet,
Zinc-Coated (Galvanized by the Hot Dip Process), Physical Structural
Quality.
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6. UL - Underwriters Laboratories Inc., #723 - Panel Flame Spread Index
Classification.
7. NEC - National Electrical Code Article 310 and 440 - Electric Motors.
8. NSF – NSF International Certification of Prefabricated Custom Built Walk-in
Refrigerators and Freezers.
9. ANSI – Certified Tempered Vu-Port Glass per ANSI Z97.1-2004.
10. UL and C-UL Electrical Listing
11. Oregon State – Registered Manufacturer of Prefab Components.
12. City of Houston – Registered as an Approved Fabricator.
13. UL – listed for ANSI/UL 471 on the door section.
14. Canadian Food Inspection Agency Accepted Construction.
15. State of California – Licensed as Thermal Insulation Manufacturer.
1.04 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING
A. General:
1. Wrap and crate finished components and assemblies at factory to prevent
damage or marring of surfaces during shipping and handling.
2. Protect products and exposed finish against physical damage during room
erection.
3. Do not deliver materials or assemblies to site until installation spaces are
ready to receive room(s).
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1.05 SITE CONDITIONS
A. Field Measurements: The room installer shall examine and verify project
conditions at the site to assure acceptable access, dimensions, and general
conditions.
1.06 SEQUENCING AND SCHEDULING
A. General Requirements: Installer shall complete room(s) in close coordination
with the (Owner/Construction Manager) and with the work of other trades.
1.07 WARRANTY
A. Manufacturer shall provide a written warranty to the Owner stating the product
is free from defects in material or workmanship under normal use and service.
Warranty shall become effective following the acceptance date and cover the
following items for the noted duration:
1. Fifteen year insulated panel warranty
2. Five year compressor warranty
3. 18 months parts warranty
4. 18 months labor warranty

PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.01 ACCEPTABLE MANUFACTURERS
A. Norlake, Inc., Hudson, Wisconsin is specified as the design standard.
B. Other manufacturers in strict accordance with the specifications will be
considered subject to approval. Substitute products must submit: (1) Shop
drawings indicating layout, finishes, power requirements, room dimensions,
and component locations. (2) Product data. (3) Provide a sample of proposed
wall panel assembly with the joint method including cam lock and seal. (4)
Provide test results from a room equal to that specified, which has been
operating to specification for a minimum of 5 years.
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2.02 MATERIALS
A. Modular Panel Construction:
All panels shall be prefabricated modular
construction consisting of 100% polyurethane HFC-245fa insulation, bonded
by an adhesive to the interior and the exterior metal pan skins and heat cured
for life long stability. Each wall panel skin is to be formed using a double 90°
bend on each edge to add strength and rigidity. Panels are to be in six inch
increments, with a minimum width of 12 inches. All panels are to bear the UL
and NSF label. The panels shall incorporate cam lock type fasteners as joining
devices for the adjacent tongue and groove panels. Each device is to consist
of a cam action locking arm and a steel rod in the adjoining panel so that by
rotating the locking arm the hook engages over the rod and the cam action
draws the panels together. The resulting panel joints shall be sealed by a
foamed-in-place, continuous one piece gasket.
1. Panel joints are to be precisely formed male and female tongue and groove
shapes fabricated to force the male edge to contact the female edge,
providing additional seal. The panel edge shall have a gasket which
provides a positive seal that meets NSF standards. Gasket shall be
"locked" to the skins and run in a continuous piece, completely around the
panel with only one break to provide the optimal seal. Gasket is locked to
the skins by means of being foamed-in-place as an integral part of the
finished panel. The gasket is to fit completely around the double 90° bend
on the edge of the panel skin.
2. Mechanical panel fasteners shall have wings which provide the necessary
strength to support the cam action of the locking mechanism when the
panels are drawn together. Access holes to the locking mechanism shall
be cleared of foam and concealed with NSF listed synthetic plug buttons
to provide a sanitary seal.
3. Insulation shall be a full 4 inches thick, Class A (Class 1) rigid foamedin-place polyurethane with a 2.0 pounds per cubic foot density ± 10%.
Foam polyurethane shall be injected into the panels by means of a high
output, high pressure impingement mixing head. The “R” value of the
walls, ceilings and doors shall be a minimum of 25 for coolers and 32 for
freezers. The “R” value of freezer floors shall be a minimum of 28. The Kfactor used to determine the “R” value shall be based on ASTM C518-04.
The K-factor shall be tested at a mean foam temperature of 55°F for
coolers and at 20°F for freezers. Insulation shall be 95% closed cell
structure. Flame spread rating according to ASTM E-84/ UL 723 shall be
25 or less. Polyurethane foam shall be expanded with HFC-245fa. The use
of a ozone depleting CFC or HCFC as a blowing agent is specifically
prohibited.
B. Finishes: The interior of ceilings and the interior and exterior of walls shall
be 26 gauge corrosion resistant stucco embossed acrylic coated steel. The
floor panels shall have 26 gauge corrosion resistant smooth steel on the floor
underside and 0.100 smooth aluminum on floor interior. The ceilings (top
side) shall be 26 gauge corrosion resistant smooth steel.
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C. Door Construction: Entrance door shall be in fitting, flush design with a
minimum opening of 30 inches wide by 78 inches height, mounted in a 48
inches wide panel. The door section shall provide a full 4 inches of
polyurethane HFC-245fa insulation, construction and finish shall be the same
as the adjoining wall panels. The door shall be constructed to incorporate
heavy duty, molded ABS breaker strip, which is permanently foamed-in-place.
Bottom of door shall seal with an adjustable double sweep gasket, uniquely
designed to provide complete seal between door, threshold, and door jamb.
Threshold plate provided shall be constructed of fiberglass reinforced plastic
(FRP). Doors shall have an anti-sweat heater wire around the entire perimeter
of the door opening and under threshold. The heater wire shall provide
enough heat to prevent condensation. Heater wire shall be provided in an
electrically safe housing and be easily replaceable without the need for clips
or special tools. Conduit for the inner wiring of the door panel shall be
concealed in the polyurethane foam panel. Door section to be field wired to a
surface mounted junction box on the interior door panel. The complete door
section shall be UL listed.
* Doors are available in widths of: 26, 30 and 36 inches.
1. Door Hardware: Shall be high pressure die-cast zinc with a polished
chrome finish. Hardware shall include a spring actuated door closer, two
spring loaded cam lift hinges, door handle assembly with bumpers and
inside safety release. Door to include NL2400 field adjustable hinge with
locking set screw. Door handle assembly shall include a deadbolt lock
capable of being locked with a key and padlock. For added security the
deadbolt mechanism of the assembly shall be mounted to the door frame
section securing the door if the handle is removed. All hardware shall be
attached to extra-large 1/2 inch thick, non-conducting synthetic tapping
plates.
2. Digital Thermometer: Calibrated to indicate interior room temperatures
in Centigrade or Fahrenheit shall be provided with each entrance door.
D. Flat Membrane Roof: Shall be supplied for field installation on top of each
prefabricated room which is located outdoors. Membrane to be fabricated from
low shrink polyester fabric, coated with a permanent thermoplastic alloy and
have a total thickness of 40 mil. Membrane shall be fire retardant, resistant to
ultra-violet rays and micro-organisms. Membrane to be white in color to
reflect maximum heat load from the sun. Membrane roof system to include
all flashing. In cases where the refrigerated room is installed against a
building, the roof material will be flashed up by the equipment installation
contractor.
* Flat membrane roofs are required for outdoor applications.
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2.03 EQUIPMENT
A.

Lighting: Provide a UL-listed LED fixture that meets the 40 lumens/watt
requirement). Mount at the interior strike side of door section a light switch
with pilot light adjacent to door with all inner wiring in rigid conduit concealed
inside the door section and terminated at a surface mounted 4” x 4” junction
box on the interior door frame. All light fixtures shall operate on 115 VAC.
*/§ The 2007 Energy Independence and Security Act requires lighting with 40
lumens per watt. CFL and LED light bulbs meet this requirement. Select a CFL or
LED bulb for low temperature application with 100W max.

2.04 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS:
A. Refrigeration System:
1. General: Refrigeration system shall be specifically designed, engineered
and manufactured to achieve and maintain the scheduled room
temperature requirements and performance. System shall include
high/low pressure controls, receiver, sight glass, liquid line dryer, suction
accumulator, expansion valves, time clock and other equipment required
to achieve the performance specified.
2. Condensing Unit: Shall use an air cooled compressor designed for
industrial use. Condensing unit shall be factory assembled and UL listed.
Compressor is to be mounted in a rack with hood and any equipment
necessary to perform in the ambient conditions of its specified location.
Outdoor units shall have all weather hoods, crankcase heaters and head
pressure controls. Placement of the condensing unit will be as indicated
by Specification Drawings.
3. The Evaporator Coil: Is to be of copper tube aluminum fin design.
Evaporators shall be UL listed and be forced air type designed for ceiling
installation. Fan motors, guards, multi-fin and tube-type coil shall be
housed in heavy gauge aluminum housing. Unit shall have drain pan with
suitable drain pipe connection. Evaporators for use at or below 1°
Centigrade (34° Fahrenheit) shall use electric defrost and be time initiated
and temperature terminated with built-in fail-safe. Final hookup to
evaporator drains shall be provided by others.
4. Pre-charged Refrigeration System: Shall be furnished for the
Prefabricated Room. The system
shall
be
completely
factory
assembled and pre- charged ready for field installation using quick
connect refrigerant line fittings and interconnecting wiring harness for
single point electrical connection.
All systems shall include an
evaporator mounting kit, sight glass, expansion valve, liquid line filter
drier and control.
*

Pre-charged refrigeration system is an option that should be considered if
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the condensing unit is within 50 feet of the prefabricated room. It provides
factory pre-charged refrigeration lines and system to reduce installation time
and cost. Pre-charged systems are available with refrigeration lines lengths
of 5 foot increments, up to a maximum of 50 feet.
When selecting a prefabricated room or refrigeration system, please review
all Local and City Codes for compliance.
2.05 ROOM SERVICES
A. Electrical Requirements: All electrical components utilized for each room
shall be UL listed or recognized with interior wiring practices in accordance
with Underwriters Laboratories and the National Electrical Code. Conductors
to conform to Article 310 of N.E.C. and all motors to conform to Article 440 of
the N.E.C.
2.06 ACCESSORIES:
*

Any of the options below can be added to FAST-TRAK® Prefabricated Rooms.

A. Secure Guard™ Lock: Shall be provided with all Prefabricated Room doors.
The lock shall be field selectable to allow for keyless entry or automatically
lock each time. The lock shall incorporate a removable core with proprietary
key design. The interior assembly is to be complete with bump bar. Exterior
shall be free of bolts and have a large aluminum handle mounted by means of
through bolts to a 1/4 inch aluminum face plate.
B. Strip Curtains: Shall be supplied to match the width of accompanying door.
Vinyl strips shall be 6 inches wide with a minimum thickness of 0.070 inch and
be of a design to yield a minimum overlap dimension of 2 inches. Each vinyl
strip curtain assembly will be 96 inches in length and be trimmed in the field
to sweep on the finished floor surface. Provide as required by the
Prefabricated Room schedule.
C. Digital Thermometer 2 1/2 inch: Shall be provided for each Prefabricated
Room compartment. Thermometer to be battery operated and offer accurate
temperature sensing from -40° Fahrenheit (-40° Centigrade) to +120°
Fahrenheit (+49° Centigrade). Thermometer to have a minimum 42 inch long
capillary sensing tube and be factory calibrated.
D. Non-Skid Safety Tread: Shall be provided and installed by others to the interior
floor panels at the areas as designated on the Specification Drawings. NonSkid safety tread strips are to be 6 inches wide by 24 inches long and are
adhered to the floor panel with heavy duty construction adhesive.
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E. Exterior Ramp: Shall extend 25-1/2 inches and be 39-1/2 inches wide,
providing an incline no greater than 10-1/2 degrees. Ramp construction shall
include support members at a maximum of 9 inches apart on center line with
metal clad 1/2 inch plywood top incline surface. Ramp finish shall be
stainless steel with the addition of non-skid strips for safety.
F.

Kickplate: Made of 16 gauge stainless steel and shall be factory installed to
the interior and exterior of door surface. Kickplate is to extend up 30 inches
from floor.

G. Shelving/U-Shaped Free Standing: Adjustable wire shelving made of high
quality wire and steel utilizing special Klip™ to gain the maximum square
footage of storage space. Provide (# ) tiers high, (# ) inches wide around
the interior perimeter of the Prefabricated Room.
Shelves to have #9 (.148") gauge cross wires spaced 3/4" on centers with
cross braces 1/4" (.25") minimum of 4-3/4" on center. Shelf frame channel to
be 9/16" x 1" x .075" thick. Shelf collars are round tapered 1-5/16" steel to be
welded at each corner. Posts to be .062" thick 1" O.D. round tubing notched
every 1" on each corner of the post. Installed on the bottom of each post is a
nylon housing for a stud leveler 3/8" - 16 x 1-3/4". Shelves are adjustable on
1" centers. All shelves are N.S.F. listed. Finish to be (choose one):
Chrome Kote™ - All shelves and posts are Electro-Zinc Plated with a single dip
chromate post treatment after welding. Surfaces are additionally protected
against rust with protoxy, a transparent, colorless, hard-baked, non-toxic
epoxy.
Green Kote™ - All shelves and posts are coated with an electrostatically
applied green baked epoxy over cold rolled steel and bright basic wire.
*

Available in 3 and 4 tiers with Zinc-Protoxy finish.

PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.01 EXAMINATION
A. Inspection: Installer shall examine and verify areas and work of other trades
for correct dimensions, properly located electrical and mechanical utilities.
Report any unsatisfactory conditions to the (Owner/Construction Manager).
3.02 INSTALLATION
A.

General: The installer shall conduct the pre-site inspection and install the
Prefabricated Room. This installation shall include the receiving, unloading,
inspection, and the unpacking of the Prefabricated Room components, the
panel erection, light fixture mounting, the inter-wiring and final wiring of the
electrical components, mounting and startup of the refrigeration system, and
the piping of the condensate drains. Installation shall be in compliance with
manufactures standards.
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3.03 PERFORMANCE
A. Prefabricated Room shall operate at the Specified temperature for a period of
48 hours.
3.04 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
A. Acceptance Testing: Acceptance of the Prefabricated Room shall come only
after each Prefabricated Room has met the parameters as outlined in the
performance section of Specifications. The Prefabricated Rooms operation
will then become the Owners responsibility and the warranty period will
coincide with acceptance.
3.05 CLEANING
A. General: Installer shall remove protective material from surfaces. Clean
interior and exterior of Prefabricated Room including components. Remove
surplus materials, debris and tools.
3.06 DEMONSTRATION
A. General: Installer shall provide a demonstration for designated Owner's
Representative to inform them of proper Prefabricated Room operation and
maintenance.
3.07 PROTECTION
A. General: Installer shall shut off equipment and locks doors to prevent access
by unauthorized persons. Verify Prefabricated Room condition is undamaged
and acceptable with (Owner/Construction Manager). Forward all Prefabricated
Room keys to (Owner/Construction Manager) for final acceptance.
End of Section.
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Note:
Working Specification Section
This section contains all the working specification information from Parts 1, 2, and 3 of
the Specification Manual with the exception of the figures and the explanatory notes.
The purpose of this section is to supply a clean specification that can be copied in its
entirety or partial.

SECTION-13038
PREFABRICATED COLD STORAGE ROOMS
PREFABRICATED ENVIRONMENTAL ROOMS

PART 1 - GENERAL
1.01

SUMMARY

A. Section Includes: Furnishing all labor, materials, equipment and services
necessary to complete the Prefabricated Room(s). Room(s) shall include
modular metal clad construction with all the essential controls, and equipment
required to meet the specified conditions of the contract documents.
1. Factory assembled and test major components prior to delivery.
2. Complete self-contained refrigeration systems.
3. Humidification and/or Dehumidification systems as required.
4. Controls and Instrumentation.
5. Light fixtures.
6. Delivery of equipment to the final location.
7.

Assemble room(s) including refrigeration piping, electrical power
connections, inter-wiring and perform all other work to provide a
complete operational room.

8. Start-up and field testing of room(s).
B. Related Sections:
1. Section (

) Joint Sealers.

2. Section (

) Laboratory Casework.

3. Division 15- Mechanical.
4. Division 16- Electrical.

1.02

SUBMITTALS

A. Shop drawings/Product data:
1. Prior to fabrication submit shop drawings and product data to the
Architect for approval under the provisions of Section (
) and under the
requirements of this section.
2. Indicate on shop drawings, layout, finishes, power requirements, room
dimensions, and component locations.
3. Provide a sample of proposed wall panel assembly with the joint method
including cam lock and seal.
B. Certifications:
1. By Contractor; Certify that the field tests specified have been performed
and that products meet or exceed specified requirements.
C. Operation and Maintenance Manuals:
1. Include instructions for sequential operation, start-up and shut-down, with
pertinent control data and schematics, room arrangement, and component
parts list.
1.03

QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Qualifications:
1. Manufacturer: A company specializing in the manufacture of complete
packaged Prefabricated Rooms. Only single source suppliers will be
acceptable supplying all components as specified, with satisfactory
installations of similar equipment, in operation for at least 5 years. To
indicate familiarity with equipment and components, a minimum of 200
rooms shall have been installed within the past 5 years.
2. Installer: Company specializing in the work of this section with a minimum
five years experience.

B. Regulatory Requirements:
1. APA - American Plywood Association PS 1-09 - Plywood
2. ASHRAE - American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Engineers. Standards - Refrigeration Components, Safety and Use Of
Refrigerants.
3. ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials B209 - Aluminum
Alloy, Sheet and Plate.
4. ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials #A240 - Stainless
Chromium-Nickel-Steel Plate, Sheet and Strip.
5. ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials #A-653 - Steel Sheet,
Zinc-Coated (Galvanized by the Hot Dip Process), Physical Structural
Quality.
6. UL - Underwriters Laboratories Inc., #723 - Panel Flame Spread
Index Classification.
7. NEC - National Electrical Code Article 310 and 440 - Electric Motors.
8. NSF – NSF International Certification of Prefabricated Custom Built Walk-in
Refrigerators and Freezers.
9. ANSI – Certified Tempered Vu-Port Glass per ANSI Z97.1-2004.
10. Miami-Dade County Product Control Approval #15-0618.15 – consult
Factory for Miami- Dade County Requirements.
11. UL- Listed for ANSI/UL 471.
12. Oregon State – Registered Manufacturer of Prefab Components.
13. City of Houston – Registered as an Approved Fabricator.
14. Canadian Food Inspection Agency Accepted Construction.
15. State of California – Licensed as a Thermal Insulation Manufacturer.

1.04

DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. General:
1. Wrap and crate finished components and assemblies at factory to prevent
damage or marring of surfaces during shipping and handling.
2. Protect products and exposed finishes against physical damage during
room erection.
3. Do not deliver materials or assemblies to site until installation spaces are
ready to receive room(s).
1.05

SITE CONDITIONS

A. Field Measurements: The installing contractor shall examine and verify project
conditions at the site to assure acceptable access, dimensions, and general
conditions.
1.06

SEQUENCING AND SCHEDULING

A. General Requirements: Install and complete room(s) in close coordination
with the Construction Manager and with the work of other trades as specified
in the Contract Documents.
1.07

WARRANTY

A. Manufacturer shall provide a written warranty to the Owner stating the product
is free from defects in material or workmanship under normal use and service.
Warranty shall become effective following the acceptance date and cover the
following items for the noted duration:
1. Fifteen year insulated panel warranty.
2. Five year compressor warranty.
3. 18 months parts warranty.
4. 18 months labor warranty.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.01

ACCEPTABLE MANUFACTURERS

A. Norlake, Inc., Hudson, Wisconsin is specified as the design standard.
B. Other manufacturers in strict accordance with the drawings and specifications
will be considered subject to Architect and Owner approval.
Substitute
products must be submitted in accordance with Section (
) and provide
test results from a room equal to that specified, which has been operating to
specification for a minimum of five years.
2.02

MATERIALS

A. Modular Panel Construction: Wall, ceiling and floor panels shall be
prefabricated modular construction consisting of 100% foamed-in-place
polyurethane insulation 4" thick, bonded by an adhesive to the interior and the
exterior metal pan skins and heat cured for life long stability. Each wall panel
skin is to be formed using a double 90° bend on each edge to add strength and
rigidity. Panels are to be in widths of 6 inch increments, with a minimum width
of 6 inches and a maximum width of 48 inches. All panels are to bear the UL
label. The panels shall incorporate cam lock type fasteners as joining devices
for the adjacent tongue and groove panels. Each device is to consist of a cam
action locking arm and a steel rod in the adjoining panel so that by rotating the
locking arm the hook engages over the rod and the cam action draws the
panels together. The resulting panel joints shall be sealed by a foamed-inplace, continuous one piece gasket.
1. Panel joints are to be precisely formed male and female tongue and groove
shapes fabricated to force the male edge to contact the female edge,
providing additional seal. The panel edge shall have a gasket which
provides a positive seal that meets NSF standards. Gasket shall be
“locked” to the skins and run in a continuous piece, completely around the
panel with only one break to provide the optimal seal. Gasket is locked to
the skins by means of being foamed-in-place as an integral part of the
finished panel. The gasket is to fit completely around the double 90° bend
on the edge of the panel skin.

2. Mechanical panel fasteners shall have wings which provide the necessary
strength to support the cam action of the locking mechanism when the
panels are drawn together. Access holes to the locking mechanism shall
be cleared of foam and concealed with NSF listed synthetic plug buttons
to provide a sanitary seal.
3. Insulation shall be a full 4 inches thick, Class A (Class 1) rigid foamedin-place polyurethane with a 2.0 pounds per cubic foot density ± 10%.
Foam polyurethane shall be injected into the panels by means of a high
output, high pressure impingement mixing head. The “R” value of the
walls, ceilings and doors shall be a minimum of 25 for coolers and 32 for
freezers. The “R” value of freezer floors shall be a minimum of 28. The Kfactor used to determine the “R” value shall be based on ASTM C518-04.
The K-factor shall be tested at a mean foam temperature of 55°F for
coolers and at 20°F for freezers. Insulation shall be 95% closed cell
structure. Flame spread index according to ASTM E-84/ UL 723 shall be
25 or less. Polyurethane foam shall be expanded with HFC-245fa. The use
of a ozone depleting CFC or HCFC as a blowing agent is specifically
prohibited.
4. Wall Panel Reinforcement: Shall be included where wall hung shelving and
wall mounted casework is to be provided. Support shall be 1/2 inch APA
rated plywood backing, permanently foamed within Prefabricated Room
panel. See Architectural plans for locations.
B. Floor panels: Shall be a full 4 inches thick with one piece foamed-in-place
edge caps. Floor panels shall be designed to withstand uniformly distributed
loads of 800 pounds per square foot. The joint between the floor and wall shall
form a 45° angle to allow for easy cleaning.
1. Provide aluminum diamond tread plate covering the complete interior
floor.
2. Additional support shall be provided by the use of (Select One: 1/2 inch,
3/4 inch) APA rated plywood backing, permanently foamed within
prefabricated floor panel.

3.

Less floor room shall be supplied with PVC extruded floor sealers with
semi- flexible edges, which seal to floor without the use of exposed
fasteners. Sealer shall meet NSF requirements for floor cove molding.

4.

Less floor room shall be supplied with foam screed sealer. Screed shall
be of similar construction to wall panels with matching finish.

5.

Less floor room shall be constructed by providing wall panels formed
with a female grooved base. Panel base shall fit firmly over a sealer guide
attached to floor.

C. Ceiling panels: Shall be a full 4 inches thick with one piece foamed-in-place
edge caps. Metal face skins are to incorporate seams using a double 90°
bend. The joint between the ceiling and wall shall form a 45° angle to allow
for easy cleaning.
1. Supply posts, beams and necessary accessories required to support the
ceiling span. Retaining strips shall fasten the beam directly to ceiling
panels.
2. Provide galvanized hanger brackets which securely lock between ceiling
panels. Brackets to be designed to support the ceiling span. Division
(
) is responsible providing and installing hanger straps to building
structure.
3. Self-supporting ceiling shall use galvanized hanger brackets which
securely lock between ceiling panels and securely fasten to load bearing
supports. System must be designed to support the ceiling span.
D. Finishes:
1. Ceiling Topside;

26 gauge corrosion resistant smooth coated steel.

2. Floor Underside; 26 gauge corrosion resistant smooth coated steel.
3. Interior Floor; 0.100 smooth aluminum.
4. Interior Walls and Ceiling; 26 gauge corrosion resistant stucco embossed
coated steel.
5. Exposed Exterior Walls; 26 gauge corrosion resistant stucco embossed
coated steel.
6. Unexposed Exterior Walls; 26 gauge corrosion resistant stucco embossed
coated steel.

E. Door Construction: Entrance door shall be in fitting, flush design with a
minimum opening of 36 inches width by 78 inches height, mounted in a 48 inch
wide panel. The door section shall provide a full 4 inches of polyurethane,
HFC-245fa insulation, construction and finish shall be the same as the
adjoining wall panels. The door shall be constructed to incorporate heavy
duty, molded ABS breaker strip, which is permanently foamed-in-place.
Bottom of door shall seal with an adjustable double sweep gasket, uniquely
designed to provide complete seal between door, threshold, and door jamb.
Door jamb to be a fully coved, extruded, welded, structural anodized
aluminum, rigid frame design for easy cleaning and maintenance. Threshold
plate provided shall be constructed of fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP) or
extruded aluminum for bearing strength. Rooms operating at or below 4
degrees Centigrade (35 degrees Fahrenheit) shall have an anti-sweat heater
wire around the entire perimeter of the door opening and under threshold. The
heater wire shall provide enough heat to prevent condensation. Heater wire
shall be provided in an electrically safe housing and be easily replaceable
without the need for clips or special tools. Conduit for the inner-wiring of the
door panel shall be concealed in the polyurethane foam panel. Door section to
be field wired to surface mounted 4” x 4” junction box on the interior door
panel. The complete door section shall be UL listed and so labeled. The door
location and swing to be as indicated in Specifications Drawings.
1. Door Hardware: Shall be high pressure die-cast zinc with a polished
chrome finish. Hardware shall include a spring actuated door closer,
spring loaded cam lift hinges, door handle assembly with bumpers and
inside safety release. Door to include NL2400 field adjustable hinge with
locking set screw. Door handle assembly shall include a deadbolt lock
capable of being locked with a key and padlock. For added security the
deadbolt mechanism of the assembly shall be mounted to the door frame
section securing the door if the handle is removed. All hardware shall
be attached to extra-large 1/2 inch thick, non-conducting synthetic
tapping plates.
2. Door Observation Window: Shall be 14 inches by 24 inches three-pane
tempered safety glass certified per ANSI Z97.1-2004. Rooms operating at
or below 4 degrees Centigrade (35 degrees Fahrenheit) to have heated
frames around the glass and be Argon gas filled. Rooms operating below
0 degrees Centigrade (32 degrees Fahrenheit) shall have heated frames
and heated glass and have heat reflective treated glass.
3. A light tight removable window cover: Shall cover entire observation
window and provide for easy installation or removal.
4. Digital Thermometer: Calibrated to indicate interior room temperatures
in Centigrade or Fahrenheit shall be provided with each entrance door.
5. Kickplate: Made of (Select One: 16 gauge stainless steel, aluminum
diamond tread) shall be factory installed to the interior and exterior of
door (Optional: and frame) surface. Kickplate is to extend up 36” from
floor. The door shall also include a third hinge for additional support.

2.03

EQUIPMENT

A. Lighting: Provide a UL-listed LED fixture which meets the 40 lumens/watt
requirement. Mount above the door section a light switch with pilot light
adjacent to door with all inner wiring in concealed conduit inside the
polyurethane foam of the door section and terminated at a surface mounted
4” x 4” junction box on the interior door frame. All light fixtures shall operate
on 115 VAC.
B. Lighting: Rooms operating above or below freezing shall utilize 2- or 4-foot
LED lights. Lights are ideal for operating temperature of -40°F (-40°C) to
+122°F (+50°C). All light fixtures are to be surface mounted on the ceiling and
are to be provided in sufficient quantity to maintain a light intensity of 10 foot
candles average when measured 30 inches above floor. Locate light switch
with pilot light adjacent to door with all inner wiring in concealed conduit
inside the polyurethane foam of the door section and terminated at a surface
mounted 4” x 4” junction box on the interior door frame. All light fixtures shall
operate on 115 VAC.
C. Instruments and Control Systems:
1. General: A control panel incorporating a key locked door with a clear
acrylic cover shall be required for viewing and protecting the controls from
damage or unauthorized adjustments. The control panel is to be mounted
onto the wall panel adjacent to the door or as noted in the Specification
Drawings and shall comply to the Americans with Disabilities Act. The
conduit is to be stubbed to the ceiling topside and covered with matching
trim closure. All line voltage components including circuit breakers for
lights, outlets, and unit coolers are to be located in a NEMA 1 UL listed
line voltage enclosure directly above the controls.
2. Temperature Controller: To be a fully programmable microprocessor
providing user interface through a liquid crystal alphanumeric display with
4X20 characters. Dials, toggle switches, calibration via set pot and
non-alphanumeric controls are not acceptable. All set points are to be
adjustable by the multi-function interface key pad. To ensure uninterrupted
operation the interface shall be completely separate from the control board
allowing all systems to continue to operate with the interface
disconnected. Control features are to include sensors with a repeatability
of better than +/-0.07°C. Product and air temperature display selectable for
Fahrenheit or Centigrade scale. System mode indicator heating/cooling.
Controller must have high/low audible and visual alarms for both the
product and air temperature, limits adjustable by the user with alarm
silence feature. Provide dry contacts for product alarm. Power failure
alarm. Controller shall have user adjustable service prompts to provide
working hour display for the mechanical devices indicating service times
and maintenance information. Sensor failure alarms with user selectable
system shutdown feature. User password entry system. System shall
include expansion slots on control board for the ability to add at a later
date the option of a real time clock, and serial and/or Ethernet
communication interface with capabilities for operation or monitoring of
the entire system via a host computer. System shall have a minimum of

8 digital inputs, 5 analog inputs, 8 digital outputs and 2 analog outputs to
allow for additional user selected operating devices. The control panel is
to operate on low voltage 24V VAC for user safety with 50-60 Hz
capabilities.
3. For safety purposes, the controller shall shut off all power to the controlled
Prefabricated Room whenever product alarm preset limits are exceeded.
4. Humidity Controller:
Shall be incorporated into temperature controller
providing a single control board and interface through the liquid crystal
alphanumeric display. Humidity controller will utilize a capacitance type
sensor for rapid response to humidity changes with +/- 2.0% accuracy.
Controller shall have system mode indicator display. Controller must have
user selectable high/low audible and visual alarms for humidity settings.
Provide humidity controller to achieve and maintain humidity as required by
controlled temperature Prefabricated Room schedule.
5. Temperature Recorder: Shall be housed in main control panel case and
have a 10 inch circular chart capable of recording seven days of operation
with a -40 degrees Centigrade to +60 degrees Centigrade recording range.
Ambient temperature error shall be no more than .04% of span per degree
Centigrade deviation from 25 degrees Centigrade. Chart making shall be by
means of a disposable felt tip pen. Input to the recorder shall be from a
100 ohm RTD sensor. The sensor shall be immersed in a glycerin solution
and the container secured to the interior wall of the Prefabricated Room.
Power input to the recorder shall be 115VAC / 60 Hertz provided by the NEMA
1 line voltage panel. Provide as required by controlled temperature
Prefabricated Room schedule.
6. Humidity Recorder: To be housed in main control panel case and shall
have two pens with a 10 inch circular chart capable of recording seven days
of operation with a 0° Centigrade to 100° Centigrade and 0% to 100% R.H.
recording range. Ambient temperature error shall be no more than
0.04% of span per degree Centigrade deviation from 25 degrees Centigrade.
Chart making shall be by means of a disposable felt tip pens. Temperature
input to the recorder shall be from a 100 ohm RTD temperature sensor and a
capacitance type humidity sensor. The sensor shall be immersed in a
glycerin solution and the container secured to the interior wall of the
Prefabricated Room. Power input to the recorder shall be 115VAC / 60 Hertz
provided by the NEMA 1 line voltage panel. Provide as required by controlled
temperature room schedule.
C. Environmental Conditioning Plenum:
A diffusion grating of high grade
injection molded acrylic consisting of multiple open cells shall be provided
and installed below the Prefabricated Room ceiling panels in order to provide
a positive pressure air plenum extending across the entire room ceiling. All
room lighting, air handling equipment consisting of evaporator coils, heaters,
and drain pans are to be within this positive pressure plenum to a allow light
and conditioned air to be diffused uniformly into the room.
2.04

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

A. Refrigeration System:
1. General: Refrigeration system shall be specifically designed, engineered
and manufactured to achieve and maintain the scheduled room
temperature requirements and performance. System shall include
high/low pressure controls, receiver, sight glass, liquid line dryer, suction
accumulator, vibration eliminators, expansion valves and other equipment
required to achieve the performance specified.
2. Condensing Unit: Shall use an (Select One: air cooled; water cooled),
(Select One: welded hermetic; accessible hermetic) compressor, designed
for industrial use. Condensing unit shall be factory assembled and UL
listed. The condensing unit shall be mounted (Select One: on the
prefabricated room; remotely). Compressor is to be mounted in a rack with
hood and any equipment necessary to perform in the ambient conditions
of its specified location. Outdoor units shall have all weather hoods,
crankcase heaters, time clock and head pressure controls. Placement of
the condensing unit will be as indicated by Specification Drawings.
3. The Evaporator Coil: Is to be of copper tube aluminum fin design.
Evaporators shall be UL listed and be forced air type designed for ceiling
installation. Fan motors, guards, multi-fin and tube-type coil shall be
housed in heavy gauge aluminum housing. Unit shall have drain pan with
suitable drain pipe connection. Evaporators for use at or below 1°
Centigrade (34° Fahrenheit) shall use electric defrost and be time initiated
and temperature terminated with built-in fail-safe. Rooms requiring
heaters to maintain specified temperature shall have strip heaters
mounted to unit cooler housing. Strip heaters shall have chrome steel
sheath with large finned area for increased working temperatures and
faster heat transfer. Final hookup to evaporator drains shall be provided
by Division 15.
4. Continuous operation shall be incorporated by the use of hot gas by-pass
to provide close control of room temperature. Compressor and matching
evaporator shall be designed to operate continuously for longer life and
greater efficiency.
5. Hot gas shall be controlled by a fully modulating three way electronic
proportional valve. Proportional valve shall receive input from a
programmable microprocessor control to vary capacity based on changes
in load conditions. To prevent leaks the valve shall contain no moving
parts other than a floating core. The use of solenoids, mechanical
actuated proportional valves or valves with external valve stems are not
acceptable.
6. Split Pak™ Pre-Assembled Refrigeration System: Shall be furnished for
the Prefabricated Room.
The system shall be completely factory
assembled, UL listed and pre- charged ready for field installation using
quick connect refrigerant line fittings and interconnecting wiring harness
for single point electrical connection. All Split Pak™ systems shall

include an evaporator mounting kit, sight glass, expansion valve, liquid
line filter drier, time clock and control.
A. Refrigeration System: Shall be a Capsule Pak™ self-contained system
with unitized assembly which is factory assembled, wired, charged, tested
and fully equipped for installation into a factory prepared Prefabricated Room
opening. The evaporator section shall consist of an integral factory
assembled component of the complete refrigeration system and
be
designed as to be located entirely outside the Prefabricated Room with no
intrusions into the refrigerated space. The evaporator enclosure shall be
constructed utilizing foamed-in-place polyurethane insulation and be
equipped with a removable gasketed access cover. All indoor models shall be
equipped with a condensate vaporizer which requires no plumbing. All
outdoor models shall be equipped with low ambient controls consisting of
crankcase heater, flooded condenser head pressure control and pump down
cycle.
a. Capsule Pak™ with Remote Condensing Units: All Capsule Pak™ Remote
Refrigeration Systems include a sight glass, expansion valve, liquid line filter
drier, control and are UL listed. The Remote Capsule Pak™ Refrigeration
Systems should be considered if the condensing unit is to be located on the
roof of the prefabricated room or within 50 feet of the evaporator. It provides
factory pre-charged refrigeration lines and system to reduce installation time
and cost.
B. Humidifier/Steam Generator: Relative humidity shall be induced by a highly
efficient steam generator designed to provide rapid absorption and achieve
Specified humidity levels. System shall include a stainless steel vaporizing
chamber with welded seams, incoloy alloy sheathed resistance heaters and
use a dripless stainless steel dispersion tube containing calibrated orifices to
provide uniform humidity distribution. A low water safety shut off shall be
provided to prevent heater burnout in the event of a water supply failure.
Power input to the steam generator shall be 230VAC / 60 Hertz, Single Phase
(Three Phase) provided by the NEMA 1 line voltage panel. The system shall be
complete and ready for hook-up to a source of deionized water with resistivity
of 0.5 to 5.0 Megohms. The source of deionized water and a drain line shall be
provided by Division 15. Humidifier shall be provided as required to meet the
Specifications of the Prefabricated Room schedule.
C. Humidifier/Spray System: Relative humidity shall be induced by a highly
efficient atomizing spray system designed to achieve Specified humidity
levels. System will incorporate a solenoid operated air valve operated by the
humidity controller. The system shall be complete with regulators and ready to
hook-up to a source of reverse osmosis water with a resistivity 0.5 to 1.0
Megohms and 30 PSI of water pressure. A second hook-up shall be made to
compressed air with a minimum of 40 PSI. The source of water and air shall be
provided within 10 feet of the rooms by Division 15. Humidifier shall be
provided as required to meet the Specifications of the Prefabricated Room
schedule.
E. Dehumidifier:

Dryer shall use desiccant in conjunction with the application of heat controlled
by the main humidity controller. System shall be designed to achieve
Specified humidity levels. Dehumidifier shall be provided as required to meet
the Specifications of Prefabricated Room schedule.
2.05

ROOM SERVICES

A. Electrical Requirements:
1. General: All electrical components utilized for each room shall be UL
listed or recognized with interior wiring practices in accordance with
Underwriters Laboratories and the National Electrical Code. Conductors to
conform to Article 310 of N.E.C. and all motors to conform to Article 440 of
the N.E.C. Components to be provided as noted in the Specifications with
accordance to the Prefabricated Room schedule and Division 16.

2. Related Work: Work performed under Division 16 shall make complete final
power service connections to room components, providing power wiring,
and conduit and shall furnish and install fused disconnect switches as
required. Work performed under Division 15 shall provide required water
service and drain line provisions including all final hookups.
B. Plumbing Requirements:
1. General: Plumbing shall comply with Specifications with accordance to
the Prefabricated Room schedule and Division 15.
2. Related Work: Work performed under Division 15 shall make complete final
service hookups including drain lines, water supply and compressed air as
required in the Specifications.
2.06

ACCESSORIES:

A. Doors/Specialty Type:
1. Bi-Parting Door: Shall be of size and location as shown on Specification
Drawings. Doors shall be in fitting, self-closing flush design. The door
section shall provide a full 4 inches of polyurethane, HFC-245fa
insulation. Construction and finish to be the same as the adjoining wall
panels. The doors shall be constructed to incorporate heavy duty, molded
ABS breaker strips, which are permanently foamed-in-place. The bottom
of the doors shall seal with adjustable double sweep gaskets, uniquely
designed to provide complete seal between doors, threshold, and door
jamb. Doors are to be designed so the right side door is functional as a
single swing door. The left side door shall function as a semi-stationary
door and only be opened when the full opening width is required.
Doors are designed with mating sides so that the semi-stationary door,
left side, must be closed first and the main door, right side, closes
second. Door jamb to be fully coved, extruded, welded, structural
anodized aluminum, rigid frame design for easy cleaning and
maintenance. Threshold plate provided shall be constructed of extruded
aluminum. All doors shall have an anti-sweat heater wire around the
entire perimeter of the door opening and under the threshold. The heater
wire shall provide enough heat to prevent condensation. Heater wire shall
be pre-wired, provided in an electrically safe housing and be easily
replaceable without the need for clips or special tools. Door panels to
include a LED light fixture and switch with exterior pilot indicator light.
Conduit for the inner wiring of the door panel shall be concealed in the
polyurethane foam panel. Door section to be field wired to surface
mounted 4” x 4” junction box on the interior door panel. Door hardware
shall be polished chromium steel. Hardware to be as follows: The main
door shall include a spring actuated door closer, spring loaded cam lift
hinges, door handle assembly with bumpers and inside safety release.
Door to include NL2400 field adjustable hinge with locking set screw.
Door handle assembly shall include a deadbolt lock capable of being
locked with a key and padlock. All hardware shall be attached to extralarge 1/2 inch thick, non-conducting synthetic tapping plates. The semi-

stationary door shall include magnetic gasket, spring loaded cam lift
hinges and a header door locking latch. The complete door assembly to
be UL listed.
Provide door with digital thermometer calibrated to indicate interior room
temperatures in Centigrade or Fahrenheit.
2. Fire Door: Entrance door shall be in fitting, flush design with a minimum
opening of 36" width x 78" height. Door is to have stainless steel interior and
stainless steel exterior finishes. The door section shall provide a full 3
inches of polyurethane HFC-245fa insulation. The door hardware shall
include 3 heavy duty forged steel hinges with two point forged brass highly
polished chrome plated handles. All hardware shall be attached to extralarge 1/4 inch thick, tapping plates. Handle shall be complete with inside
safety release. Rooms operating below 4° C. (39° Fahrenheit) shall have
an anti-sweat heater wire around the entire perimeter of the door opening. The
heater wire shall provide enough heat to prevent condensation. Heater wire
shall be provided in an electrically safe housing and be easily replaceable
without the need for clips or special tools. The complete door section shall
be UL classified and be fire rated for 20 minutes. The door location and
swing to be as indicated in Specifications Drawings.
3. Glass Display Door: Shall be included in the Prefabricated Room
construction in the size and location as shown on the Specification drawings.
Door shall be supplied with matching interior trim to be field installed after
glass doors are in place.
4. Reach-In Door/Solid: Shall be of size and location as shown on Specification
Drawings. Door shall be in fitting, self-closing flush design. The door
section shall provide a full 4 inches of polyurethane, HFC-245fa insulation,
construction and finish to be the same as the adjoining wall panels. The
door shall be constructed to incorporate heavy duty, molded ABS breaker
strips, which are permanently foamed-in-place. Door jamb to be fully coved,
extruded, welded structural anodized aluminum, rigid frame design for easy
cleaning and maintenance. Rooms operating at or below
4° Centigrade (35° Fahrenheit) shall have an anti-sweat heater wire around the
entire perimeter of the door opening. The heater wire shall provide enough
heat to prevent condensation. Heater wire shall be pre-wired, provided in an
electrically safe housing and be easily replaceable without the need for clips
or special tools. All conduit for the inner-wiring of the door panel shall be
totally concealed in the polyurethane foam panel, exposed conduit is not
acceptable. Door section to be field wired to flush mounted junction box on
the interior door panel. Door Hardware: Shall be high pressure die-cast zinc
with a polished chrome finish. Hardware shall include spring loaded cam
lift hinges, door handle assembly with bumpers and inside safety release.
Door handle assembly shall include a deadbolt lock capable of being locked
with a key and padlock. For added security the deadbolt mechanism of the
assembly shall be mounted to the wall section securing the door if the handle
is removed. All hardware shall be attached to extra-large 1/2 inch thick, nonconducting synthetic tapping plates. The complete door assembly to be UL
listed.

5. Single Leaf Horizontal Sliding Manually Operated (cooler or freezer) Door:
shall be of size and location as shown on plan. Door to travel from (right to
left or left to right) to open. Door shall be wood free clad with (white or
unpainted stucco embossed galvanized). Casing shall be extruded
aluminum. All doors are 4” thick foamed in place, non-CFC polyurethane
insulation. Hardware is corrosion resistant galvanized. Door equipped with
padlock with safety release on front of door. Adjustable gasket at sides and
head of frame and centering meeting edges to be polyester reinforced; door
leaves to have sweep type sill gasket.
Freezer doors are provided with Frostop heater cables in top, sides, lead
edges and bottom of door. Complete heater device to be assembled, ready for
connection to 120 volt, 60 hertz, and single phase AC line.
6. Single leaf horizontal sliding power operated (cooler or freezer) door: shall be
of size and location as shown on plan. Door to travel from (right to left or left
to right) to open. Door shall be wood free clad with (white or unpainted
stucco embossed galvanized). Casing shall be extruded aluminum. All
doors are 4” thick foamed in place, non-CFC polyurethane insulation.
Hardware is corrosion resistant galvanized. Door equipped with padlock with
safety release on front of door and control circuit cut off. Adjustable gasket at
sides and head of frame and centering meeting edges be polyester reinforced;
door leaves to have sweep type sill gasket. Door power to be 208, 240 or 480
volt AC, 60 hertz, three phase. (ARCHITECT TO SPECIFY VOLTAGE).
Freezer doors are provided with Frostop heater cables in top, sides, lead
edges and bottom of door. Complete heater device to be assembled, ready for
connection to 120 volt, 60 hertz, and single phase AC line.
7. Bi-Parting Horizontal Sliding Manually Operated (Cooler or Freezer) Door:
shall be of size and location as shown on plan. Doors shall be wood free
clad with (white or unpainted stucco embossed galvanized). Casing shall be
extruded aluminum. All doors are 4” thick foamed in place, non-CFC
polyurethane insulation. Hardware is corrosion resistant galvanized. Door
equipped with padlock with safety release on front of door. Adjustable gasket
at sides and head of frame and centering meeting edges to be polyester
reinforced; door leaves to have sweep type sill gasket.
Freezer doors are provided with Frostop heater cables in top, sides, lead
edges and bottom of door. Complete heater device to be assembled, ready for
connection to 120 volt, 60 hertz, and single phase AC line.
8. Bi-Parting horizontal sliding power operated (cooler or freezer) door: shall be
of size and location as shown on plan. Doors shall be wood free clad with
(white or unpainted stucco embossed galvanized). Casing shall be
extruded aluminum. All doors are 4” thick foamed in place, non-CFC
polyurethane insulation. Hardware is corrosion resistant galvanized. Door
equipped with padlock with safety release on front of door and control circuit
cut off. Adjustable gasket at sides and head of frame and centering meeting
edges to be polyester reinforced; door leaves to have sweep type sill gasket.

Door power to be (specify one 208, 240 or 480) volt AC, 60 hertz, three phase.
Freezer doors are provided with Frostop heater cables in top, sides, lead
edges and bottom of door. Complete heater device to be assembled, ready for
connection to 120 volt, 60 hertz, and single phase AC line.
B. Doors Accessories:
1. Secure Guard™ Lock: Shall be provided with all Prefabricated Room
doors. The lock shall be field selectable to allow for keyless entry or
automatically lock each time. The lock shall incorporate a removable core
with proprietary key design. The interior assembly is to be complete with
bump bar. Exterior shall be free of bolts and have a large aluminum handle
mounted by means of through bolts to a 1/4 inch aluminum face plate.
2. Dead Bolt Lock: Shall be provided with all Prefabricated Room doors. The
dead bolt lock shall be operated by a key from the outside and shall have
an inside safety release. The interior release shall be protected by a 16
gauge stainless steel ramped guard.
3. Door Closer/Pneumatic: Shall be installed on door section to positively
close door. The door closer shall allow door to open more than 120
degrees and shall be equipped with hold open feature. Additional
adjustments for closing speed and back check shall be standard. Provide
as required by Prefabricated Room schedule.
4. Foot Treadle: Shall be provided with each Prefabricated Room entrance
door. Each foot operated treadle shall be mounted on lower handle side of
door section. A step on the treadle shall open the door slightly. The
treadle shall have a bright polished finish and a slip resistant contact
surface.
5. Locking Bar: Shall be supplied with each Prefabricated Room door and be
mounted with no exposed fasteners to the exterior of door. Bar
construction shall be of 3/8 inch steel T- bar stock measuring 1-1/2 inch by
2 inches. Locking bar must include provisions for padlock and have
an inside safety release to prevent entrapment.
6. Padlock Provision: Shall be provided with each Prefabricated Room door.
Construction is to include a heavy reinforced manganese bronze hasp
with a chrome finish attached to door frame with concealed mounting
screws and must have an inside safety release to prevent entrapment.
7. Strip Curtains: Shall be supplied to match the width of accompanying
door. Vinyl strips shall be 6 inches wide with a minimum thickness of 0.070
inch and be of a design to yield a minimum overlap dimension of 2 inches.
Each vinyl strip curtain assembly will be 96 inches in length and be
trimmed in the field to sweep on the finished floor surface. Provide as
required by the Prefabricated Room schedule.
8. Non-Lift Door Hinges: All walk-in swing doors shall be provided with
hinges that are non-lift off and secured to the doors and frames with nonreversible screws.

C. Electrical and Instrument Accessories:
1. Concealed Through Panel Electrical: All panels requiring 115/60/1
electrical will be provided with concealed through panel electrical. Panels
are foamed with conduit concealed within the polyurethane and stubbed
to junction box on the exterior ceiling ready for final connection.
Exposed conduit on the interior or exterior of the refrigerated room shall
not be accepted.
2. Dial Thermometer 4 inch: Shall be provided for Prefabricated Room
compartment. Thermometer to offer accurate temperature sensing from 40° Fahrenheit (-40° Centigrade) to +105° Fahrenheit (+40 Centigrade).
Thermometer to have a minimum 5 feet long capillary sensing tube and be
easily calibrated with adjustment screw on the back of the thermometer
assembly.
3. Dial Thermometer 5 inch: Shall be provided for each Prefabricated Room
compartment(s). Thermometer to offer accurate temperature sensing from
-40° Fahrenheit (-40° Centigrade) to +60° Fahrenheit (+16 Centigrade).
Thermometer to have a minimum 5 feet long capillary sensing tube and be
easily calibrated with adjustment screw in the center of the pointer located
on the front of the thermometer assembly.
4. Digital Thermometer 2-1/2 inch: Shall be provided for each Prefabricated
Room compartment. Thermometer to be battery operated and offer
accurate temperature sensing from -40° Fahrenheit (-40° Centigrade) to
+120° Fahrenheit (+49° Centigrade). Thermometer to have a minimum 42
inch long capillary sensing tube and be factory calibrated.
5. Digital Thermometer/High Alarm, Surface-mounted NL708:
Shall be
combined into one instrument and be surface mounted onto wall panel
with no exposed wiring. To be a fully calibrated, electronic solid state
thermometer with LED displays for or air temperature in Fahrenheit scale.
Thermometer must have high audible and visual alarms for air temperature
which sounds when limits have been exceeded, limits adjustable by user.
Locate thermometer adjacent to Prefabricated Room door handle at eye
level height. Provide as required by Prefabricated Room schedule.
6. Digital Thermometer/High-Low Alarm, NL708:
Shall be combined into
one instrument and be recessed into wall panel with no exposed wiring.
To be a fully calibrated, electronic solid state thermometer with LED
displays for product temperatures in Centigrade (Fahrenheit) scale.
Thermometer must have high/low audible and visual alarms for product
temperature, limits adjustable by the user, with a 30 minute alarm silencer
and auxiliary contacts for a remote alarm hook-up. Locate thermometer
adjacent to Prefabricated Room door handle at eye level height. Power
requirements to be 115/60/1. Provide as required by Prefabricated Room
schedule.

7. Duplex Receptacles:
Each Prefabricated Room is to have 115/60/1
weatherproof duplex receptacles number and location as indicated on the
Specification Drawings. Receptacles are to be fully recessed in the wall
panels with no exposed conduit in Prefabricated Room. The conduit is to
be concealed within the polyurethane and stubbed to the ceiling topside to
a junction box.
8. Personnel Emergency Alarm: Provide each Prefabricated Room with reset
type electronically powered personnel emergency alarm system, power
shall be provided by the room electrical input. The system shall consist of
a heavy duty actuator with a red button marked, “EMERGENCY ALARM.”
The actuator shall be mounted on the interior wall of the room adjacent to
the door jamb and 12 inches above the floor level. The system shall have
audible and visual alarms affixed to the front exterior of the room. The
audible alarm will provide a high decibel level of sound output at a
frequency distinct from room parameter alarms. The visual alarm shall be
prominently labeled “PERSONNEL EMERGENCY.” Alarm shall also include
a set of dry contacts for user hook-up to a remote alarm station.
D. Flooring:
1. Non-Skid Safety Tread: Shall be installed to the interior floor panels at the
areas as designated on the Specification Drawings. Non-Skid safety tread
strips are to be 6 inches wide by 24 inches long and are adhered to the
floor panel with heavy duty construction adhesive.
2. Resilient Flooring:
DRI-DECK is the specified design standard.
Acceptable substitutions subject to provisions of Section (
). Flooring
shall be made of polyvinylchloride and designed for continuous use in
environments from -30° Fahrenheit to 160° Fahrenheit. Flooring shall be
resistant to mildew, inorganic acids, oils, grease detergents, and brine at
room temperatures. Flooring shall consist of interlocking tiles covering
entire Prefabricated Room floor. Color as selected by Architect.
3. Vinyl Flooring: 100% black vinyl matting is the specified design standard.
Flooring shall be resistant to mildew, inorganic acids, oils, grease
detergents, and brine at room temperatures. Flooring shall consist of
ribbed surface for easy cleaning and surer footing. Flooring shall be
provided in 36 inch widths and in lengths to cover the entire Prefabricated
Room floor.
E. Hardware:
1. Bumper Rail/Metal: Provide hat shaped bumper rail at locations and
heights required by Specification Drawings. Bumper rails are to be formed
from a minimum of 16 gauge (stainless or galvanized) steel and will be 3
inches wide and extend 1-1/2 inches out from the face of the Prefabricated
Room wall. Bumper rails shall include end caps and be mounted with top
fasteners hidden from view.

2. Bumper Rail/Vinyl: Provide vinyl bumper rail at the locations and heights
required by the Specification Drawings. Bumper rails are to be formed
from aluminum channel with vinyl insert and will be 1 inch wide and extend
1 inch out from the face of the Prefabricated Room wall. Bumper rails shall
include end caps and be mounted with fasteners hidden from view.
3. Ceiling Cutout (and floor if required): Shall be included in the
Prefabricated Room construction in the size and location as shown on the
Specification Drawing. Ceiling panels (and floor if required) shall be
configured so a main male/female joint shall be located at the building
column.
4. Column Cutout: Shall be included in the Prefabricated Room construction
in the size and location as shown on the Specification Drawing. Height of
cutout is to equal Prefabricated Room height. Column cutout shall be the
same interior and exterior finish as specified for the Prefabricated Room
and will incorporate the same tongue and groove construction as the
standard insulated panels. All locking shall be from the interior with the
lock wrench access holes being sealed, with plug buttons provided, after
installation.
5. Corner Cutout: Shall be included in the Prefabricated Room construction
in the size and location as shown on the Specification Drawings. Height of
cutout is to equal Prefabricated Room height. Corner cutout shall be the
same interior and exterior finish as specified for the Prefabricated Room
and will incorporate the same tongue and groove construction as the
standard insulated panels. All locking shall be from the interior with the
lock wrench access holes being sealed, with plug buttons provided, after
installation.
6. Column Enclosure:
Shall be included in the Prefabricated Room
construction in the size and location as shown on the plan drawing. Ceiling
and floor panels shall be configured so a main male / female joint shall be
located at the building column. Column enclosure shall be the same
interior and exterior finish as specified for the Prefabricated Room and will
incorporate the same tongue and groove construction as the standard
polyurethane insulated panels. The column enclosure height shall be the
same as the Prefabricated Room height specified. All locking shall be from
the interior with the lock wrench access holes being sealed, with plug
buttons provided, after installation.
7. Cove Molding: Shall be factory provided for complete interior and
exterior of Prefabricated Rooms. Cove molding to be (black vinyl, .040
embossed aluminum, or 22 gauge stainless steel) and is field installed with
water resistant contact adhesive.
8. Meat Rail: Shall be completely adjustable, wall mounted, one or two tier,
and length as indicated on the Specifications Drawings. On single tier
systems rail is to extend 6 inches out from the interior wall surface. On two
tier units top tier shall extend 12 inches out from interior wall surface and
lower tier is to extend 6 inches out from interior wall surface. Each rail

shall be 3/8 inch thick by 2 inches wide steel with silver baked enamel
finish. System to be supplied complete with pre-mounted wall standards,
shelf brackets, ceiling support brackets, and all necessary clamps and
fasteners. Wall standards to be pre-mounted, no greater than 28 inches
apart on wall panels. Ceiling support bracket is field installed to the
interior ceiling and fastened to each wall standard to achieve maximum
support and stability. Each rail is to include one stainless steel meat hook
per running foot.
9. Utility Penetrations; Shall be provided in size and location as shown on
Specification Drawings. Utility penetration to include plastic sleeve sealed
on interior and exterior panel surface.
F. Lighting:
1. Door Controlled Light Switch: Shall be factory installed and pre-wired
through foamed-in place conduit to surface mounted light fixture base on
the interior door frame. Light(s) are field wired to the door controlled
switch so as to turn the Light(s) on when the door is opened.
2. Light Switches / O.S.H.A.: Shall be factory installed and pre-wired through
foamed-in-place conduit within each door section assembly. O.S.H.A.
approved light switching consist of interior and exterior, three-way light
switches, inter-wired with constant burning, interior pilot light.
G. Ramps/Entrance:
1. Exterior Ramp: Shall extend 25-1/2 inches, providing an incline no
greater than 10-1/2 degrees. Width shall be 6 inches wider than
accompanying door. Ramp construction shall include support members
at a maximum of 9 inches apart on center line with metal clad 1/2 inch
plywood top incline surface. Ramp finish shall be stainless steel with the
addition of non-skid strips for safety.
2.

Interior Ramp: Shall be factory installed to match the width of
accompanying door. Depth of ramp shall be 19-1/2 inches from inside door
threshold with an incline angle of 11-1/2 degrees. Ramp construction shall
include a foamed-in-place, 22 gauge type 304 stainless steel with heavy
underlayment to support top wear surface. Ramp surface shall include
non-skid strips for safety. Provide interior ramp as required by
Prefabricated Room schedule.

H. Roof / Weather Proof:
1. Flat Membrane Roof: Shall be supplied for field installation on top of each
Prefabricated Room which is located outdoors. Membrane to be fabricated
from low shrink polyester fabric, coated with a permanent thermoplastic
alloy and have a total thickness of 40 mil. Membrane shall be fire
retardant, resistant to ultra-violet rays and micro-organisms. Membrane to
be white in color to reflect maximum heat load from the sun. Membrane
roof system to include all flashing. Fasteners shall be provided to secure
the membrane to the Prefabricated Room for roofs exceeding 12 feet in
length. In cases where the refrigerated room is installed against a building
the membrane roof material will be flashed up by the equipment
installation contractor.
2. Flat Aluminum Cap Roof: Shall be supplied for field installation on top of
each Prefabricated Room which is located outdoors. Embossed aluminum
material to be a minimum .040 thick. Roof system, when supplied with
walk-in using conventional ceiling mount unit cooler, shall include 3/4 inch
thick insulated board which is installed between the ceiling top side and
the aluminum cap roof. The insulated board will be used as a spacer for
the unit cooler hanger rods; thus eliminating the need for any penetrations
through the aluminum cap roof. In cases where the Prefabricated Room is
installed against a building the aluminum cap roof material will be flashed
up to existing building wall.
I.

Shelving:
1. Cantilevered Solid Shelving: Shall be completely adjustable, wall
mounted, furnished in length, width, height and number of tiers, as
indicated on Specification Drawings. Each shelf shall be made of single
piece (16 gauge galvanized, .064 smooth aluminum, or 16 gauge stainless
steel) metal. Shelves shall be formed with front and rear edges bent in
double 90° angles for structural rigidity to prevent shelf failure. Shelves
shall be completely sanitary having no folds, hems, or crevices.
Cantilevered Shelf System shall be listed by NSF. System to be supplied
complete with pre-mounted wall standards, shelf brackets, ceiling support
brackets, and all necessary clamps and fasteners. Wall standards to be
pre-mounted, no greater than 28 inches apart, on the wall panels. Ceiling
support bracket is field installed to the interior ceiling and fastened to each
wall standard to achieve maximum support and stability.
2. Free Standing Shelving: Adjustable wire shelving made of high quality
wire and steel. Shelves to have #9 (.148") gauge cross wires spaced 3/4"
on centers with cross braces 1/4" (.25") minimum of 4-3/4" on center.
Shelf frame channel to be 9/16" x 1" x .075" thick. Shelf collars are round
tapered 1-5/16" steel to be welded at each corner. Posts to be .062" thick
1" O.D. round tubing notched every 1" on each corner of the post. Installed
on the bottom of each post is a nylon housing for a stud leveler 3/8" - 16 x
1-3/4". Shelves are adjustable on 1" centers. All shelves are N.S.F. listed.
Provide in length, width, height, tier and location as indicated on the
Specification Drawings. Finish to be (choose one):

Green Kote™: Electro statically applied green baked epoxy over zinc
steel and bright basic wire. Thickness: 4-7 mil.
Chrome Kote™:
plated.

Plated quality wire and steel.

Surface nickel chrome

3. Heavy Duty Free Standing Shelving: Adjustable wire shelving made of
high quality wire and steel. Shelves to have #8 (.162") gauge cross wires
spaced 1-1/16" on centers with cross braces 5/16" (.3125") minimum of 6"
on center and running perpendicular to cross wires. Cross-braces welded
at each end inside 5/8" leg of channel 9/16" x 1-1/4" x .090" thick with legs
of channel pointed to center of shelf. A square tapered 1-3/4" high steel
collar is to be welded at each corner. Additionally a suitable number of
5/16" (.3125") rebrace wires are welded to the underside of 18" and 24"
wide shelves in lengths of 54" and longer. All contact points are welded.
Finish to be (choose one):
Stainless Steel - Type 304 cold drawn annealed bright-finish stainless
steel and wire. Electro-Polished after fabrication.
J. Trim Strips and Closures Panels:
1. Trim Strips: Shall be of the same finish as the Prefabricated Room exterior
to be provided and installed to fill the area between the building wall and
the sides of the Prefabricated Room. All dimensions are to be verified by
the Contractor.
2. Closure Panels: Shall be of the same finish as the Prefabricated Room
exterior are to be provided and installed to fill the area between the
building ceiling and the top of the Prefabricated Room. All dimensions are
to be verified by the Contractor.
Closure panels are to be installed between top and bottom rails for easy
removal.
Closure panels to include louvers as required to providing maximum air
interchange for equipment enclosed above Prefabricated Room.
K. Ventilation:
1. Exhaust Fan:
Shall be provided as required by Prefabricated Room
schedule and is to include a fresh air inlet damper. The inlet damper is to
be located on the return air side of the unit cooler. The exhaust fan is to
be located across the room from the inlet damper. The exact location is
shown on the Specification Drawings.
2. Unheated Air Vent: Shall be provided for each Prefabricated Room
operating above freezing, locate as shown on Specification Drawings.
Unheated air vent shall function as a pressure equalizer within the
Prefabricated Room compartment.

3. Heated Air Vent: Shall be provided for each Prefabricated Room operating
at or below freezing, locate vent as shown on Specification Drawings.
Heated air vent shall function as a two-way pressure equalizer within the
freezer compartment and operate on 115/60/1 electrical.
4. Insulated Ducting/Motorized Damper: The motorized damper shall be
mounted in a 6 inch diameter insulated inlet duct and is to be located on
the return air side of the unit cooler. The motorized damper shall be
activated by the Prefabricated Room light switch. The inlet duct shall also
include a constant airflow regulator device to compensate for changes in
duct pressure, providing accurate airflow. Provide an additional 6 inch
insulated return duct mounted across the room from the motorized
damper. Provide two 6 inch diameter user adjustable vent grilles on the
interior of the Prefabricated Room for the inlet and outlet ducting.
Division (
) is responsible for connecting duct collars to the building
HVAC system and providing the specified CFM of vent air as indicated by
the Prefabricated Room schedule. The duct locations are as shown on the
Specification Drawings.
PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.01

EXAMINATION

A. Inspection: Installing Contractor shall examine and verify areas and work of
other trades for correct dimensions, properly located electrical and
mechanical utilities. Report any unsatisfactory conditions to the Construction
Manager and Architect in writing.
3.02 INSTALLATION
A. General: The installer shall conduct the pre-site inspection and install the
Prefabricated Room as indicated on the drawings. This installation shall
include receiving, unloading, inspection, and unpacking of Prefabricated
Room components, the panel erection, light fixture mounting, installation of
the ceiling plenum, the inter-wiring of the electrical components, piping, leak
testing and start-up of the refrigeration system, testing of complete
Prefabricated Room and the piping of the condensate drains.
It is the
responsibility of others to provide all final hookup of utilities to the
Prefabricated Room. All other equipment not provided by the Prefabricated
Room manufacturer such as casework, water fixtures, piping for air, water, gas,
vacuum, final electrical hookups or other utilities are the responsibility of
other Divisions.
1.

Install Prefabricated Rooms in accordance
manufacturer’s standards and specifications.

with

the

accepted

2. Seal or otherwise insure that fastenings to Prefabricated Rooms do not
compromise vapor barriers or insulation. Seal all service penetrations for
piping and sleeves. Seal all electrical conduit to prevent condensation
from accumulating in light fixtures/junction boxes.

3. Insulate refrigeration lines with Armaflex insulation or equal in accordance
with ASHRAE standards.
3.03

PERFORMANCE

A. Operating Temperature: After Prefabricated Room has reached operating
temperature, door shall be fully opened to 75° F ambient for a period of one
full minute. Room shall recover to operating temperature within 5 minutes
after closing door.
B. Control Set Point: The Prefabricated Rooms shall be designed to operate
at temperature and humidity Specified in Prefabricated Room Schedule.
Control sensitivity is defined as the temperature measured at the point where
the Prefabricated Room temperature control sensing element is placed, at a
given point in time. The control sensitivity is to be ± 0.5° Centigrade within
specified set point.
C. Temperature Uniformity: The Prefabricated Rooms are to be designed to
provide temperature uniformity as specified in the Prefabricated Room
Schedule. This is to be defined as an area on a horizontal plane 48 inches
above the floor and within 24 inches of the walls. The uniformity is the
variation between points across this plane as measured by a twelve point strip
chart recorder with the sensors evenly distributed and measured at a given
point in time.
D. Humidity Performance: The Prefabricated Rooms are to be designed to
provide a humidity variation as specified in the Prefabricated Room Schedule.
This is to be defined as the total variation measured at the control sensing
element with a circular chart recorder. All Prefabricated Rooms shall be
factory set up and test run with a twelve point strip recorder for twenty four
hours to insure Specified performance. Test results shall be forwarded to
Owner.
3.04

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL

A. § Acceptance Testing: Acceptance of the Prefabricated Room shall come only
after each room has met the parameters as outlined in the performance
section of Specifications. It is the responsibility of the Contractor in the
presence of a factory trained representative, to verify the operation of the
Prefabricated Rooms and obtain owners written approval. A copy of this
document must remain with the owner, with an additional copy sent to the
room manufacturer. The Prefabricated Rooms operation will then become the
Owners responsibility and the warranty period will coincide with acceptance.

3.05

CLEANING

A. General: Remove protective material from surfaces. Clean interior and
exterior of Prefabricated Room including components. Remove surplus
materials, debris and tools.
3.06

DEMONSTRATION

A. General: Manufacturer’s Representative shall provide a demonstration for
designated Owner’s Representative to inform them of proper Prefabricated
Room operation and maintenance.
3.07

PROTECTION

A. General: Shut off equipment and lock doors to prevent access by
unauthorized persons. Verify in writing that Prefabricated Room condition
is undamaged and acceptable with Construction Manager. Forward all
Prefabricated Room keys to Construction Manager for final acceptance of
Prefabricated Rooms.

